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Preface and Acknowledgements 

Events in Ukraine are headline issues and there is considerable
uncertainty about the direction of the country. With this in mind, the
SAIS Center for Transatlantic Relations at Johns Hopkins University
and Poland's Institute for Eastern Studies, the organizer of the annual
Economic Forum in Krynica, Poland, asked the authors in this volume
to address current issues related to Ukraine's domestic and interna-
tional situation, and to recommend steps that could be taken to forge
a more democratic, prosperous and secure Ukraine. Our intention is
to evoke the political, economic and foreign policy possibilities of an
open Ukraine in the heart of Europe. 

This project succeeded because of the partnership between our two
institutions. On behalf of the authors we would like to thank the many
colleagues who participated in the deliberations and meetings that
produced this book, including participants in the Ukraine Policy
Forum, our Center's regular meeting series examining Ukraine's cur-
rent challenges and future possibilities. 

We would also like to thank our colleagues at the Center for
Transatlantic Relations and the Institute for Eastern Studies for their
help and good cheer throughout this project, and Peggy Irvine and
Peter Lindeman for working with us on the many details related to
the production of the book. We are grateful to the Austrian Marshall
Plan Foundation, which supports our work on Central European
issues. 

Our authors express their own views, and do not necessarily reflect
views of any institution or government. 

Taras Kuzio
Daniel Hamilton
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Towards an Open Ukraine: 
Policy Recommendations

Ukraine is one of the biggest, but also the second poorest country
in Europe after Moldova. Given its territorial size, its geographic posi-
tion, its almost 50 million population and its role as the main transit
state for Russian oil and gas exports to central and western Europe,
Ukraine has been a critical strategic factor for Euro-Atlantic and
Eurasian security in the two decades of its independence. Today, it
stands at a critical crossroads between developing a more open society
increasingly integrated into the European space of democracy, pros-
perity and market-based economics grounded in respect for human
rights and the rule of law, or an increasingly autocratic system, mired
in the economic stagnation and political instability that is historically
characteristic of Europe’s borderlands. The choice is straightforward:
Ukraine can either join the European mainstream or remain in a gray
zone of insecurity between Europe and Russia. 

The following recommendations outline how Ukraine could move
away from immobility in the gray zone of domestic and international
politics in which it finds itself, break its reform logjam and become an
Open  Ukraine— a democracy accountable to its people with a socially
responsible market economy, governed by an administration that
respects the rule of law, fights corruption and that can effectively
implement needed reforms, and that is increasingly integrated into the
European mainstream. These proposals are intended to expand the
horizons of Ukrainian elites and opinion leaders and equip them with
concrete reasons to move from short-term “momentocracy” to a more
powerful vision that could guide their country. They also suggest ways
Ukraine’s neighbors can make the costs and benefits of Ukraine’s
choices clear. 

Political Reforms and Democratization

Ukraine’s fundamental problem has been government dysfunction
with leaders changing the constitution and election laws to deny power
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to the opposition or maximize power for themselves after elections.
For Ukraine to have more effective governance, it must tackle seven
interrelated challenges: switching from a presidential to a parliamen-
tary political system, which is better suited for encouraging democrati-
zation; parliamentary and legislative reform; administrative reform;
strengthening the rule of law; judicial reform; eradicating systemic cor-
ruption; and strengthening civil society and independent media. 

• Switch to a Parliamentary System. The scholarly and policy
debate has been extensive whether presidentialism or parlia-
mentrism is best suited for countries in transition. Of the 27
post-communist states, those with successful democracies in
Central-Eastern Europe have adopted parliamentary systems
while authoritarian regimes in Eurasia are primarily built on
presidential systems. Parliamentary systems have therefore
been successful in promoting democracy and European inte-
gration than presidential systems. Ukraine has had a presiden-
tial system for a decade (1996-2005) and again since 2010
when the Constitutional Court ruled under pressure from the
executive that constitutional reforms adopted in December
2004 and going into effect after the March 2006 elections
were ‘unconstitutional’ (the same Court had refused to con-
sider the same question under President Viktor Yushchenko).
Presidentialism in Ukraine has stifled democratic develop-
ments, encouraged authoritarianism, promoted censorship of
the media and became a nexus of corruption and illegality.
Unelected regional governors, which duplicate elected local
councils and mayors, have traditionally been at the center of
election fraud, patronage and corruption. Abuses of presiden-
tialism are clearly evident under President Viktor Yanukovych,
who has sought to maximize power at the expense of parlia-
ment, the Cabinet, regions and local councils.

• Parliamentary and Legislative Reform. A strong and inde-
pendent legislature is vital for jump-starting the reform
process in Ukraine, yet the Ukrainian parliament turned into
a rubber-stamp body with minimal political authority. Open
Ukraine requires legislation, drafted in a transparent manner
and be open to public deliberation, that would ensure a level
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playing field for competing political parties and their fair rep-
resentation in the parliament. The mixed system, adopted in
November 2011 ignoring recommendations by the Council of
Europe’s Venice Commission, prevents this by skewing elec-
tion results in favor of the Party of Regions. Provisions for full
disclosure of candidates’ funding sources and for challenging
election results are essential for a democracy. The law should
limit the ability of electoral commissions to interfere with the
electoral process. The parliament’s role in choosing candidates
for Cabinet positions must be revived. It must also have
strong oversight powers over the executive. Internal rules for
coalition formation should prioritize party factions over indi-
vidual deputies; the majority coalition should be formed based
solely on parties elected to the parliament and not, as has been
the tradition until now, of new parties and factions created
after elections within the life of parliaments. There should
also be a strict enforcement of the rules requiring deputies to
vote individually (that is, a halt to the widespread practice of
absentee voting) and disclose their personal incomes. The leg-
islative process should be streamlined to improve the quality
of legislation, possibly with the assistance of a Council of For-
eign Advisers, as was the case in the first half of the 1990s. 

• Administrative Reform. The executive needs to be stream-
lined and decentralized to allow for more effective and accu-
rate application of law. Many government ministries and state
committees have overlapping responsibilities, duplicating
functions and wasting resources. 

• Strengthen the Rule of Law. In Ukraine the law continues to
be viewed as an instrument of partisan governmental power.
That which is construed to be “illegal” is whatever the gov-
ernment in power finds to be politically expedient. Procedural
safeguards that are at the heart of a rule of law legal system
are absent or ignored. Ukraine should fundamentally and pro-
foundly transform its legal system if it is to spread European
values and the rule of law. This means coming to grips with
the legal system’s catastrophic Soviet past; reforming the legal
academy; and reforming the laws, procedures and mechanisms
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that remain in place as holdovers from Ukraine’s totalitarian
legacy. The Prosecutor’s office needs to be overhauled or
replaced. It has become highly compromised through corrup-
tion and under Yanukovych it has returned to its Soviet func-
tion as a state arm of repression. 

• Judicial Reform. In a system that respects the rule of law,
judges are professional, independent and impartial; they are
not “accountable” to prosecutors. Prosecutors, in turn, do not
act as the partisan political arm of the government. That is
not the case in Ukraine today. The court system is endemi-
cally corrupt, incompetent and subject to commercial and
political influence. Judges are routinely bribed to secure con-
victions or release of those charged or to alter title deeds in
businesses in the widespread practice of corporate raiding.
The President exerts political influence over the judiciary
through the High Council of Justice, which is dominated by
representatives of the ruling party and the Chairman of the
Security Service, a direct conflict of interest. Ukraine’s judicial
system is in dire need of overhaul. The competence and juris-
diction of differing courts must be clarified. Training and
selection of judges need to be made more transparent and
meritocratic. Courts and judges require sufficient financing so
as to discourage corruption. Concepts along these lines were
approved five years ago, but have yet to be implemented.
Court proceedings should be made more transparent, impar-
tial, and effective. Procedures for mediation, independent
arbitration, and enhanced use of notaries should be intro-
duced. The power of the High Council of Justice to select or
discipline judges should be transferred to a non-partisan body
comprising of authoritative and experienced judges, such as
the High Qualifications Commission. The President’s and
Parliament’s role in appointing or removing judges should be
limited to mere approval of the Commission’s recommenda-
tions with few clearly specified exceptions.

• Eradicate Systemic Corruption. The presence or absence of
rule of law in a society is closely related to the level of corrup-
tion. Corruption has become endemic in Ukraine and is
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growing; it has degraded the country’s governance, under-
mined its democracy, reduced public trust in state institutions,
distorted the economy, discouraged foreign direct investment
and been exported to Europe. To reduce corruption, Ukraine
needs political leadership committed to and greater societal
awareness that corruption impedes economic development,
democratization and European integration. Organizations and
individuals committed to combating corruption need to mobi-
lize behind specific, concrete  initiatives— such as draft laws
regarding codes of criminal procedure, professional ethics,
and financial declarations by public servants. There is a wealth
of international experience on how to reduce corruption, par-
ticularly from other post-Soviet or post-socialist countries;
Ukraine should take advantage of such experience.

• Strengthen Civil Society and Independent Media. Media cen-
sorship under Yanukovych has not yet reached the level char-
acteristic of Kuchma’s presidency and is different in nature.
Nonetheless, even though major media outlets in Ukraine
have not yet fallen fully under the government’s control, their
independence has eroded substantially due to the excessive
interference of owners keen to remain on good terms with the
executive in news coverage. Television news is dominated by
good media coverage of the authorities and either paints the
opposition in a negative light or ignores them. Only print and
internet-based media still function as an instrument of
accountability and a source of reliable news. Further interna-
tional assistance to these media outlets is vital for supporting
media pluralism. 

Economic Growth and Modernization

During the last two decades Ukraine has moved from a command
administrative system but has still to arrive at the final destination of a
market economy, despite recognition by the U.S. and EU in 2005-
2006 of a ‘market economy’ status. Ukraine’s ‘partial reform equilib-
rium’ is stuck between the Soviet past and European future and only
concerted reforms will move the economy towards a European-style
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social market economy. Ukraine was hit hard by the global economic
and financial crisis. The combination of weaker demand from
Ukraine’s trading partners, falling export prices, rising import prices
and reduced access to international financial markets sliced GDP by
14.8% in 2009, and it will take until 2013 to recover that lost ground.
Inflation is hovering above 9% and unemployment at 8%. The hryv-
nia, Ukraine’s national currency, has lost almost half of its value
against the U.S. dollar since July 2008. Pension expenditures increased
from 9% of GDP in 2003 to 17.6% in 2010, one of the highest levels
in the  world— yet pension fund revenues cover only two-thirds of
expenditures, the rest being covered by transfers from the budget.
Demographic pressures will increase the burden on the working pop-
ulation even further. Ukraine’s successful accession to the WTO in
May 2008, after 15 years of negotiations, was an isolated foreign pol-
icy achievement of the Yushchenko presidency. President Yanukovych
launched reforms in summer 2010, but implementation has been very
slow due to a lack of political will, populist concessions ahead of par-
liamentary elections in 2012, and a deficit in government capacity to
draft EU-compatible legislation. The refusal to implement further
stages of the 2010 MF agreement, including raising household utility
prices for a second time, has led to the suspension of IMF tranches. It
is imperative that Ukraine return to the IMF agreement in order to
introduce reforms and boost foreign investor confidence. 

The following areas are urgent on the road to an Open Ukraine: 

• Pension reform has been long delayed, yet is critically impor-
tant for restoring Ukraine’s financial sustainability. The IMF
demand to raise the pension age from 55 to 60, as part of the
July 2010 agreement for Ukraine, was adopted by parliament
in 2011.

• Simplified taxation and licensing, including simplified
accounting of revenues, should be introduced for small and
medium businesses. Previously introduced reform principles
must be made operational, such as the “one-stop shop” for
registering and licensing businesses. Any permits other than
those directly stipulated by the law should be abolished.
Remaining permits and activities subject to mandatory licens-
ing should be compiled into a single piece of legislation. 
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• Corporate legislation reform. The Economic Code of
Ukraine is a confused mix of Soviet command economy ele-
ments and market institutions. It should be abandoned. The
Civil Code of Ukraine should comply with EU Directives on
company law. The new law on joint stock companies must be
amended to comply with EU Directives on company law, and
internationally accepted principles of corporate law and cor-
porate governance best practices, by replacing the profit-
extracting legal model for such companies to one of investor
protection. Modern legal structures are needed for small and
medium enterprises and domestic and foreign investors via a
separate limited liability company law that provides for an
efficient system of governance, control bodies and reliable
protection of minority participants. The law on re-establish-
ing solvency of a debtor or declaring a debtor bankrupt must
be amended to prevent abuses by related-party (conflict of
interest) transactions and by enhancing the personal responsi-
bility (liability) of company officers and the bankruptcy com-
missioner.

• Agricultural Reform. The moratorium on trading agricul-
tural land should be ended and free access of citizens and agri-
cultural producers to land resources ensured. Prices for agri-
cultural land should be liberalized and work on establishing a
land cadastre should be continued. Consideration should be
given to allowing foreigners and foreign-owned companies to
own some agricultural land deposits (e.g. up to 10% of land in
each region [oblast]). Such reforms would attract more capital,
help to import and disseminate modern agricultural technolo-
gies, and facilitate greater access to international channels of
distribution of agricultural products. Moreover, Ukraine has a
strong interest in the liberalization of global trade in food-
stuffs. Administrative restrictions on exports should be aban-
doned and delays in VAT refunds to exporters urgently fixed.
Targeted income support measures should be introduced for
poor families to compensate for the rise in foodstuff prices.
Social support and re-training programs for redundant agri-
cultural workers need strengthening. Ukrainian law on state
support of agriculture should be consolidated into one piece
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of legislation. An information service for agricultural markets
should be established to monitor and forecast global food
markets and collect information on standards in other coun-
tries. Sanitary and safety standards should, as a matter of high
priority, be aligned with international and EU norms. Estab-
lishing WTO-compatible free trade agreements with other
non-EU trade partners is in Ukrainian interests.

Energy Efficiency and Independence

Ukraine’s energy sector is plagued by aging infrastructure, wide-
spread corruption, political manipulation of utility rates and statistics,
and minimal foreign direct investment. Although Ukraine has oil, gas
and coal reserves, it is one of the most energy inefficient economies in
the world and only able to cover 47-49% of its energy demand. Gas
imports account for 7-8% of Ukrainian GDP and are clearly unsus-
tainable. Around half of Ukraine’s total energy consumption comes
from natural gas. Although Ukraine has large conventional and
unconventional gas resources, it will be unable to boost domestic gas
production without deeper and comprehensive reforms and significant
foreign direct investment. While it has coal reserves for another 100
years, the productivity of coal extraction is very low and its production
costs are high. Coal mining is highly dangerous and Ukraine has one
of the highest rates of accidents in the world, close to Chinese levels.
Without restructuring, modernization and liberalized market reforms,
Ukraine will be unable to cope with its energy supply challenges,
including decreasing its extremely high energy consumption.

Moreover, Ukraine is deeply dependent on Russia, which supplies
85-90% of Ukraine’s oil imports and 75-80% of its natural gas
imports. In addition, in 2010 Ukraine signed agreements with Russia
to build two nuclear reactors and to deliver only Russian fuel to all
Ukrainian reactors until they cease operation. These arrangements
have stunted necessary domestic reforms and weakened Ukraine’s bar-
gaining position vis-à-vis Russia, particularly with regard to gas
imports and transit. Moscow uses the gas issue to exert pressure on
Kyiv over various bilateral issues. Kyiv signed a gas agreement with
Moscow disadvantageous to Ukrainian interests, yet Moscow insists
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that any review of that agreement would only be possible if the state
gas company Naftohaz Ukrainy merged with Gazprom, ownership of
the Ukrainian GTS was transferred to Gazprom, or if Ukraine joined
Russia’s Customs Union with Belarus and Kazakhstan. Yanukovych
has publicly rejected such conditions as “humiliating,” and Ukrainian
law prevents the selling, renting or leasing of critical energy infra-
structures to foreign countries and companies. Russia is pushing for a
new gas consortium over the GTS acquiring majority control, leaving
Ukraine just 20% of its shares. Such an arrangement would question
Ukrainian sovereignty and independence, threaten efforts at deeper
democratic and market reforms, and pose considerable challenges to
EU energy security and foreign policy. Giving up sovereignty over the
GTS is seen by the Nikolai Azarov government as a better option
than implementing unpopular IMF reforms (such as raising household
uility prices to reduce Naftohaz Ukrainy’s contribution of 2% to the
budget deficit) as Russia will provide gas at a subsidized price in a new
contract. 

An Open Ukraine requires Kyiv to boost domestic energy effi-
ciency; eradicate endemic corruption in the energy sector; adopt all of
the elements in the European Energy Community that it signed on to;
and diversify its energy mix and strengthen its national security by
reducing its dependence on Russia. 

• Boosting Energy Efficiency. Ukraine’s energy infrastructure is
inefficient and wasteful. The country has invested little in
energy efficiency, yet such efforts are critical to Ukraine’s
energy security. A major step forward would be for Kyiv to
take the politically unpopular decision to raise gas prices for
households and utilities, which are heavily subsidized (a first
increase was undertaken in 2010 but the Cabinet balked at
taking a second increase ahead of the 2012 elections). The
domestic political fallout could be mitigated by compensatory
measures for low income households. Artificially low gas
prices in the past have dampened any incentive to boost
domestic gas extraction or to improve efficiency and a new gas
contract with a return to subsidized prices will again freeze
Ukraine’s inefficient and wasteful energy sector. These have
fuelled high-price gas imports from Russia, compromising
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Ukraine’s national energy security and its overall economic
competitiveness. Most Ukrainian energy producers have been
unable to finance even their replacement investments because
their revenues from domestic sales do not cover their costs.
The only real beneficiary of the artificially increased demand
for gas is the Russian state gas company Gazprom. In contrast,
the Ukrainian state gas company Naftohaz Ukrainy needs
budgetary support because of highly subsidized utility prices.

• Eliminate endemic corruption in the energy sector. The lack
of strong market reforms is linked to systemic corruption and
a nebulous legal and legislative framework, which have
unnerved the markets and scared away foreign investment. If
Ukraine is serious about its energy security, it will work to
eradicate systemic corruption and establish clear legal ground
rules for investments in its energy sector. 

• Adopt European Standards. On February 1, 2011 Ukraine
became a full member of the European Energy Community
(EEC), which extends the EU’s internal energy market to
Ukraine. It is strongly in Kyiv’s interest to live up to the obli-
gations such membership entails, including full adherence to
anti-corruption norms of European law and implementation
of the EU’s third energy package of unbundling energy pro-
duction from its distribution in gas and electricity markets by
January 2015. The implications of this third package are far-
reaching and often not fully understood. EEC members are
obliged not only to revise their laws and to adopt secondary
legislation but also to promote fundamental changes in mar-
ket structures by introducing market rules and legislation.
Central European practice offers Ukraine a means to imple-
ment EU acquis in energy despite its dense interwoven ties
with Russia, whereby long-term Russian contracts could enjoy
temporary derogation from EU regulations.

• Diversify. Energy cooperation with the EU and other foreign
partners could help Kyiv diversify its fossil-fuel imports and
its overall energy mix and reduce its dependence on Russian
gas and oil. Ukraine has excellent wind resources and pos-
sesses significant unconventional (shale) gas deposits.
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Ukraine’s Parliament has already passed more investor-
friendly legislation to open its domestic natural gas market to
foreign shale gas and coal-bed producers. Exploitation of
these reserves could give buyers more leverage to renegotiate
the high Russian oil-indexed gas price demands that are
included in long-term contracts, and could drastically reduce
Ukrainian dependence on Russian gas. Moreover, the conflu-
ence of EU energy market liberalization, stepped-up antitrust
enforcement, and the emergence of unconventional gas sup-
plies in European markets may prompt Russia to increase its
own efforts at energy efficiency and to invest in its own
unconventional gas resources, which may be much cheaper
than investing in the extremely costly Yamal Peninsula and
Shtokman projects, and perhaps lead to greater reciprocity
and symmetry in both Ukrainian and EU energy relations
with Russia. On the other hand, if Ukrainian and European
gas policies remain hostage to long-term contracts, “take-and-
pay” clauses and oil price linkages, prospects will be dim for
new and sustainable integrated energy and climate policies,
despite the fact that  international gas markets have de-linked
from oil price markets.  

A Strategy for the West: 
Open Door, Straight Talk, Tough Love

Given Kyiv’s turn to autocracy, it would be tempting for Western
policymakers, besieged with other priorities, to turn their backs on
Ukraine. This would be a strategic mistake. The United States and the
EU have a strong stake in an Open Ukraine secure in its borders and
politically stable. A more autocratic, isolated and divided Ukraine
would be a source of continued instability in the heart of Europe. It
would make it harder for Georgia and Moldova to pursue their pro-
Western course. It would diminish prospects for reform in Belarus. It
would perpetuate a gray zone of borderlands on a continent that has
until now enjoyed an historically rare moment to transcend the
tragedies of its past divisions. Western leaders should avoid falling into
the same short-term mindset that currently befalls Ukrainian elites,
and adopt a broader strategic perspective. 
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Ukraine is beset by regional and cultural divisions that will have a
profound impact on the country’s political evolution. As Ukrainians
debate the norms that should guide their society, normative consis-
tency by their Western partners can provide orientation and strength.
This does not mean softening norms or conditions for effective
engagement, but it does mean being clear about the benefits that
could result from adherence to such norms. The West has a vested
interest in ensuring that Ukrainian leaders understand the opportuni-
ties and consequences that could result from their decisions, and
should be consistent in setting forth a coherent and coordinated
framework of relations that can help shape those choices. 

As Ukraine struggles to find its place in 21st century Europe, there-
fore, the door to that Europe should be kept open. There is no con-
sensus at present within the EU about the possibility of ultimate
Ukrainian membership. Yet if the door to Europe is closed, the
Ukrainian government will have little incentive to advance political
and economic reforms, and could either turn to alternative geopoliti-
cal frameworks or remain isolated in a geopolitical gray zone, generat-
ing instability and insecurity throughout its wider neighborhood.
Clear EU support for the principle of the Open Door, on the other
hand, can help Ukrainians build the courage and political will to
implement tough reforms at  home— not as a favor to others, but
because they understand it is in their own interest to do so. have an
effect on internal developments in Ukraine. And if Kyiv begins to
implement reforms that promise to move Ukraine towards an open,
democratic and market-based society, such actions can in turn affect
what leaders in EU capitals are willing to offer Ukraine. 

Based on the continued validity of the Open Door, Western strat-
egy should advance along two tracks that work together. The first
track should demonstrate the genuine interest of North America and
Europe in close and cooperative ties with Ukraine, and should set
forth in concrete terms the potential benefits of more productive rela-
tions. They should make it very clear that Europe and the U.S. stand
as willing partners if Ukraine decides to invest in its people, forge
effective democratic institutions, build a more sustainable economy
grounded in the rule of law, tackle endemic corruption, diversify and
reform its energy economy; and build better relations with its neigh-
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bors. U.S. and European efforts should seek to strengthen democratic
institutions; promote the growth of civil society, especially independ-
ent media; support economic reforms; provide technical assistance for
energy reforms; and facilitate interaction between Ukrainian citizens
and their neighbors, including visa liberalization, business and student
exchanges. If Kyiv signals by its actions that it is interested in deepen-
ing its engagement with the West, North America and the EU should
be equally ready to engage while pushing for more comprehensive
economic and political reforms aimed at facilitating Ukraine’s integra-
tion into Euro-Atlantic institutions.

At the same time the U.S. and Europe should make it clear that if
Ukraine’s leadership abuses the rule of law, facilitates corruption, fails
to advance effective reforms, and resorts to intimidation tactics, as is
currently the case regarding the Tymoshenko conviction, the
prospects for an open, prosperous and secure European Ukraine will
fade. International efforts to deter Ukraine’s further backsliding
should combine the threat of costly sanctions towards the ruling elite
with calls for unencumbered engagement of citizens in political life,
targeted assistance to key civil society actors and specific proposals for
reforms that could pave the way toward a more open Ukraine. Outside
pressure on Ukrainian authorities clearly has its limits, of course, and
the main brunt of responsibility for the evolution of Ukraine’s political
regime lies with domestic actors. However, as the Orange Revolution
demonstrated, Western influence can restrict the range of options
available to authorities who choose to fight their own people, and can
help to weaken the internal legitimacy of some of the government’s
anti-democratic policies.

In short, a proactive Western policy might be best characterized as
Open Door, Straight Talk, and Tough Love. Such an approach
requires persistence, patience, and consistent engagement on the fol-
lowing priorities:

• Support Civil Society. By monopolizing political space and
marginalizing the opposition, Ukrainian authorities under-
mine the reform process and weaken public trust in govern-
ment activities. Transformative reforms of the magnitude
needed in Ukraine require support across the country and
from political forces on both sides of the major political
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divide. North American and European governments and
international organizations should stress the critical impor-
tance of a free and fair parliamentary campaign in October
2012 ahead of the process and cast a spotlight on even minor
violations of democratic procedures. They should weigh in
against any signs of abuse of state-administrative resources or
biased limitations on opposition activity or campaign financ-
ing, in order to prevent further emasculation of civic groups
or further closure of the civic space for independent political
action. They should encourage Kyiv to lower barriers to inde-
pendent media and to ensure media access to the opposition.
They should encourage active involvement of opposition par-
ties and leading NGOs in the process of drafting reform
strategies and ensuring government accountability at all lev-
els. International organizations should provide technical assis-
tance in training election observers and electoral commission
members representing all political parties. 

• Advocate Institutional Reform. Western governments and
international organizations, particularly representatives of
post-communist countries, should advocate targeted institu-
tional reforms aimed at establishing a legally-grounded bal-
ance of authority among the executive, legislative and judicial
branches; increasing the government’s accountability to the
parliament; and strengthening oversight agencies, such as an
independent anticorruption bureau, accounting chamber, the
office of the ombudsman and the financial regulatory body.
They should offer concrete suggestions to depoliticize the
judiciary and the civil service, which are still dominated by
vested political and business interests. 

• Support Ukrainian Efforts to Tackle Systemic Corruption.
The West should develop consistent medium- to long-term
strategies to help Ukraine fundamentally reform its legal sys-
tem and to reduce systemic corruption. 

• Offer Technical Support for Reforms. Ukraine’s Cabinet lacks
staff to develop draft legislation and government employees
are not qualified enough to develop modern economic legisla-
tion. Provision of technical assistance will be crucial to
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Ukrainian political, administrative, economic and energy
reforms. 

• Be Clear about the Consequences of Undemocratic Activities.
North America and the EU demonstrated impressive unanim-
ity in condemning the trial and conviction of Yulia
Tymoshenko in October 2011 and issued strong demands for
her release and resumption of her ability to participate in the
political life of the country. They should link such condemna-
tion with concrete measures that would raise the cost to
Ukrainian authorities of further undemocratic steps. Such
measures should include suspension of Ukraine’s membership
in the Council of Europe; introducing visa bans for those offi-
cials responsible for ordering the crackdown against protest-
ers or persecution of the opposition; a freeze on negotiations
for an Association Agreement (including the DCFTA); and
limiting bilateral contacts with top Ukrainian officials and
state visits to Kyiv. At the same time, the West must maintain
its clear message that the door to Europe and Euro-Atlantic
institutions remains open should Ukraine work to create the
conditions by which it could in fact walk through that door.

• Make Better Use of the Eastern Partnership. In order to
articulate a policy for neighbors for whom membership is a
distant goal, the EU launched the Eastern Partnership in 2009
with Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, and
Ukraine. Yet instead of using the EaP to deepen engagement
in Ukraine and other Partnership countries, EU officials
dampen their own influence with rhetoric that distances
themselves from the prospect of a space of stability, prosperity
and democracy stretching as far across the European conti-
nent as possible. The EU should be far more proactive in its
use of the Eastern Partnership. 

• Combine Broad Visa Liberalization with Targeted Restrictions.
Kyiv has a strong interest in visa liberalization with the
EU; one in every ten Schengen visas goes to a Ukrainian.
The EU should calibrate its approach by offering a gener-
ous broad-based approach to visa liberalization for Ukrain-
ian citizens (particularly young people and students) and
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facilitating special possibilities for study abroad and cul-
tural, educational, business and local government
exchanges, so that the average man and woman in the
street, especially in the east and south of the country, can
gain personal awareness of the benefits to be derived from
closer relations. This strategy of maintaining an Open
Europe for Ukrainian citizens should be combined with
targeted visa bans and restrictions for Ukrainian officials
engaged in undemocratic or illegal activities. 

• Engage Ukraine Actively via a Transcarpathian Macro-Regional
Strategy. New EU macro-regional strategies, for instance
with the Danube states, offer a potential model for engage-
ment with Carpathian states. This special area is sur-
rounded by four EU member states, namely Poland, Slova-
kia, Hungary and Romania. All four are neighbors to
Transcarpathia and to each other by cultural, historical and
ethnic ties. The Transcarpathian Region could be devel-
oped into a strategic Ukrainian bridgehead for integration
into Europe. It is already linked by broad-gauge railway to
Hungary and Slovakia, and its special location and multi-
ethnic traditions are convenient for offshore zones and
assembling factories.

• Support Ukraine’s Democratic Development. The proposed
European Endowment for Democracy should disburse aid to
Ukrainian civil society and encourage and defend Ukraine’s
democratic development to monitor Eastern Partnership
policy toward Ukraine. The EU should ensure that its assis-
tance is coordinated with U.S. and Canadian efforts to
ensure they are complementary and not duplicative.

• Use the Association Agreement and DCFTA to Advance the
Broader Strategy.With neither NATO nor EU membership
on the horizon, the primary vehicle for keeping open the
prospect for Ukraine’s closer ties to the European mainstream
is the Association Agreement and Deep Comprehensive Free
Trade Agreement (DCFTA) currently being negotiated
between Ukraine and the EU. However, the EU has frozen the
final negotiations slated to led to initialing of the agreement,
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due to concerns in various EU member states about the politi-
cal repression and serious violations of rule of  law—
 particularly the arrest and trial of former prime minister
 Tymoshenko— that have occurred since President Yanukovych
took office. The DCFTA offers the EU a mechanism by which
it can calibrate a two-track approach to Ukraine. Initialing the
agreement would signal that the EU is indeed ready to move
forward with a much closer relationship with Ukraine, with
concrete and substantial benefits for the Ukrainian govern-
ment, Ukrainian elites, and Ukrainian citizens. But freezing
the formal signing and ratification process would also signal
that a fundamentally new partnership is only possible on the
basis of respect for human rights and the rule of law. 

The DCFTA is in fact a new generation economic agreement
ranging far beyond a standard free trade agreement, not only
liberalizing 95% of bilateral trade but aiming for deep and
comprehensive harmonization of economic legislation. The
opportunities for Ukraine are immense, given that the EU is
the largest single market in the world, about 130 times larger
than the Ukrainian domestic market and 15-20 times larger
than the Russian, Belarus and Kazakhstan markets combined.
The benefits to all sectors of Ukrainian society of joining the
DCFTA far outweigh the small number of benefits from
entering a free trade agreement with the CIS.

• Keep NATO’s Open Door while Engaging Closely. Ukrainian
membership in NATO has again been pushed off the interna-
tional agenda for the immediate future. While the door to
NATO membership remains open to Ukraine (and Georgia)
in principle, in reality there is little support in Western capi-
tals for further enlargement of the Alliance in the near term.
Focusing on NATO membership now will only inflame the
political atmosphere and make progress in other important
areas more difficult. The main obstacle is not Russian
 opposition— though this is an important  factor— but low pub-
lic support for membership in Ukraine itself.1 On the other
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hand, Ukraine was the first CIS state to join the Partnership
for Peace, has been one of the most active participants in its
exercises, and the NATO-Ukraine Charter on a Distinctive
Partnership gives Ukraine a unique status. Rapprochement
with NATO increased Ukraine’s freedom of maneuver and led
to an improvement of ties with Moscow. Ukraine contributes
to nearly all UN and NATO peacekeeping operations, in
some cases more than some NATO members.

Nonetheless, as long as only about a quarter of the population
favors membership, prospects for Ukraine being admitted to
NATO remain remote. In the meantime, other steps in the
security field could be taken to strengthen cooperation within
the NATO-Ukraine Partnership in areas where there is
mutual interest, while encouraging progress toward more
open democratic institutions. Such activities include engaging
the Ukrainian military in a dialogue on military reform; con-
tinuing to involve Ukraine in peacekeeping operations, both
within NATO and bilaterally; enhancing cooperation on
nuclear safety; further developing the crisis consultative
mechanism; and further developing ties in such areas as civil-
military relations, democratic control of the armed forces,
armaments cooperation, and defense planning. Information
campaigns should highlight how NATO provides practical
help to Ukraine in emergency situations, cyber-security, secu-
rity to the Euro-2012 soccer championship, orders for
Ukrainian industry, and support for the training of Ukrainian
officers. A critical area of concern, as Ukraine turns autocratic,
is democratic control and reform of internal security forces
(Security Service, Interior Ministry, border guards, customs
officers, Prosecutor’s office), which are far larger than the
armed forces, and which are used in political repression and
involved in corruption.

• Engage Ukraine on Its Own Merits, Not as a Subset of Rus-
sia Policy. A successful Euro-Atlantic policy of engagement
toward Ukraine cannot be a subset of Western policy toward
Russia; the West must consider its own substantial interests in
an open Ukraine on their own merits. At the same time, the
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United States, Canada and European allies should send a clear
message to Moscow that they oppose any attempts to under-
mine the sovereignty of Russia’s neighbors, including threats
to their territorial integrity. Upon entering office Yanukovych
acted quickly to remove key irritants with Moscow, such as
the international campaign to recognize the Holdomor (1933
artificial famine) was genocide; shelving plans to join NATO;
and ramming through an unconstitutional measure that pro-
longs the stationing of the Russian Black Sea Fleet in Crimea
to 2042-2047. Russia has demanded more, however, including
Ukrainian membership in its CIS Customs Union or Russian
ownership of the Ukrainian GTS. It is clear that Russia finds
it very hard to respect Ukrainian sovereignty and independ-
ence. Yanukovych has received little in return for his efforts at
appeasing Moscow, and despite his interest in closer relations
with Russia, he has also shown that he still prefers being the
leader of a sovereign country to being the governor of a Russ-
ian province. Nonetheless, he faces strong and consistent
Russian pressure on key issues; Western policy should make
the implications of his choices clear. For instance, Ukraine
faces a choice between entering the CIS Customs Union of
Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan, which is likely to block all
fundamental domestic market reforms; or proceeding with the
kinds of domestic reforms that would enable Ukraine to reap
the benefits of the DCFTA with the EU and closer integra-
tion with the European mainstream, including visa liberaliza-
tion, competitiveness, transparency and accountability in
Ukraine’s energy markets, greater investments in infrastruc-
ture and new technologies, and reduced energy dependency.
The first choice demands far less than the second choice in
terms of domestic reform, but the second choice promises
substantially greater rewards. And joining the Eurasian Cus-
toms Union with countries that are not members of the WTO
(Russia may soon join, but not Belarus and Kazakhstan) would
require a renegotiation of Ukraine’s membership in the WTO
and end Ukraine’s hopes for an Association Agreement and
DCFTA.
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We have no illusions about the difficulty of realizing the vision of
an Open Ukraine. Yet the gains, both for Ukraine and for Europe,
would be considerable. Ukraine’s choices are its to make, but it is the
West’s responsibility to make the costs and benefits of those choices
clear and credible to Ukraine’s leaders and its citizens.



Introduction: 
Why an Open Ukraine is the Best Path for its

Citizens, its Elites, and its Neighbors

Taras Kuzio and Daniel Hamilton

In this volume a number of distinguished experts offer analysis and
recommendations in politics, the economy, rule of law and corruption,
national identity, energy, European integration and foreign policy.
Together these contributions set forth a vision for an Open Ukraine, a
democracy accountable to its people with a socially responsible market
economy, governed by an administration that respects the rule of law,
fights corruption and that can effectively implement needed reforms,
and that is increasingly integrated into the European mainstream.
This vision of Open Ukraine would fulfill the country’s enormous
potential, which has been beyond the grasp of every Ukrainian admin-
istration since independence. 

Major strides forward in democratization following the 2004
Orange Revolution were combined with political instability and eco-
nomic growth, until the 2008 global financial crisis. The Freedom
House human rights think tank upgraded Ukraine to ‘Free,’ the only
country in the CIS to receive this ranking. Progress in democratiza-
tion in some areas, notably democratic elections and free media, how-
ever, were not matched by progress in the rule of law, fighting corrup-
tion and democratic control of law enforcement structures. Bohdan
Vitvitsky and Stephen Larrabee discuss how the failure to combat
these factors led to public disillusionment in the leaders of the Orange
Revolution and made it relatively easy to quickly dismantle Ukraine’s
democratic gains following Viktor Yanukovych’s narrow 3% election
victory in February 2010. 

Widespread U.S., Canadian and European hopes that President
Yanukovych had accepted the democratic rules of the game and was
therefore different from Prime Minister Yanukovych, who had been
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accused of having orchestrated election fraud seven years earlier, have
proven to be unfounded. Today, a concerted effort is under way to
build an autocratic regime, with significant implications for Ukrainian
society and Ukraine’s integration into Europe, again preventing the
country from fulfilling its potential as an Open Ukraine. In this
regard, the conviction of former Prime Minister and opposition leader
Yulia Tymoshenko in October 2011 to seven years imprisonment and
three years ban from holding office is a watershed event, the most visi-
ble and emblematic manifestation of the country’s turn away from
Europe toward autocracy. The sentence has jeopardized Ukraine’s
chances of entering into an Association Agreement (including a Deep
and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement—DCFTA) with the EU
that has been under negotiation since 2008, when the country joined
the WTO. Integration into Europe, while not the full membership
that a majority of Ukrainians support, would bring enormous benefits
of access to the world’s largest trading area, giving unlimited opportu-
nities for the Ukrainian economy and its companies; institutional and
legislative alignment that would strengthen the country’s state-build-
ing processes; and visa-free access for  citizens— all areas analyzed in
great detail by Peter Balazs in his chapter in this volume. If Ukraine’s
leaders truly desire an Open Ukraine, then European integration is
the country’s  best— and  only— option. 

Ukraine held four democratic elections between December 2004
and February 2010, but concern whether future elections would
remain democratic became evident in widespread European and U.S.
criticism of the conduct of October 2010 local elections, which failed
to meet international standards. With Tymoshenko and other opposi-
tion leaders in jail it will be difficult for the OSCE and Council of
Europe to recognize the 2012 elections as democratic. The conduct of
parliamentary elections in October 2012 and strategic decisions about
much-needed reforms will remain key benchmarks for Ukraine’s likely
direction over the coming decade. Other manifestations of democratic
backsliding since 2010 include a decline in media freedom and the
right to peaceful assembly, the erosion of parliamentary independence
and monopolization of political power, and un-democratic practices
against the opposition by the Interior Ministry, Prosecutor-General’s
office and Security Service (SBU).
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While the crucial domestic and foreign policy decisions are for
Ukrainians to take, signals sent from abroad could make a difference.
The policy recommendations and expert opinions outlined in this vol-
ume present an alternative direction to that taking place in Ukraine, a
path that is beneficial to all sectors of society and all regions of
Ukraine, a path towards an Open Ukraine.

Despite the country’s great potential, its political culture has been a
“momentocracy,” a Yushchenko reference to a collection of short-term
policies that benefit a small group of elite insiders yet lack longer-
term vision or strategies towards a better future for the country as a
whole. A number of factors, most of which tend to feed on each other,
have rendered Ukraine an immobile state1 that exists not for its citi-
zens but instead for the benefit of a small group of ruling elites,  who
remain concerned only with dividing up a rather small existing pie,
rather than expanding that pie through reforms that could lift the lives
of its people and integrate the country into a much larger space of
prosperity, democracy and security. As Frank Umbach points out, the
most brazen example of the prioritization of short term rents at the
expense of reforms is the country’s unreformed energy sector. With
very few exceptions, Ukrainian politicians have succumbed to the
temptation of seeing the energy sector as a cash cow for short term
financial gain.2

The first factor inhibiting Ukraine from moving beyond an immo-
bile state is the Soviet legacy of state control: deeply embedded tradi-
tions of markets distorted by monopolies, systemic corruption, manip-
ulated elections, and a politically captive judiciary. When the Soviet
Union disintegrated, Ukraine had to undertake a “quadruple transi-
tion.” It needed to create the mechanisms and institutions of a sover-
eign state; build a nation from a quasi-republic in the Soviet empire;
transform the command-administrative Soviet economy into a market
economy; and establish an effective democracy out of a totalitarian
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political system. Ukraine has been only partly successful, and since
2010 some critical gains have been reversed, as Serhiy Kudelia suc-
cinctly analyses in his chapter on the politics of the Yushchenko and
Yanukovych presidencies. 

A second factor important to Ukraine is national integration.
Ukrainian society is divided along regional lines, and between Russian
and Ukrainian language speakers, which makes it more difficult to
consolidate Ukraine’s elites around united goals of democratic and
market economic reforms, improving the rule of law, reducing corrup-
tion and clear foreign policies, thus trapping the country in what have
been described by Western experts as ‘muddled’ policies in a gray zone
of uncertainty and instability.3

Ukraine’s two decades of independence can be divided into two
periods. Whereas national integration prevailed in the 1990s, regional
divisions have grown since the 2000 “Kuchmagate” crisis. In Ukraine’s
first decade, reformist political forces on the center-right, popular in
the western-central regions, cooperated with centrist forces popular in
eastern-southern Ukraine, to advance Ukraine’s “quadruple transi-
tion.” In the last decade, however, growing regional divisions exploited
by both sides of the political fence have divided reformers and, as
Olexiy Haran analyzes in his chapter,  distracted them from the pur-
suit of much-needed reforms and Euro-Atlantic integration. As a
recent New York University policy paper points out, of the three
potential scenarios facing Ukraine up to 2020 the only one leading to
an Open Ukraine is that of a grand bargain between eastern and west-
ern Ukraine, a ‘National Consensus Leading to Reform.’4 Unless
Ukrainian elites overcome their regional divisions, it will be difficult
to fashion an elite and public consensus for the reforms outlined in
this volume that would facilitate both an Open Ukraine and the coun-
try’s European integration. Selective use of justice against opposition
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leaders who are popular in one half of the country, as is being prac-
ticed today in Ukraine, only deepens regional divisions and makes
reforms and European integration far less likely.

A third factor, an unreformed, largely dysfunctional bureaucracy,
stymies efforts at reform even in areas where there is general agree-
ment within the ruling administration and opposition to move for-
ward. Marcin Swiecicki’s chapter analyzes the main areas of progress
in Ukraine’s transition to a market economy and the many areas where
reforms remain to be implemented. Rent-seeking clans and oligarchs,
most with close ties to the Party of Regions, extract what they can
from the existing system without looking ahead to how the economic
pie could be expanded for the benefit of themselves and Ukrainian cit-
izens. Economic and social reforms in the last two decades have been
piecemeal in response to IMF pressure (1994, 2008-2009, 2010-2011),
and failed to meet all the conditions set forth by the IMF in its assis-
tance programs. 

Of Ukraine’s fourteen governments since 1991, the most reformist
was led by Viktor Yushchenko and Yulia Tymoshenko in 2000-2001,
when their cooperation in introducing reforms showed signs of
progress in moving towards an Open Ukraine. Unfortunately, their
cooperation was not evident following the Orange Revolution, when
fractious disagreement led to policy stagnation at home and frustra-
tion among Ukraine’s U.S. and European partners. 

A fourth factor, rule of law and corruption, is analyzed in great
depth by Bohdan Vitvitsky. No Ukrainian president has seriously
fought corruption, and policies in this field have remained virtual
rather than real, especially in the energy sector.5 Transparency Inter-
national only noted progress in reducing corruption in 2000 and in
2005 during the respective Yushchenko and Tymoshenko govern-
ments. Vitvitsky underscores the essential point that rule of law is the
foundation of a democratic political system and market economy and
therefore of an Open Ukraine. The ten or more criminal cases opened
against Tymoshenko, in addition to the charge she was sentenced for,
are understood by European and U.S. governments and international
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organizations as selective use of justice that does not meet democratic
rule of law standards

These four factors, together with others, have conspired to prevent
the emergence of the type of transformational leadership seen else-
where in the countries that emerged from the post-communist world
over the past two decades. The Orange Revolution inspired hopes
both in Ukraine and in the U.S., Canada and Europe that the country
had turned an important corner politically that could end the coun-
try’s immobility and lead to an Open Ukraine and European integra-
tion. Kudelia explains how these hopes were dashed, however, as
“Orange” authorities maintained symbiotic relationships with the oli-
garchs, preserved the rent-seeking traditions of their predecessors,
used administrative levers to influence the courts and failed to make
any substantial progress in integrating Ukraine more deeply into the
European mainstream (the one exception being membership of the
WTO in May 2008). The “Orange” administration did little to
strengthen government accountability and the rule of law, or to place
law enforcement structures under democratic control, which has made
President Yanukovych’s democratic rollback easier. 

The fierce competition for power and rents between former allies
destroyed the “Orange” coalition and paralyzed policymaking, leading
to widespread Ukraine fatigue in Washington, Ottawa and in Euro-
pean capitals. Systemic corruption, which most reports show is grow-
ing, has devastated public trust in all branches of government and in
the country’s leadership making Ukrainians less eager to defend their
democracy against attacks upon it by the current leadership. Follow-
ing Yushchenko’s successful visit to Washington in April 2005, the
U.S. and NATO sent a strong signal  to Ukraine that the country
could enter a Membership Action Plan (MAP) towards NATO mem-
bership at the November 2006 Riga summit, but the opportunity was
missed. Similarly, a second signal by the EU to Ukraine of signing an
Association Agreement and Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Agreement may be frozen again because of domestic political develop-
ments. In both cases, NATO and EU integration has been de-railed by
divisive policies, disunity, weak political will and lack of strategic
vision among Ukrainian elites. 
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In retrospect, the Yushchenko presidency took the form of what
Kudelia describes as “feckless pluralism,” a lost opportunity to forge
an Open Ukraine that instead paved the way for the country’s authori-
tarian retrenchment under Yanukovych. Democracy as a model of
governance has been tarnished in the public eye due to poor gover-
nance and the inability of “Orange”  leaders to prove they were better
and less corrupt than their political opponents. As a consequence, gov-
ernment institutions have been severely weakened; elites are
extremely polarized and democratic forces are fractured; and public
cynicism about the role of government is pervasive. Ukrainian politi-
cians of all stripes face incredibly high levels of public distrust.6

The lack of unity among top government officials in Ukraine and
their inability to move beyond an immobile state and implement long-
promised reforms has led to Ukraine fatigue among European, Cana-
dian and U.S. leaders. Brussels, Ottawa and Washington are unable to
comprehend how the current Ukrainian authorities could chose to
prioritize the imprisonment of an opposition leader over the benefits
that would accrue to the population at large and country of European
integration. Poland, which held the presidency of the European
Council in the second half of 2011, is especially disconcerted that its
staunch support for Ukraine’s European integration has been spurned.
As the European Union grapples with the euro-zone crisis,
Yanukovych’s democratic backsliding offers those Europeans who
always were skeptical about EU engagement with Kyiv, and who
feared that the Association Agreement was merely the thin edge of a
wedge that would lead to membership, a handy excuse to oppose it.

Yanukovych’s policies have left Ukraine more isolated internation-
ally, thus creating the conditions for Kyiv’s potential drift back into
the Russian economic and political orbit. In late April 2010, the coali-
tion headed by Yanukovych railroaded through parliament a 25-year
extension of the existing 1997 temporary basing agreement, allowing
Russia to base the Black Sea Fleet in Sevastopol until 2042 with the
possibility of a five year extension to 2047. As Stephen Larrabee
points out, the agreement was ratified without proper parliamentary
oversight and in violation of a constitutional provision forbidding for-
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eign bases on Ukrainian territory. In return for extending the base
agreement, Russia agreed to lower the price of imported gas by 30
percent from the price determined by the January 2009 contract
signed by then Prime Minister Tymoshenko that ended a 17-day
European gas crisis. However, due to the falling demand for gas, Rus-
sia had already begun renegotiating contracts in Europe and giving
customers discounts. Thus, as Frank Umbach writes, the 30% dis-
count simply brought the price negotiated with Yanukovych down to
current European average prices. The 2010 gas agreement, and the
new agreement signed in late 2011 which lowered the price further,
reduces the country’s incentive to reform its inefficient and corrupt
energy sector, and commits it to buy more gas in future than it may
need. At the same time, it increases Ukraine’s economic and energy
dependence on Russia. 

Yanukovych has also reversed the strategy of Ukraine’s first three
presidents and overturned parliamentary legislation geared toward
seeking NATO membership. While distancing himself from NATO,
Yanukovych has often expressed his goal of EU membership, and
Ukrainian negotiators even demanded that Ukraine’s membership
goal be fixed in the text of the Association Agreement. EU leaders
have failed to offer a membership perspective for Ukraine or any CIS
country, however, and relations have focused on negotiation of a
DCFTA as part of an Association Agreement, which had been slated
for completion by December 2011. Initialing of the Association
Agreement was to have been undertaken at the December 19, 2011
EU-Ukraine summit in Kyiv followed by the European Council sign-
ing of the agreement in 2012 and recommendation for its ratification
by the European Parliament and 27 EU member state parliaments. 

While initialing may go ahead, it is unlikely that signing and espe-
cially ratification will follow. The trial and conviction of Tymoshenko
is the major obstacle to the agreement entering into force. 

As the 2012 parliamentary and 2015 presidential elections loom,
Yanukovych faces a dilemma. He will either have to accept the possi-
bility of opposition parties gaining substantial representation in the
new parliament and being defeated by opposition leaders, or he will
have to undertake election fraud of a scale that would surpass that
conducted in 2004. The stakes are high. Having established the prece-
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dent of criminal persecution of his predecessors, Yanukovych and his
allies face the possibility that they could become the target of similar
policies if opposition forces record significant gains in 2012 and an
opposition candidate wins the presidential election in 2015. Unless
Yanukovych is prepared to change course and embark on reforms that
could lead to a more open, prosperous and secure Ukraine, through a
grand bargain between eastern and western Ukrainian elites, the
temptation to falsify the elections could be irresistibly high, leading to
further international isolation.

In short, Ukraine again stands at a critical juncture. The country can
continue its slide into autocracy and watch as its chances of integrating
into the European mainstream fade. Alternatively, as we argue, the
country can move towards an Open  Ukraine— an effective democracy
governed by the rule of law, free of systemic corruption, with a func-
tioning market economy integrated into a far larger European space of
prosperity and stability. Actions taken at home and abroad can focus
this choice and make the consequences clear to Ukraine’s leaders.
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Chapter One

Politics and Democracy in Ukraine

Serhiy Kudelia

For most of its two decades of independence Ukraine’s political
regime has been stuck in the “grey zone” between a developed democ-
racy and a consolidated autocracy.1 The state’s attempts to limit the
space for independent political activities and consolidate autocratic
rule were successfully resisted by mobilized society actors and vocal
opposition groups. The Orange Revolution was expected to put an
end to Ukraine’s “hollow decade” and push it decisively in the Euro-
pean direction. However, the equilibrium of “partial reforms” proved
more resilient then observers imagined at the time. The new post-rev-
olutionary authorities avoided costly institutional reforms that would
have harmed particularistic interests, but could have strengthened
state capacity and promoted democratic consolidation. As a result,
Ukraine’s political regime under Viktor Yushchenko’s presidency
turned into ‘feckless pluralism’—one variation of “grey zone”
 politics— marked by broader space for political contestation, but also
destructive elite competition and pervasive corruption. This allowed
his successor Viktor Yanukovych to reverse quickly the few democratic
gains of the Orange Revolution and move Ukraine to a more authori-
tarian ‘dominant-power’ model based on the political monopoly of
one political force, the Party of Regions. 

This chapter will first look at the political legacy of Yushchenko’s
presidency that prepared ground for an authoritarian revival. It will
then analyze key political reversals under Yanukovych focusing on the
closure of main arenas for political contestation and enhanced capac-
ity of the new authorities to neutralize civil society mobilization. The
chapter will conclude by outlining a set of recommendations on how

1 Thomas Carothers, “The End of the Transition Paradigm,” Journal of Democracy, Vol.
13, No. 1 (January 2002), pp. 5-21. 
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to deter Ukraine from turning into a full-blown authoritarian regime
and promote its greater political openness.

The Legacies of Yushchenko’s Presidency

Yushchenko came to power in January 2005 on the heels of the
strongest popular democratic movement in Ukraine’s history. It coa-
lesced around the promises to introduce political freedoms, eliminate
corruption, end oligarchic influence on politics, establish clear and
transparent rules equally applicable to everyone and integrate Ukraine
into Euro-Atlantic structures. Most of these promises, however,
proved to be mere campaign rhetoric. The new authorities maintained
a symbiotic relationship with big business, preserved the rent-seeking
traditions of their predecessors, used administrative levers to influence
courts and failed to make any substantial progress in relations with
NATO and EU. While abstaining from direct coercion of their oppo-
nents or attempts at media censorship, they did not introduce any
institutional changes that would strengthen government accountabil-
ity or the rule of law. The fierce competition for power and rents
between former allies produced the breakdown of the Orange coali-
tion and a virtual paralysis of policy-making. Frequent changes of gov-
ernment and several attempts by the president to disband the parlia-
ment only exacerbated the major deficiencies in governance. In a
fashion typical of “feckless pluralism,” competing political forces
“traded the country’s problems from one hapless side to the other.”2

Incessant corruption scandals, which were never properly investigated,
contributed to the dramatic decline in public trust in all branches of
government and the country’s leadership. In 2009 only 6.7% trusted
the Cabinet of Ministers, 5.3% trusted the courts, 4.7% trusted the
President and 4.2% trusted the parliament.3 As a result, five years of
Yushchenko’s presidency became an era of “lost opportunity” for
political or economic reforms.4 This dismal governance failure opened
the path for a comeback in 2010 of the Kuchma era officials grouped
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around the Party of Regions and led by ex-Prime Minister Viktor
Yanukovych. 

Five legacies of Yushchenko’s presidency made possible Ukraine’s
authoritarian reversal under Yanukovych. Firstly, democracy as a
model of governance has been tarnished in the public perception due
to the poor governance record of democratic forces. According to
2009 Pew Research poll, Ukrainians had the lowest support for a mul-
tiparty system and one of the lowest levels of satisfaction with democ-
racy in Europe.5 Only 30% of Ukrainians approved of a shift to a mul-
tiparty system and 70% said they were dissatisfied with democracy.
Also, less then half believed in the importance of the freedom of
speech and free media. The one democratic principle Ukrainians val-
ued  most— a fair judicial  system— was also the one that remained a
distant ideal even under Yushchenko’s presidency.6

His second legacy has been a severe weakening of all state institu-
tions exacerbated by the semi-presidential model that fueled infight-
ing among political elites. The constitutional amendments introduced
in December 2004 produced an overlap of many executive functions
between the president and the government. The president’s failure to
secure a loyal majority in parliament led to the rotation of combative
Prime Ministers (Yulia Tymoshenko in 2005 and 2007-10; Yanukovych
in 2006-07), who attempted to accumulate additional powers at the
expense of the presidency. In response, Yushchenko used his power to
suspend government resolutions in order to subordinate the Cabinet
of Ministers and regain some influence over policy-making. During
his one term Yushchenko tried to stop over hundred government reso-
lutions or five times more then Kuchma vetoed during his ten years in
office. Given that he lacked other levers to influence the government’s
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policies, such as the power to fire disloyal Cabinet members,
Yushchenko resorted to the one that had the most destructive effects
on government’s work. Moreover, with the President maintaining the
power to appoint oblast governors the government also faced difficul-
ties implementing its decisions on the local level. As a result, Ukraine’s
amended constitution, which expanded the role of the parliament and
could have potentially strengthened horizontal accountability, was dis-
credited as a recipe for dysfunctional governance. 

Yushchenko’s third legacy has been further polarization among elite
groups and the fracturing of the national-democratic forces. President
single-handedly promoted a number of divisive issues, particularly the
honoring of the World War II nationalist movement and accelerated
integration with NATO. This deepened Ukraine’s regional divisions
and heightened the intensity of political conflict. Furthermore,
Yushchenko also set against himself most of his former allies in the
Orange camp by making erratic appointments and entering into suspect
deals with shady oligarchs. His attempts to undermine Tymoshenko’s
government in 2008-2009 produced a series of political crises that led to
a final breakdown of the Orange coalition. As a result, public support
for a pro-presidential party ‘Our Ukraine’ dwindled, while many of the
President’s earlier supporters started their own political parties (Vyach-
eslav Kyrylenko, Anatoliy Grytsenko, Mykola Katerynchuk) or joined
forces with Tymoshenko (Yuriy Lutsenko, Borys Tarasyuk). 

Another legacy of Yushchenko’s presidency has been the overall
alienation of society from the state reflected in rising political apathy
and cynicism. This has been partially the result of the economic crisis
hitting Ukraine in late 2008, but it also reflected society’s sense of
powerlessness to affect the status quo. Frequent elections failed to
improve the quality of governance or produce new leaders. At the
same time, protest actions became largely discredited as a mechanism
of change due to a widespread practice of hiring protesters and the
lack of impact on government. The rising popularity of the radical
nationalist party “Svoboda” (“Freedom”) in Western Ukraine in 2009-
2010 was another way that voters expressed their disillusionment with
the inability of a national-democratic leadership to deliver.7
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Finally, the lack of unity among top government officials in
Ukraine and their inability to implement promised reforms produced
‘Ukraine fatigue’ among Western leaders. Despite their general
approval of Yushchenko’s record on democracy, Ukraine’s integration
with the EU and the development of strategic partnership with the
US have been sidetracked by poor governance and continued corrup-
tion on the highest levels of government. With no clear negotiating
partner in Kyiv and continuous policy zig-zags, the West could not
pursue any coherent policy towards Ukraine. 

Ukraine under Yanukovych

Elected in February 2010, Yanukovych inherited a dysfunctional
state and a divided society. However, rather than reforming the ineffi-
cient bureaucracy, strengthening the rule of law and engaging civil
society in policy-making, Yanukovych opted to introduce an authori-
tarian ‘dominant-power’ model without precedents in Ukraine’s inde-
pendent history. Even at the height of Kuchma’s autocratic rule
Ukraine’s political regime maintained a competitive nature,8 allowing
political contestation in several key arenas, particularly in the electoral
field, the legislature and the media. The opposition could stage mass
protests and demonstrations in Kyiv and elsewhere across Ukraine,
while parliament could successfully resist some of the president’s key
initiatives. Moreover, Kuchma’s regime was characterized by a limited
scope of control over the economy with a diverse distribution of pri-
vate wealth among business groups outside of the authorities’ direct
influence. The organization of the political elite under Kuchma was
weakened by the lack of a single ruling party that could coordinate the
activities of key elite actors. Instead, Kuchma allowed various political
parties to engage in bitter competition for patronage and rents. This
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made it easier for the opposition to attract private funds and encour-
age elite defections prior to, and during, the Orange Revolution.9

By contrast, Yanukovych has sought to manage political contesta-
tion, constrain civil society, subordinate the private sector and enhance
the organization of the ruling elite. The lessons from Kuchma’s failed
authoritarianism, the successful example of Russia’s relatively stable
autocracy and Yanukovych’s own experience as a governor of Donetsk
(1997–2002) provided the new Ukrainian authorities with an institu-
tional know-how to build a stable, authoritarian regime.

The Parliamentary Arena 

Over the first year of Yanukovych’s presidency the Ukrainian par-
liament turned into a rubber-stamp body with minimal political
authority. Although the Party of Regions failed to form the majority
coalition following 2007 elections after Yanukovych became Presi-
dent his entourage resorted to a mixture of threats and bribery to
encourage the defection of several dozen deputies from other fac-
tions. A change in the procedural rules for coalition-formation
allowed the new ruling party to form a pro-presidential majority in
parliament and vote on the new government. The new cabinet
included mostly Yanukovych’s loyalists from the Party of Regions
with his long-standing ally Nikolai Azarov at the helm. The weakness
of the two opposition factions in the parliament became further
apparent when they failed to prevent the ratification of the Russian-
Ukrainian Accords extending Russia’s lease of the Black Sea Base in
Sevastopol for another 25 years. Finally, October 2010 ruling of the
Constitutional Court annulled the 2004 constitutional reforms
returning Ukraine to the semi-presidential system of the 1996 consti-
tution, that transferred control over the government from parliament
to the president. As a result, Yanukovych could now select and fire the
Prime Minister, appoint and dismiss cabinet members as well as veto
government resolutions. The president also regained decisive influ-
ence over agencies of coercion with his power to dismiss single-hand-
edly any top law-enforcement officials without parliament’s consent.
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With renewed subordination of the government directly to the presi-
dent the legislature lost much of its earlier political weight. 

The pro-presidential parliamentary factions also acquired total
control over the legislative process. The Rada’s (Parliaments) new pro-
cedural rules adopted in October 2010 left opposition factions without
any oversight mechanisms to control the government’s decision-mak-
ing and state budget expenditures. They also lost their earlier powers
to influence the agenda of parliamentary sessions. The two opposition
 factions— Bloc of Yulia Tymoshenko (BYuT) and Our Ukraine-Self-
Defense (NU-NS)—currently lack strong leadership and remain
deeply fractured. They have also been weakened by the jailing of their
two leaders Tymoshenko and Lutsenko, which encouraged further
defection of their members to the pro-presidential Stability and
Reforms coalition.

A strong and independent legislature is vital for jump-starting the
reform process in Ukraine. A number of comparative studies have
demonstrated that a post-communist countries with a parliamentary
system have been most successful in reforming their economies and
consolidating democracy.10 Coalition governments could minimize
the influence of rent-seekers on decision-making, prevent the monop-
olization of the political process and promote consensus-building
within the polity. 

The Electoral Arena

The electoral process under Yanukovych has been purposefully
skewed to favor the ruling party. The new mechanisms to limit the
electoral arena included the Rada’s legislative innovations that intro-
duced a mixed election system for local councils, expanded the powers
of territorial election commissions and adopted new staffing rules for
the commissions that benefitted pro-presidential parties in parliament.
Although local elections were earlier scheduled for May 2010, parlia-
ment voted to postpone them until October 31, 2010. In the mean-
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time, the pro-presidential majority changed the electoral law reviving
the mixed system with half of the seats in the local councils filled by
the candidates winning in single-member districts (SMD) and another
half based on the closed party-list proportional representation. As a
result, while winning 39% of votes across Ukraine on the party list,
the Party of Regions acquired the majority of seats in oblast and city
councils in 10 oblasts and formed majority coalition in another 12
oblasts with the help of SMD deputies. Although most of the candi-
dates (45.7%) winning in single-member races were not affiliated with
any political party, they overwhelmingly joined the Party of Regions
faction upon entering councils. 

The Party of Regions and its allies also had majority control in the
territorial electoral commissions where opposition parties were
severely underrepresented. Using their expanded powers territorial
commissions could refuse the registration of party candidates, fire any
commission member and certify election results with the minimum
quorum of just three members present. Several local opposition candi-
dates were excluded from the election process in 2010 campaign. The
authorities also prevented Tymoshenko’s Batkivshchina party from
participating in local elections in Kyiv and Lviv oblasts by refusing to
recognize its new local party chairmen, which helped radical national-
ists to gain the absolute majority of seats in the Lviv local council. 

The new electoral law pre-approved by the president for the Octo-
ber 2012 parliamentary elections revives a similar mixed electoral sys-
tem on the national level. It will allow the ruling party to form a pro-
presidential majority with the support of non-partisan deputies
winning in single-member districts, repeating what already happened
in 2002. The draft electoral law also raises the electoral threshold to
5% and bans electoral blocs, which would prevent a broad opposition
alliance similar to “Our Ukraine” in 2002 from emerging out of a frac-
tured national-democratic field. Finally, the law preserves a closed
party list system, which gives the party leadership exclusive powers to
decide the candidates who will represent the party in parliament.
According to the conclusions of the Venice Commission, the draft law
fails to address several critical areas of concern, particularly it lacks
clarity on the possibility of challenging election results, lacks provision
for full disclosure of funding sources and the amount of contributions
and bans anyone convicted of a criminal offense from participation in
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the elections. Most importantly, the new electoral law was drafted in a
non-transparent manner without any public deliberations or participa-
tion of opposition parties and non-governmental organizations, which
seriously undermines its legitimacy. 

The Judiciary

Yanukovych showed few scruples in using the judicial branch for
political purposes. In April 2010 the Constitutional Court confirmed
the legitimacy of the new rules of coalition-formation in the legisla-
ture that allowed the president to form a loyal parliamentary majority
by attracting deputies from opposition factions. This decision was par-
ticularly stunning given that the Court issued an opposite ruling less
then two years earlier banning individual deputies from joining a
majority coalition if their faction ruled against it. Out of eight judges
who voted against the April decision, four lost their positions in the
run-up to the October court hearings on the 2004 constitutional
reforms. All the newly appointed judges of the court voted in favor of
annuling the amendments and restoring the Kuchma-era constitution. 

Yanukovych also used judicial reform to limit the role of Ukraine’s
Supreme Court, which was headed by Tymoshenko’s ally Vasyl
Onopenko. The new July 2010 law on the judiciary transferred most
of the Supreme Court’s appelate jurisdiction to specialized higher
courts, such as a new court for civil and criminal matters, which was
controlled by judges loyal to the president. Judicial reform also pro-
vided the High Council of Justice, which is run by the president’s
long-time ally Sergei Kivalov, broad new powers to appoint and
remove lower-level judges. As the Council of Europe’s Venice Com-
mission noted, given the politicization of the Council this change
became a major setback for judicial independence in Ukraine. One
particularly progressive element of the law, which received praise from
the Venice Commission, was the new procedure for automatic case-
assignement. Earlier, the courts’ chairmen were in charge of assigning
cases to paritucular judges making the whole process non-trasparent
and ripe for corruption. However, as the mounting evidence indicates,
the automatic system could be circumvanted by running the program
several times until the “right” judge is selected.11
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The failures of the new program for the selection of judges came to
the fore in the criminal cases against opposition leaders Tymoshenko
and Lutsenko. In both instances the chief judges were relatively inex-
perienced and had a history of suspect rulings in the past,12 making
them particularly vulnerable to outside political pressure. The two
cases also demonstrated new limits on the judiciary. In semi-authori-
tarian regimes judges can still rule against the interests of the authori-
ties, as was demonstrated by the refusal of Ukraine’s Supreme Court
to recognize the April 2000 referendum results as binding or by
Tymoshenko’s release from prison in March 2001 on the court’s
order.13 However, there have been no court decisions during
Yanukovych’s presidency that havecontradicted his personal political
interests. The trial of opposition leader Tymoshenko, which the EU’s
High Representative for Foreign Affairs Catherine Ashton character-
ized as failing to respect international standards of fairness and inde-
pendence, only reinforced this trend towards continued manipulation
of the judiciary for political purposes. 

The President currently exerts political infleunce over the judiciary
through the Higher Council of Justice, which is dominated by repre-
sentatives of the ruling Party of Regions. Hence, the first step towards
a genuine judicial indepence would require minimizing the role of the
Council in judicial affairs. Its powers to select or discipline judges
should be transferred to a non-partisan body comprising of authorita-
tive and experienced judges, such as the High Qualifications Commis-
sion. Finally, the President’s and Parliament’s role in appointing or
removing judges should also be limited to mere approval of the Com-
mission’s recommendations with few clearly specified exceptions.

Media and Civil Society

Media censorship under Yanukovych has not yet reached the level
characteristic of Kuchma’s presidency. There is no centralized system
of agenda-setting for news coverage on major television channels,
which existed under Kuchma in the form of ‘temnyky’ (talking-points
sent by the presidential administration for reporters). However, con-
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trol over the leading television channels by oligarchic moguls close to
Yanukovych has produced a more decentralized system of self-censor-
ship. The news reports provide selective coverage and usually portray
opposition activities in a negative light. According a study of seven
leading Ukrainian TV channels, over 70% of the news broadcasts in
2011 focused on the authorities and less then 20% mentioned the
activities of the opposition.14 Moreover, the news reports covering the
opposition tend to be more critical in tone and less balanced in sub-
stance. Pro-government television channels ignored the Western con-
demnation of the sentencing of Tymoshenko. Rather than banning the
opposition all together, talk-show hosts often invite moderate opposi-
tion figures with little public following. The one television channel
which has maintained its  independence— TVi— lost some of its broad-
casting licenses in a court dispute with the major TV channel “Inter”
owned by Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) Chairman Valeriy
Khoroshkovskiy. It was also sidelined in the recent distribution of fre-
quencies for digital broadcasting. 

The Presidential Administration also introduced new limits on the
journalists’ access to the President and high-ranking government offi-
cials. Prominent investigative reporters are rarely given a chance to
pose direct questions to Yanukovych during his press-conferences,
while government officials ignore requests for public information sub-
mitted from independent media outlets only pre-selected group of
loyal journalists was allowed to participate in a round-table with the
President in his private residence outside of Kyiv. Overall, major
media outlets in Ukraine have not yet fallen fully under the govern-
ment’s control, but their independence has eroded substantially due to
the excessive interference of owners in news coverage. Only print and
internet-based media still function as an instrument of accountability
and a source of reliable news. Further international assistance to these
outlets is vital for assisting the Ukrainian media maintain some degree
of independence.

The authorities have used a variety of administrative levers in order
to deter the organization of civic actions or increase participation
costs for civic activists. The local authorities have renewed the prac-
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tice of appealing to courts to ban opposition demonstrations or
protests. Local courts have banned a number of large protest actions,
including the rally against the new tax legislation on the Maidan
(November 2010), tent cities in support of Tymoshenko in Kyiv,
Kharkiv, Odesa and Rivne (July 2011), and opposition demonstrations
in the Ukrainian capital on Independence Day (August 2011). The
courts’ verdicts then became a pretext for the use of spetsnaz police
units to violently disband protests or prevent the demonstrators from
mobilizing. Furthermore, the authorities also pursued criminal actions
against leading protest organizers, including prominent opposition
figures, charging them with illegal activities and resistance to the law-
enforcement. These actions serve to threaten civil society activists and
deter the public from wider participation in protest actions. Interna-
tional institutions should step up their criticisms of the Ukrainian
authorities in order to prevent further emasculation of civic groups
and the closing of public space for independent political action. 

State Power

The power of the state apparatus is a key indicator of an incum-
bents’ capacity to resist political challenges.15 Its main components are
the level of control over subordinates and the scope of state activity.
State control was particularly weak under Yushchenko as the President
lost power to appoint his candidates to most government positions,
which often resulted in a refusal to subordinate lower-ranking govern-
ment officials. The strength of control over subordinates has
improved markedly under Yanukovych and he has not revoked any
government resolutions, an indication of a renewed informal coordi-
nation between the Cabinet and Presidential Administration. Higher
elite compliance is partially the result of President’s renewed power to
appoint and fire government officials on all levels. It has also become
possible with the President’s reliance on the Party of Regions and
which serves as a mechanism to select and test political loyalists. 

The degree of state monopolization of economic and political
power reflects the existence of autonomous power centers outside of
state control. One of the most important factors needed to maintain
political competition and a vibrant civil society has been large inde-
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pendent private business. The high level of economic dispersion in
Ukraine and the willingness of wealthy business leaders to fund the
opposition helped it to wage a successful campaign in 2004.16 Political
preferences of big business remained divided under Yushchenko with
major oligarchs backing competing political leaders and presidential
candidates in the 2010 elections. After the first year of Yanukovych’s
presidency, however, wealth has been increasingly concentrated in the
hands of the members of the Party of Regions. According to the esti-
mates of the weekly magazine Korrespondent, 25 out of the 100 wealth-
iest Ukrainians are members of the ruling party17 and their total
wealth has been estimated at $31.1 billion. By contrast, there were
only two businessmen close to the largest opposition party
Batkivshchyna (Fatherland), with a total wealth estimated at $3.2 bil-
lion. Most of these funds belong to a billionaire Kostiantyn Zhevago,
whose businesses have been recently pressured by the tax inspectors
and has resigned from the BYuT (Bloc of Yulia Tymoshenko) par-
liamemtary faction. All other major funders of Tymoshenko’s presi-
dential campaign, such as banker Oleksandr Buriak and car-maker
Tariel Vasadze, defected to Yanukovych following his election victory.
The current high level of state control over big businesses is likely to
increase even further resulting in the complete cooptation of major
businessmen into the ruling party.    

Elite Organization

Another factor ensuring the sustainability of authoritarian regimes
has been the strength of elite organization. Kuchma relied on diverse
elite groups with no coherent organizational structure, which made
the regime particularly vulnerable to defections and weakened the
level of control over subordinates in the regions. Yanukovych’s come-
back, first as Prime Minister in 2006 and then as President in 2010,
became possible largely because of his reliance on the organizational
resources of the Party of Regions. His appointment policy reflects the
significance of the party’s role. The party leadership controls all of the
key positions in the Presidential Administration and the Cabinet of
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Ministers. Azarov, Party of Regions leader, is also the prime minister,
while the two Deputy Prime Ministers and the Head of the Presiden-
tial Administration are members of the party’s highest governing
council. Similarly, nineteen out of twenty four chairmen of oblast
administrations are members of the Party of Regions. The mergers of
the Strong Ukraine party led by Deputy Prime Minister Sergei
Tigipko and the People’s Party led by Parliamentary Chairman
Volodymyr Lytvyn with the Party of Regions would further indicate
that the authorities intend to consolidate a dominant-power system in
Ukraine. 

In the dominant-power systems a single political force maintains
strict control over key state resources and a commanding presence in
all power branches and on all levels of government.18 The ruling party
is also a focal point coordinating the activities of lower-level officials,
which allows for a more efficient use of administrative resources in the
interests of the ruling elite. Finally, the existence of a single party of
power ensures the redistribution of rents among loyalists, creates a
clear mechanism for career promotion and raises the costs of defec-
tion to the opposition. The Party of Regions has thus turned into the
country’s largest patronage network, which limits political competi-
tion by controlling the distribution of government positions and pro-
viding privileged power access to its members. However, the exclusion
of other political groups from the decision-making adversely affects
the quality of reform proposals and weakens their public support
across Ukraine.

Know-How

The final factor contributing to the stability of an autocratic
regime has been the skill with which autocratic leaders can neutralize
the opposition and consolidate their power. Yanukovych’s team drew
lessons both from its own political defeat in 2004 and from the exam-
ples of neighboring autocracies in Russia and Belarus. There are five
main elements of a successful autocratic model that Yanukovych may
try to implement in Ukraine. First of all, reliance on a dominant
political party helps to eliminate ‘rapacious individualism’ that led to
persistent political conflicts throughout the last two decades of
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Ukrainian independence.19 Second, political control over big business
undercuts funding for the opposition and limits negative coverage in
the media. Third, consistent use of excessive coercion against protest-
ers helps to deter anti-incumbent mobilization by civil society.
Fourth, jailing of key opposition leaders weakens the opposition
movement and demoralizes opposition supporters. Fifth, subordina-
tion of autonomous institutional power bases such as parliament,
local government and the courts marginalizes the opposition leaving
it devoid of any legal means to mount a successful challenge to auto-
cratic incumbents. During the first two years of his presidency
Yanukovych has been persistently implementing each of the five ele-
ments of the model described in this chapter.

In addition, there has been a new element in autocracy-building
possibly introduced in Ukraine. The wide media promotion of the
radical right nationalist party Svoboda (Liberty) that won the 2010
local elections in the three Galician oblasts of Western Ukraine by
sidelining mainstream national-democratic parties may indicate that
the authorities were informally backing its campaign. The strengthen-
ing of an ultra-nationalist party in the region, which was once a
stronghold of the democratic opposition, further weakens democratic
forces and helps to rally Yanukovych’s voters in Eastern and Southern
Ukraine around the Party of Regions who felt threatened by Ukrain-
ian nationalism. 

Policy Recommendations

The first step to a goal of an Open Ukraine is reviving the parlia-
ment’s role in choosing candidates for Cabinet of Ministers positions
and giving it strong oversight powers over the executive, particularly
by establishing a clear procedure for impeaching the president. The
internal rules for coalition-formation should prioritize party factions
over individual deputies and provide for the majority coalition based
solely on parties that entered parliament. There should also be a strict
enforcement of the rules requiring deputies to vote individually and
disclose their personal income declarations. In addition, opposition
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factions in parliament should be guaranteed chairmanship positions in
the committees overseeing the law-enforcement, judiciary, media free-
doms and budgetary policies and the power to nominate the head of
the Accounting Chamber. 

An Open Ukraine requires an electoral law that would ensure a
level playing field for competing political parties and their fair repre-
sentation in parliament. Mixed electoral systems prevents this by
skewing election results in favor of the ruling party and opening the
possibility for distorting society’s aggregate political preferences. Pro-
portional representation with open party lists has proven to be the
most successful electoral model for post-communist states as it
engages citizens in selecting their representatives and minimizes the
possibility for usurping power by one political force. It would also
help to develop Ukraine’s nascent party political system, which still
remains highly volatile. Legislation should also minimize the ability of
electoral commissions to interfere with the electoral process and make
arbitrary decisions that could distort the election outcome. In addi-
tion, targeted assistance by international actors, particularly the fund-
ing of independent media and monitoring groups, should help to neu-
tralize the structural advantages of the incumbency in Ukraine.

A strategy of moving Ukraine out of its current ‘grey zone’ and
becoming an Open Ukraine should be based on five policy proposals:

1) Support Dialogue
By monopolizing political space and marginalizing the opposition

the Ukrainian authorities undermine the reform process and weaken
public trust in policy outcomes. Hence, international organizations
and Western governments should encourage active involvement of
opposition parties and leading NGOs in the process of drafting
reform strategies and policy proposals. Opposition factions in parlia-
ment should also be granted greater oversight powers in order to con-
trol budget expenditures and the functioning of the law-enforcement
bodies. The President and Prime Minister should rely on consensus-
building mechanisms and public dialogue in pushing their legislative
initiatives through parliament. Without the opposition’s ability to
shape the policy-making process and influence the legislative process
Ukraine is unlikely to fulfill its obligations under the Deep and Com-
prehensive Free Trade Agreement with the EU.  
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2) Advocate Institutional Reforms 
The European governments, particularly representatives of post-

communist countries, should advocate targeted institutional reforms
aimed at limiting the powers of the presidency, increasing the govern-
ment’s accountability to parliament and strengthening oversight agen-
cies, such as an independent anticorruption bureau, accounting cham-
ber, the office of the ombudsman and the financial regulatory body.
Another major area of reform is depoliticizing the judiciary and the
civil service, which are still dominated by vested political and business
interests. This requires introducing a transparent and clear mecha-
nism for hiring and promoting judges and civil servants. 

3) Leverage External Pressure 
The U.S. and EU demonstrated impressive unanimity in condemn-

ing the trial and the conviction of opposition leader Tymoshenko and
issued strong demands for her release. However, Western govern-
ments and organizations should act in concert not only in condemn-
ing the persecution of the opposition, but also in developing a set of
measures that would raise the cost of further undemocratic steps for
the Ukrainian authorities. Such measures should include the suspen-
sion of Ukraine’s membership in the Council of Europe, introducing
visa bans for officials responsible for ordering the crackdown against
protesters or persecution of the opposition, freezing negotiations on
DCFTA and limiting bilateral contacts with top Ukrainian leadership. 

At the same time, the EU should make it clear that Ukraine could
receive a formal membership offer if it returns to the democratic path.
EU conditionality has been most effective when target countries have
received a clear promise of EU membership. As long as the EU avoids
extending this promise to Ukraine, the Ukrainian government will have
little incentive to undertake political and economic reforms. The EU’s
promise to accept Ukraine as a credible candidate for EU membership
may strengthen its authority within Ukrainian society and deter the
country’s ruling elite from further rollback of democratic freedoms. 

4) Target Support to Civil Society 
The main source of threat for the sustainability of dominant-power

systems has been an independent civil society capable of monitoring
the authorities and publicizing their transgressions. The U.S. and EU
should provide most of their financial aid to support national and local
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NGOs and media outlets that ensure government accountability on all
levels. 

5) Push for Democratic Elections in October 2012 
Western governments and international organizations should stress

the critical importance of a free and fair parliamentary campaign in
2012 early in the process and quickly react to even minor violations of
democratic procedures. They should also form a political monitoring
team consisting of prominent public figures with a strong reputation
in Ukraine. This group should visit the country on a bimonthly basis
and provide interim assessments of the electoral process. It is impor-
tant for the group to visit all of Ukraine’s regions and meet local offi-
cials to convey the special importance of the upcoming parliamentary
election. Finally, international organizations should provide technical
assistance in training election observers and electoral commission
members representing all political parties. The ability of the new par-
liament to legislate a progressive reform package critically depends on
the legitimacy of the election itself and its recognition as free and fair
by all major political actors. A new democratically elected parliament
could also act as a stronger counterweight against the excessive politi-
cal dominance of the President.    

Conclusions 

Ukraine’s competitive authoritarian system, which took the form of
‘feckless pluralism’ under Yushchenko, has been gradually transformed
into a ‘dominant-power’ model under Yanukovych. Its main character-
istics include (1) limiting political contestation through coercion and
administrative interference; (2) monopolization of power by the presi-
dency that controls other branches; (3) restricting access to public
offices exclusively for members of the ruling party. Heightened
repression against the opposition, however, indicates that the political
regime in Ukraine risks degenerating into a full-blown autocracy. This
trend may accelerate with further decline of popular support behind
Yanukovych and his increasing international isolation. Already in the
first year of his presidency Yanukovych’s approval rating dropped from
40% in May 2010 to 9.7% in June 2011.20 The loss of support for
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Yanukovych has been most substantial in his core electoral areas of
Eastern and Southern Ukraine. 

If public support behind the president remains at the same low
level, Yanukovych will face a dilemma in the run-up to 2012 parlia-
mentary elections. He will either have to accept the possibility of
opposition parties gaining substantial representation in the new par-
liament, or he will have to use administrative levers to an unprece-
dented degree to interfere with the election process and rig the elec-
tion results. However, if the Party of Regions understands that it
would fail to win fairly the latter option may be increasingly likely.
First, Yanukovych needs to have a compliant legislature with a signifi-
cant pro-presidential majority in order to secure re-election in 2015.
Parliament proved to be an effective institutional forum for the oppo-
sition in the run-up to the presidential election in 2004. It provided
opposition leaders with immunity from persecution and allowed them
to resist some of Kuchma’s key legislative initiatives. Moreover, the
opposition’s strong showing in 2002 demonstrated the vulnerability of
the existing regime, which encouraged further political resistance and
elite division. At the same time, the stakes of the 2015 presidential
election for the ruling elites has increased substantially so they can no
longer afford to lose it. Having established the precedent of criminal
persecution of his predecessors, Yanukovych and his allies are now
likely to become the target of similar actions if an opposition candi-
date wins election in 2015. Moreover, with executive powers again
concentrated in the presidency the next presidential race will turn into
yet another winner-takes-all contest. Hence, the current ruling party
will risk losing most of its influence over decision-making if the presi-
dent changes. 

Finally, the experience of the Orange Revolution may have taught
Yanukovych’s oligarchic entourage that any transfer of power to an
opposition may also threaten their ownership rights and lead to a
redistribution of property. Given that the key oligarchic groups within
the Party of Regions have gained major new assets under
Yanukovych’s presidency, they will be keen on maintaining him in
office at any cost as long as he could guarantee the safety of their
property. Another lesson Yanukovych may have drawn from his cam-
paign in 2004 is that unless the opposition is marginalized early on it
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can turn into a serious challenge at a later stage. Hence, real presiden-
tial contenders, such as Tymoshenko, need to be excluded from the
election process prior to the launch of the presidential race. This will
be much easier if they end up being either in jail or outside parlia-
ment. 

International efforts to deter Ukraine’s further backsliding should
combine the threat of costly sanctions against the ruling elite with
demands for greater involvement of opposition parties in policy-mak-
ing and a targeted assistance to key actors in civil society and calls for
specific institutional reforms that would lead to a more balanced polit-
ical system in Ukraine. Outside pressure on the Ukrainian authorities
clearly has its limits and the main brunt of responsibility for the evolu-
tion of Ukraine’s political regime lies on domestic actors. However, as
the Orange Revolution also demonstrated, Western influence can
restrict the range of options available for the authorities in fighting
the opposition and weaken the internal legitimacy of some of the gov-
ernment’s anti-democratic policies. Given that the balance of power
has been strongly in favor of the authorities, a harder line by the West
combined with a promise of EU membership may strengthen those
civil society actors and opposition figures who have been resisting
Ukraine’s autocratic reversal. 
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Chapter Two

National Integration and 
National Identity in Ukraine

Olexiy Haran

The issue of regionalism is extremely important in understanding
Ukrainian politics and geopolitics. Most of Ukraine suffered from
three centuries of overt Russification (culminating in the 1876 Ems
Decree that banned all publications in the Ukrainian language as well
as public readings and stage performances) and subtle Russification in
the Soviet Union, which was especially prevalent in south and east of
the country. 

On the other hand, most of Western Ukraine was part of the Aus-
trian-Hungarian empire before 1918, then part of Poland in the inter-
war period, and annexed by the Soviet Union in 1939-1940. This
region underwent Russification for only about 40 years and, therefore,
in its traditions, political culture, geopolitical orientations this region
is quite similar to the three Baltic states.1

In this situation, independent Ukraine faces the challenge to build
simultaneously not only a democracy and market economy but also
state institutions, and a modern civic nation; that is, a “quadruple tran-
sition.”2 The fundamental nature of such a transition ensures it is
more difficult compared to Poland, Hungary, and the Baltic countries,
an important fact which is quite often overlooked by Western policy-
makers. In a nutshell, national integration is an important precursor
for successful introduction of democratic and economic reforms. 

1  It is important to stress that since 2004, not only Western but also Central Ukraine
votes for Orange and post-Orange political forces. 

2  See Taras Kuzio, “The National Factor in Ukraine’s Quadruple Transition,” Contem-
porary Politics, Vol.6. No. 2 (June 2000), pp. 143-164.
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Towards the end of the Soviet regime, in 1990, only 45% of pupils
studied in Ukrainian, and in higher education about 90% of subjects
were taught in Russian. In independent Ukraine, the Russification of
education has been halted. Nevertheless, in 2009 18% of pupils were
studying in Russian, and if one considers those who study the Russian
language as a subject the figure increases to more than 45%.3

In higher education, 12% of Ukraine’s students (as of 2009) studied
in Russian, but the actual figure is higher (it is difficult to determine
exact figures as one professor can teach in Russian, another in Ukrain-
ian).The numbers for higher education in Ukrainian drop dramati-
cally in the eastern and southern regions. In the Crimea, Ukrainians
comprise 24% of the population, but only 7% of pupils are taught in
Ukrainian. In vocational schools in the Crimea all subjects are taught
in Russian, 90% of university students study in Russian, and in the
Donbas (Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts)—50%. More than 40% of all
books in circulation in Ukraine are in Russian (as of 2009) and given
the large volume of book imports from Russia the figure rises to 90%.
Two-thirds of the country’s newspapers and 90% of journals, and half
of TV programs are in Russian.4

The Russian language still dominates in the business sphere and
mass entertainment. Despite articles in the 1996 Constitution, which
stipulates Ukrainian is the only official state language, many deputies
do not bother to learn Ukrainian and continue to speak Russian in
parliament. Therefore, making Russian a second state language, as
some politicians (including Viktor Yanukovych as candidate for presi-
dent in 2004 and 2010) advocate, would threaten the existence of the
Ukrainian language. 

In the late 1980s, when Ukraine was on the path to independence,
there were attempts by the KgB and elements within the Communist
Party to halt this by making territorial claims on Kyiv. The pretext
that was used was the claim that current Ukrainian borders were
formed during World War II (as a result of the Soviet invasion of
Poland and the threat of force against Romania following the Molo-
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tov-Ribbentrop Pact). Territorial claims were not dominant in the
political life of most of Ukraine’s neighbors. In their turn, the leaders
of the Ukrainian state and its national-democratic opposition were in
favor of the principle of inviolability of postwar borders. This princi-
ple is seen as a sine qua non of Ukrainian foreign policy and all
Ukrainian presidents have supported the territorial integrity of geor-
gia and Moldova.5 In September 2008, Yanukovych and the Party of
Regions did though support Russia’s recognition of South Ossetian
and Abkhaz independence through resolutions in the Ukrainian and
Crimean parliaments (the former failed but the latter was adopted).

Despite predictions on the eve of Ukrainian independence based on
the depth of Russification of eastern Ukraine, the country did not split
even in the most difficult crisis year in 1993 when hyper-inflation
soared to 10,000%. Polls taken in 1994 showed that only 1% of
respondents in Lviv and 5% in Donetsk (the main cities in the west
and the east of Ukraine, respectively) wanted Ukraine to cease to exist
as a united nation. According to polls conducted by the Kyiv Interna-
tional Institute for Sociology, after a short decline in 1993 the number
of those who support Ukraine’s independence has returned to the
level of the 1991 referendum result.6

The risk of ethnic confrontation within Ukraine diminishes as
ethno-linguistic boundaries are blurred, and the Russian and Ukrain-
ian languages are closely related. In fact, the very division of Russian
and Ukrainian-language speakers is to a certain extent exaggerated
because most of the population is bilingual. The younger generation
of Ukrainians knows Russian even if half of them do not study it at
school because Russian TV programs are broadcast in Ukraine and
most radio programs in Ukraine are still conducted in Russian or in
both languages. 

As for the question of citizenship, Ukrainian leaders adopted in
October 1991 the “zero option” where everyone living in Ukraine was
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eligible for citizenship without any pre-conditions. Thus, Ukrainian cit-
izens’ socio-economic and political opportunities were not limited or
circumscribed by ethno-linguistic criteria. In fact, Ukraine stands in
contrast to many other former Soviet republics in that it gained its inde-
pendence peacefully and without interethnic conflict. This was a result
of firstly, a compromise between the national-democratic opposition
and national-communists and secondly, tolerant interaction between
Rukh (the Ukrainian Popular Movement established in 1989) and ethnic
minorities.7 In its preamble, Ukraine’s 1996 Constitution defined “the
Ukrainian people” as “citizens of Ukraine of all nationalities.”

Thus, modern Ukrainian civic nationalism is based upon territorial,
not ethnic, criteria and “inclusive” rather than “exclusive” citizenship.
The results of the 2001 census (the first to be held in independent
Ukraine) showed a slow Ukrainization of Russophone Ukrainians.
Compared to the 1989 Soviet census, the number of ethnic Ukraini-
ans increased from 72.7% to 77.8 % while the number of ethnic Rus-
sians decreased from 22.1% to 17.3 %, which was signified a return to
the ethnic composition of Ukraine found in 1959 Soviet census.

But, the number of those who consider Russian as their “mother
tongue” is higher—29.6% and the Russian language still dominates in
the eastern and southern regions of the country. Russian-speaking
politicians do not feel excluded from the political process in Kyiv and
they feel it is more realistic to compete for power and resources in
Kyiv rather than in Moscow. Ukraine’s independence elevated the sta-
tus of what had previously been a provincial Soviet republican elite
and became the basis for political and business elites irrespective of
the language they speak.8 Ukraine is also regionally and politically
diverse which prevents a single political force to monopolize power
(or “pluralism by default”). 
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Although the electoral divide between the south and the east, on
the one hand, and west and the center of Ukraine, on the other, has
been evident in every election since 1990 (the only exception is the
1999 presidential election), there are signs that major players are mov-
ing into regions that have traditionally supported their opponents. At
the same time, radical nationalist forces (both Russian and Ukrainian)
have not received votes above the 3% parliamentary threshold. 

Russian Influence and Polarization of the Country Since 2004

Despite three centuries of shared existence in one state with Russia,
Ukrainian politics cannot be explained by its intertwined history and
culture (or the “clash of civilizations” approach according to which
only Western Ukraine belongs to Western civilization) or even by its
economic dependence on Russia. Ukrainian politics is the result of the
correlation of domestic political forces and the position of the Ukrain-
ian elites. 

Moscow and Kyiv viewed the future of the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS), established on December 8, 1991, from
opposite  perspectives— as “reintegration” or a “civilized divorce,”
respectively. Ukraine has not ratified the CIS Charter and therefore,
despite being one of its founding states, Ukraine is not formally a
member of the CIS. Ukraine also refused to sign the 1992 Tashkent
Treaty on Collective Security and Kyiv only has observer status in the
Eurasian Economic Community which was launched in 2000. 

During Leonid Kuchma’s 1994 election campaign he referred sev-
eral times to the so-called ‘Eurasian space.’ Two central issues in his
campaign were increasing Ukraine’s cooperation with Russia, first of
all in the economic sphere, and granting official status for the Russian
language. However, very soon after his election victory Kuchma pur-
sued policies that strengthened the Ukrainian state to a greater extent
than Ukraine’s first President Leonid Kravchuk. He defeated sepa-
ratist forces in the Crimea and in 1997 signed both the Treaty on
Friendship, Cooperation and Partnership with Russia (which finally
recognized Ukraine’s borders!) and NATO-Ukrainian Charter on
Distinctive Partnership. Balancing between Russia and the West and
pursuing a policy of “multi-vector diplomacy,” Kuchma pursued inte-
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gration of Ukraine with the West while cooperating with the CIS.
While distancing himself from his predecessor, whose policies he
judged to be “nationalistic,” Kuchma at the same time had to take into
consideration the position of those who had voted for Kravchuk in
western and central Ukraine. 

One of the main reasons for Viktor Yushchenko’s election in 2004
were slogans common to the whole country that appealed to Euro-
pean values, social justice, rule of law, and struggle against corruption.
Kuchma’s administration did everything possible to prevent
Yushchenko from winning the 2004 elections by presenting him as a
radical nationalist who would “oppress” the Russian-speaking popula-
tion, whereas Yanukovych was portrayed as a great friend of Russia.
Yanukovych’s Russian and Ukrainian election consultants also pro-
moted the idea of a “schism” in Ukraine between the “nationalistic”
West and “industrial” East, depicting Yushchenko in fascist uniform or
Ukraine divided into three segregated parts. They also launched an
anti-Western, anti-American campaign. The Russian president and
Russian election consultants openly supported the Yanukovych cam-
paign, and President Putin twice congratulated Yanukovych on his fal-
sified victory. The country emerged from the 2004 elections extremely
polarized with tensions that had already built up between national
democratic and Russophone political parties on the increase since the
November 2000 Kuchmagate crisis.

Although the “Russian factor” continues to play an important role
in Ukrainian domestic politics, Moscow could not prevent
Yushchenko’s victory in 2004 or the 2007 pre-term elections which
removed Yanukovych as prime minister. 

Ukraine’s economic dependence on Russia has also decreased.
Although Russia remains the main trading country for Ukraine, its
proportion of Ukrainian trade declined dramatically from 47.5 % in
1994 to 23.05% in pre-crisis 2008. Exports to Russia fell from 37.4 %
in 1994 to 23.5% in 2008, and imports from 58.1 % to 22.7%. But in
absolute figures the trading situation is different as trade with Russia
fell from $17.8 billion in 1994 to $11.7 billion, but then increased in
2004 to $17.7 billion, and $35.2 billion in 2008. Therefore, contrary
to what Russian leaders say about the “anti-Russian” nature of the
Orange administration which allegedly opposed cooperation with
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Russia, trade doubled from 2004 to 2008. Ukrainian exports to Russia
grew from $5.9 billion to $15.7 billion (that is in 2.7 times) and
imports from $11.8 billion to $19.4 billion.9

Despite the good and growing economic interaction between
Ukraine and Russia an ideological war continued unabated with
Moscow continuing to wage massive propaganda campaigns against
Ukraine to discredit its democratic experiment. As an example, on
May 19, 2009, Russian President Dmitrii Medvedev issued a decree
establishing “a Presidential Commission to combat efforts to reinter-
pret history in ways that damage Russia’s interests.”10 Russian propa-
ganda continued in the Soviet tradition of portraying the Ukrainian
national liberation movement as ‘fascist and anti-semitic’.11

As a result of such campaigns, according to a poll conducted by the
Russian Levada Center in January-February 2009, 62% of Russians
viewed Ukraine in a negative way and Ukraine rose to third on the list
of “unfriendly states” after the U.S. and georgia. At the same time,
90% of Ukrainians retained a positive attitude towards Russia as there
was no concerted, state-led anti-Russian campaign by the Yushchenko
administration.12

President Yushchenko: 
Good Slogans, Counterproductive Policies

Yushchenko’s accent on issues of social justice in the 2004 campaign
helped to overcome the anti-Western stereotypes and polarizing
strategies of his opponents. Following his victory Ukraine needed
long-awaited reforms, including unpopular ones and it was important
to show that new leaders were fighting corruption at the highest levels
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and within their own ‘inner circle’. Such a public perception would
have given them the moral authority to ask Ukrainians to ‘tighten
their belts’. However, the fight against corruption remained on paper
and virtual, as it was under Kuchma and remains the case under the
Yanukovych administration. 

If reforms had been successful, it would have been possible to raise
issues which otherwise would not normally receive sufficient support
in the country. On the contrary, when in 2008 Yushchenko’s ratings
declined to 3-5% it was counter-productive to raise the issue of enter-
ing NATO’s Membership Action Plan (MAP) merely serving to play
into the hands of the opposition which increasingly mobilized around
anti-Western slogans.

Paradoxically, support for Ukrainian membership in NATO was
higher under Kuchma than under Yushchenko. Polls by the Kyiv-
based Razumkov Center for Economic and Political Studies showed
that in June 2002 the numbers of those who supported joining NATO
and those against were nearly  equal— approximately 32% each. In July
2009, at the end of Yuschenko’s term, only 20% supported NATO
membership while 59% opposed this step.13 Under Yushchenko, the
agreement on Ukraine’s accession to WTO was finalized and ratified
in 2008. But as there were no economic successes within the country,
the step was used by the opposition to blame Orange forces “for sell-
ing out Ukraine to the West.”

Yanukovych mobilized the Party of Regions and eastern Ukrainian
Russophone voters against Yushchenko’s policies in support of Euro-
pean and Euro-Atlantic integration, respect for Ukrainian history, cul-
ture, and language, the need to overcome divisions in Ukrainian
Orthodoxy, and mutual respect in Ukrainian-Russian relations. Con-
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trary to the lessons of the 2004 election campaign, when Yushchenko
avoided polarizing issues, his presidency and 2010 presidential cam-
paign deeply divided Ukrainian society. In the 2010 elections he
received only 5% of the vote and fifth place.

The paradox is that negotiations with the EU for an Association
Agreement and Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement
(DCFTA) were boosted only after Orange forces lost the 2010 presi-
dential elections and Ukraine under Yanukovych suffered from demo-
cratic regression. Therefore, if the negotiations will end successfully it
would be the new anti-Orange regime which could claim credit for
Ukraine’s European integration.

Federalization or Real Local Self-Government?

The idea of federalization for Ukraine was put forward in 1989 by,
among others, Vyacheslav Chornovil, a former dissident and then the
head of Rukh. However, during Ukraine’s drive to independence the
Soviet authorities tried to use this idea to polarize the country and
mobilize separatist movements. During the first years of Ukrainian
independence it became clear that federalization, attractive as a model
for a democratic and multicultural society, could encourage centrifu-
gal tendencies in Ukraine. Therefore, Chornovil very soon changed
his initial position and dropped his support. The l996 constitution did
not include the idea of federalization or Russian as a state language.
National-democrats, pro-business centrists and the moderate left-in
parliament joined forces to adopt the constitution. 

During and after the Orange Revolution the Party of Regions also
used the idea of federalization to secure its position in its electoral
strongholds, to challenge the Orange authorities in Kyiv and also as
an election campaign slogan. given the regional polarization of the
country, the absence of administrative-territorial reform and, there-
fore, a weak financial basis for self-government, federalization could
lead not to the development of self-government but to regional “feu-
dalization” of the country. The key issue is to strengthen self-govern-
ment at the local level: village, town, rayon (district).

The country’s main political forces agree on the necessity of this
step although characteristically, the Party of Regions has after coming
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to power avoids mentioning “federalization” in its program. It is
important to stress that Ukrainian surveys and polls show that sepa-
ratist ideas were overwhelmingly rejected throughout the whole coun-
try (see table 1). 

Crimean Autonomy

The August 2008 Russian invasion of georgia raised again the issue
if Russia can play the separatist card in Crimea as it is the only region
in Ukraine where ethnic Russians comprise a majority of the popula-
tion (58%). It is also the historic land of Crimean Tatars, who were
deported by Stalin in 1944 to Central Asia and were only allowed to
return to the peninsula after 1989 and today constitute 12% of the
Crimea’s population. Russia’s Black Sea naval base in Sevastopol,
extended in April 2010 until 2042-2047, remains an instrument of
pressure on Ukraine. The Russian consulate has been issuing passports
to Ukrainian citizens in Odessa and Crimea, although dual citizenship
is prohibited in Ukraine. Nevertheless, it would be premature to
extrapolate the “South Ossetian/Abkhazian” scenario to the Crimea. 

The rights of ethnic Russians are not under threat in the Crimea
(although this is often raised by Russia and pro-Russian forces in
Crimea). It is the Ukrainian language and culture that need state sup-
port in the Crimea, not Russian (see above). According to the March
2011 poll by the Razumkov Center, 70% of Crimeans consider Ukraine
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Table 1. Would You Like to Have Your Region Separated From

Ukraine and Joined to Another State? 

Percent

West Center South East

Yes 3.4 1.4 11.6 10.4
No 91.3 93.1 75.1 77.9
Difficult to answer 5.3 5.5 13.3 11.7

The poll was taken by the Razumkov Center on May 31 – June 18, 2007. 10956 respondents aged above
18 years were polled in all regions of Ukraine. The sample theoretical error does not exceed 1%
(www.razumkov.org.ua/eng/poll.php?poll_id=318)

Ukraine’s regions are defined as follows: South — Autonomous Republic of Crimea; Odesa,
Kherson, and Mykolaiv oblasts; Center — Kyiv; Vinnytsia, Zhytomyr, Kyiv, Kirovohrad, Poltava,
Sumy, Khmelnytsky, Cherkasy, and Chernihiv oblasts; West – Volyn, Zakarpattia, Ivano-Frankivsk,
Chernivtsi oblasts; East – Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk, Zaporizhzhia, Luhansk, and Kharkiv oblasts. 



as their Motherland. For the Crimean elites (most of whom are mem-
bers of all-Ukrainian parties) it is much more profitable to stay within
Ukraine and to negotiate with both Kyiv and Moscow. If the Crimea
was part of authoritarian Russia it would lose this bargaining position. 

The position of the Crimean Tatars is crucial for the future of
Crimea and regional stability. Since the end of the 1980s, Rukh and
the Crimean Tatars have supported each other. Crimean Tatar leaders
were elected to the Ukrainian parliament within Rukh and subse-
quently on the list of the Yushchenko’s Our Ukraine bloc. 

But, if Crimean Tatars feel their rights are not protected, first of all
in being given land to build homes, this could strengthen radicals out-
side the Mejlis (the Crimean Tatar parliament), which for decades has
managed to maintain the movement as a moderate and non-violent
force. In general, Ukraine’s tolerant attitude towards Crimean Tatars is
in sharp contrast to the spread of anti-Islamic rhetoric in Russia. 

Finally, any large-scale conflict over the Crimea would provoke a
strong reaction from the international community, to a far greater
degree than that which happened in South Ossetia. However, Moscow
could exploit the situation in the Crimea to destabilize the region in
order to pressure Kyiv and hinder Ukraine’s Euro-Atlantic integration.
That is what happened when Ukraine sought a NATO Membership
Action Plan in 2008, after which anti-NATO demonstrations were
organized in the Crimea. Hardliners in Russia could organize clashes
between Crimea’s ethnic Russians and Crimean Tatars over land or
with Ukrainian nationalist organizations over the Sevastopol Black Sea
Fleet naval base. 

Religious Divisions: The Split in Ukrainian Orthodoxy 

Most Ukrainian believers (about 2/3) are members of Orthodox
churches. The greek Catholic Church (which was underground from
1945-1990) is concentrated in Western Ukraine and comprises about
1/5 of religious believers.14 There are also Roman Catholic, Protes-
tant, Judaic and Muslim believers in Ukraine.
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The Russian Orthodox Church in Ukraine split after Ukraine
became independent leading to the emergence of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church–Kyiv Patriarchate (UOC-KP) which supports the
idea of an autocephalous Ukrainian Orthodox Church independent
from Moscow. However, this church is not recognized by other
canonical Orthodox Churches nor by the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church under the Moscow Patriarchate (UOC-MP), which, in terms
of the number of parishes, remains the largest church in Ukraine.

The UOC-MP enjoys autonomy, including the right to form its
own Synod and appoint bishops without formal approval of the
Moscow Patriarch. Some of its bishops support the idea of a united,
autocephalous Ukrainian Orthodox Church. Between 2007 and 2009,
the UOC-MP and Kyiv Patriarchate opened a cautious dialogue which
was cancelled after Yanukovych was elected. In November 2008, the
UOC-MP Synod pronounced the 1933 artificial famine in Ukraine
(holodomor) as a genocide of the Ukrainian people, a stance that
strongly contradicts Russia’s denial of an artificial famine unique to
Ukraine. But, these are only initial steps. Patriarch Kiril of the Russian
Orthodox Church is seeking to limit the autonomy of the UOC-MP.
On the other side, there are signals that the Ecumenical Patriarchate of
Constantinople may recognize the autocephaly of the UOC-MP which
will open the way for its unification with the UOC-KP. 

President Yanukovych: 
A Second Round of Regional Polarization

In the 2010 presidential elections Yanukovych’s team mobilized
around public disillusionment into the performance of Orange gov-
ernments. His campaign also exploited slogans from the 2004 elec-
tions for mobilizing the regional electorate in the east and south of
the country, including anti-NATO sentiments, promises to make
Russian a second state language, and insistence that there was no falsi-
fied vote in 2004 when “our victory was stolen.” Yanukovych even
mentioned the possibility of recognizing the independence of South
Ossetia and Abkhazia, a step totally in contrast with other Ukrainian
presidents who made the territorial integrity of states a cardinal prin-
ciple in Ukrainian politics. 
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As a result of this electoral rhetoric, the country was again polar-
ized, this time by Yanukovych. In the second round in February 2010
Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko won in 16 regions and the capital,
while Yanukovych won only in 9 regions and the city of Sevastopol.
Despite his election promises to seek to overcome Ukraine’s regional
divisions his steps merely served to deepen them.

The April 2010 Kharkiv Accords with Russia permit the lease of the
Russian naval base in Sevastopol for an additional 25 years (after the
1997 agreement expires in 2017) and prolong it after 2042 for another
5 years. This was signed even though it infringed the Ukrainian con-
stitution, which declares there should be no foreign military troops on
Ukrainian soil on a permanent basis. The decision was approved in
parliament against the advice of three parliamentary committees and
without necessary discussions, provoking a riot. 

One of the most symbolic concessions to Russia was on the NATO
question (see the chapter by Stephen Larrabee). Under Kuchma the
position of the Party of Regions was quite conformist and in the Strat-
egy for Ukraine for 2004-2015 prepared under the auspices of then Prime
Minister Yanukovych, the deadline for joining NATO was set at 2008.
The Party of Regions unanimously voted in 2003 for the Law on the
Fundamentals of National Security which clearly states that Ukraine’s
aim is to join NATO as well as a Memorandum with NATO to provide
it with support in multinational exercises and peacekeeping operations.
In 2006, during Yanukovych’s second premiership, the Party of Regions
supported the Memorandum with NATO on the participation of
Ukraine’s strategic transport aviation in NATO operations. This
demonstrates that anti-NATO election campaigns by the Party of
Regions were populist and designed to mobilize their electorate. 

However, on July 2, 2010, the new law on Fundamentals of Domes-
tic and Foreign Policy of Ukraine was adopted by parliament that pro-
claimed a non-bloc status for Ukraine aimed at establishing good rela-
tions with the Russian leadership. Yanukovych also played on the
ambivalent geopolitical orientations of Ukrainians. According to a
April 2010 poll by the Institute of Sociology, Ukrainian National
Academy of Sciences, 62% were in favor of Ukraine joining the union
of Russia and Belarus (negative attitude dominated only in Western
Ukraine). The explanation is that this union is associated with cooper-
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ation and visa-free travel. Simultaneously, as seen in Table 2, in all
regions the number of those who support Ukraine’s accession to the
EU exceeds the number of opponents (the paradox is that the highest
support was not under Yushchenko, but in 2000-2001 under Kuchma,
when anti-Western campaigns has not yet been launched).

In the educational sphere Yanukovych also made concessions which
helped Russia to strengthen its ideological influence in the region. In
April 2010, during his visit to the Council of Europe in Strasburg,
Yanukovych rejected the view that of the holodomor as genocide.15 The
appointment of Dmytro Tabachnyk as Minister of Education came
after he was lobbied by Patriarch Kiril. His promotion served to
polarize the country in the cultural-linguistic sphere as he is known
for pejorative statements regarding the Ukrainian intelligentsia and
for Soviet interpretations of Ukrainian history; for example, using the
same Soviet allegations against the 1940s nationalist movement that
they were “Nazis.”

In contrast to all other Ukrainian presidents, who sought to strike a
neutral balance between rival Orthodox Churches, Yanukovych has
openly aligned himself with the UOC-MP. Symbolically, he received
blessing in Kyiv from Russian Patriarch Kiril before he went to his
inauguration in the Ukrainian parliament.

Parliamentary deputies from the Party of Regions submitted a draft
law on languages in summer 2010 which would have upgraded Russ-
ian to the status of a ‘regional language’ throughout most of Ukrain-
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Table 2. How Do You Assess Ukraine’s Entry to the European Union?

Percent

West Center South East Ukraine

Rather negative 6.6 16.7 22.1 28.2 19.1
Difficult to answer 27.3 38.2 41.5 33.3 35.3
Rather positive 66.1 45.1 36.4 38.5 45.5

April 2010 poll of Institute of Sociology, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences http://www.niss.gov.ua/
articles/457/.



ian territory. This would be a further blow to the Ukrainian
 language— as stated in the recommendations of the OSCE and the
letter of OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities Knut
Vollebaek to Ukrainian Parliamentary Chairman Lytvyn.16

It seems that President Yanukovych made concessions on issues that
are symbolically important to Russia but do not threaten his power.
While playing on contradictions between different regions, the
Yanukovych administration is seeking a monopolization of power over
all of Ukraine and therefore would try to avoid threats of separatism or
raising the issue of federalization. For example, Yanukovych’s conces-
sions to Russia on the Sevastopol naval base do not benefit local
Crimean elites. Although Crimea’s Prime Minister Vasyl Jarty is for-
mally subordinated to the Crimean Parliament he and his entourage
come from the town of Makeevka in the Donetsk region and de facto
control the Crimean peninsula.

Many analysts have concluded that the Party of Regions is tacitly
supporting the nationalist Svoboda (Freedom) party. In the October
2010 local elections Svoboda won in the three oblasts of galicia. Their
success coincided with the plans of the Party of Regions to destroy
Tymoshenko and other radical opposition forces thereby opening up
political space into which controlled, loyal nationalists such as Svo-
boda could be interjected.17

Conclusions and Recommendations

National integration, on the one hand, and democratic and market
reforms, on the other, reinforce one other. National integration per-
mits the introduction of painful reforms which are difficult to intro-
duce in divided societies. At the same time, if reforms are successful,
they provide the basis for national cohesion on other issues. 
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Despite the fact that the goal of European integration is not viewed
by the majority of Ukrainians as a vehicle which could become a
‘national idea,’ the development of relations with the EU and integra-
tion into the EU is viewed positively in all regions of the country.
Therefore, it is important that the average man and woman in the
street, especially in the east and south of the country, would see bene-
fits from these relations in the form of a visa-free regime, possibilities
for younger Ukrainians to study abroad, the growth of cultural, educa-
tional, and professional exchanges, and learning from the European
experience in providing local and regional self-government. The
establishment of the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement
could provide additional ‘carrots’ for Ukrainian entrepreneurs to
reform themselves and become more transparent in their business
practices.

Information campaigns on NATO should highlight how NATO
provides practical help to Ukraine in emergency situations, cyber-
security, security to the Euro-2012 football championship, orders for
Ukrainian industry, and support for the training of Ukrainian officers.
NATO was for post-communist countries the stepping stone from
which they joined the EU.

Legal changes at the national level should stimulate cooperation
between regions and provide a framework for this endeavor. Constitu-
tional reform should not be viewed as a zero-sum game and any
reforms and establishment of a political system should have as an
important objective the prevention of the monopolization of power.
Instead of vacuous rhetoric about federalization, there should be real
reform of local self-government which decreases the dependence of
regions upon an all-powerful ‘center.’ Despite popular support for a
return to a majoritarian electoral system (because it allegedly provides
for a ‘connection’ between deputies, his district and voters), most ana-
lysts agree that the best way to support party development is to intro-
duce open and regional party slates.

An Open Ukraine keen to introduce the radical reforms outlined in
other chapters requires national integration and the overcoming of
regional tensions that have become exasperated under Yushchenko
and Yanukovych. It means that Ukraine should find a balance between
support for the Ukrainian language and culture with respect for the
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rights of ethnic minorities. At the same time, the latter is impossible if
Ukrainians continue to feel their culture and language is being sub-
jected to discrimination. Therefore, the Ukrainian authorities should
avoid policies that polarize the country, avoid the appointment of offi-
cials who are considered to be offensive to the majority of the Ukrain-
ian population. 

It is important to increase the role of civil society, for example, to
involve competent experts in debating key appointments in the educa-
tion sphere and in developing modern Ukrainian history textbooks.
These textbooks should not be limited to the history of ethnic
Ukrainians but be based on the standard Western frameworks of terri-
torial, inclusive histories. 

An Open Ukraine requires policies to develop modern Ukrainian
culture, including popular culture. The biggest challenge for Ukrain-
ian nation-building is to promote Ukrainian-language publications in
the media, on talk shows, during popular performances, and through
computer games. For example, it is important to keep a 50% quota on
the radio for Ukrainian-language performances, in music and authors,
and to develop clear criteria for what it means to support ‘Ukrainian-
language products.’18

For Western policymakers it is important to understand why the
issue of keeping Ukrainian as the only state language is so sensitive to
Ukrainians, why double citizenship is unacceptable and why they urge
Russia, Hungary and Romania to respect Ukrainian laws regarding
this issue. In general, Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation could serve as a
model for relations between Ukraine and its neighbors. 

In the sphere of inter-ethnic and inter-regional relations, an Open
Ukraine requires policies that could be drawn from formulations
drawn up by the Razumkov Center. These include: 

• popularization of works by outstanding Ukrainian and foreign
writers who advocated inter-ethnic tolerance and their inclu-
sion in secondary school programs in literature; 
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• creation of a network of courses on the Ukrainian language
for the adult population in Russian-speaking regions, includ-
ing for specific target audiences such as civil servants, repre-
sentatives of the judiciary and security forces;

• introduction of knowledge tests for civil servants of the state
language and the language of communication of the over-
whelming majority of local residents; 

• inclusion of obligatory excursions, including to other regions,
into school programs; 

• implementation of a comprehensive national information
campaign publicizing Ukraine’s history and culture, the
Ukrainian language, state symbols, and achievements of the
country in different domains;

• familiarization of Ukrainian society (first of all, youth) with
the history, culture, spiritual and household traditions of eth-
nic minorities;

• encouragement of inter-regional migration of youth to enter
higher education; 

• prevention of ‘enclavization’ of higher education due to the
“approach to places of residence.”19

Strong Western support remains important for the territorial
integrity of Ukraine, in general, and for stabilization in the Crimea, in
particular. To resolve the problems of deported ethnic groups, and
first of all Crimean Tatars, it is important to adopt a law on the rights
of these groups and in the socio-economic area to conduct an inven-
tory of the land in the Crimea. The authorities should not attempt to
split the Crimean Tatars and undermine the authority of the Mejlis;
on the contrary, the role of consultative bodies of Crimean Tatars is to
be increased. More Crimean Tatar youth should be provided with pos-
sibilities to study outside the Crimea, including abroad. 
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A difficult question is how to make Sevastopol survive economically
without a Russian naval base? This is part of a more general question
of how to create a favorable investment climate in the Crimea, espe-
cially in tourism.

No preferences should be given to any religious confession. The
question of the unity of divided Orthodox churches should be left to
their own competence as the Ukrainian state can only support dia-
logue between them. The Ukrainian authorities should not be permit-
ted to get away State Channel 1 devoting too much time to visits and
statements by the Moscow patriarch: religious activity should be cov-
ered in media without its politicization. The role of the All-Ukrainian
Council of Churches and religious organization should be increased,
and draft laws regarding religious issues should be passed to the
Ukrainian parliament after consultations with the council.
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Chapter Three

Corruption, Rule of Law, and Ukraine

Bohdan Vitvitsky

This chapter is simultaneously addressed to two audiences: a West-
ern one and a Ukrainian one. During my tenure in Ukraine, I often
found that although many Ukrainians had learned and adopted termi-
nology familiar in the West, they either had little understanding of
what those terms and concepts meant or understood them in a way
that was substantially different from the way in which they are under-
stood in the West. In order to facilitate fruitful dialogue in the future,
it is important to bridge those two conceptual worlds through concep-
tual elucidation. But even in the West, key notions such as rule of law
are used far more frequently as platitudes than as clearly defined and
understood concepts. Thus to advance discourse about corruption,
rule of law and how high levels of the former and low levels of the lat-
ter relate to Ukraine, this chapter begins by offering a comprehensive
conceptual framework for rule of law and corruption. It also intro-
duces a distinction between episodic and systemic corruption, and it
addresses Ukraine’s post-Soviet “virtuality” problem. The chapter
then discusses the current state of affairs in Ukraine as exemplified by
the 2011 prosecutions of Yulia Tymoshenko and other former high
government officials and discusses the Marxist-Leninist causes/
sources of this state of affairs. It concludes with some suggestions and
recommendations for reform in Ukraine and with some thoughts
about an “Open Ukraine.” 

I begin with two propositions that are non-controversial.1 First, as
reflected in all recent surveys, it is undeniable that there are high lev-

1  The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of either the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice or the U.S. Government but are simply those of the author. 
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els of corruption in Ukraine.2 Second, high levels of corruption can
and do infect a country’s politics and significantly impede its economic
development.3

Expanding upon these propositions further, let us ask why Ukraini-
ans should care about whether there is a high level of corruption in
Ukraine. The answer is that it is in their interest to care for several
reasons. Most importantly, high levels of corruption can and do
degrade the entire system of governance within a country, and they
undermine the possibility of real, instead of make-believe, democracy.
Second, high levels of corruption significantly distort a country’s
economy because, at a minimum, they create a large degree of uncer-
tainty and allow for large-scale theft of money, property and other
public assets. At a maximum, they can suffocate an entire economy
through monopolization, confiscation and other practices. 

But why should countries outside of Ukraine care about levels of
corruption in Ukraine? Again, there are multiple reasons. First, there
is the contagion problem. It is difficult to quarantine corruption
within a given country. Because we live in an increasingly globalized
economy and interconnected world, corruption in one country can
easily spill over to its neighbors. For example, if  contraband— whether
consisting of drugs, weapons or humans trafficked  illegally— needs to
cross a border, customs or transport officials on both sides of the bor-
der will likely need to be corrupted. 

Second, high levels of corruption can lead to a partially failed state,
with all of the attendant headaches that such states can cause the inter-
national community. Third, the international community has spent
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3  See the chapters in this volume by F. Stephen Larrabee and Serhiy Kudelia.



millions on helping countries such as Ukraine try to reduce corrup-
tion, improve their systems of governance and promote economic
development. Presumably the international community has an ongo-
ing interest in seeing returns on its investment for humanitarian,
political and economic reasons. 

What Is Corruption?

To speak constructively about corruption in a country such as
Ukraine, that is, to say something more than that there is much cor-
ruption there and to bemoan that state of affairs, we need to do some
prefatory work by establishing a key distinction about manifestations
of corruption and also by explaining the relationships between corrup-
tion and rule of law. The working definition of corruption I propose
is: corruption is an act or omission committed by a public servant who
unlawfully and/or wrongfully uses his/her position to obtain some
undeserved benefit for him/herself or his/her allies, contrary to duty
and the rights of others. Before proceeding, let me explain what is
meant by a public servant, a concept that I found to be foreign to
some people in Ukraine. A “public servant” is anyone who works for
the state; it is, thus, anyone whose salary is paid by the state. This
includes the president, ministers, judges, policemen, custom agents
and many others.

The most common forms of corruption are bribe-taking and
exploiting conflicts of interest. By conflict of interest I mean a situa-
tion in which a public servant makes a decision, whether regarding
hiring of personnel, procurement of goods or services for a govern-
ment entity, or making a judicial or ministerial decision that is influ-
enced by the financial, familial or partisan political interests of the
individual public servant making that decision. Thus, to cite but a few
examples, a judge who rules in favor of his political party in order to
advance that party’s interests or a minister who sells government
property at a discount to his brother-in-law or the police official who
buys computers for his police force from his wife’s computer company
are all guilty of a conflict of interest.
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Systemic Corruption and Episodic Corruption

Corruption appears in all countries, and news of its occurrence can
be found circulating around the world. This sometimes prompts peo-
ple in countries such as Ukraine to say, “what’s the big deal about cor-
ruption in Ukraine? Every country has corruption.”

Yes, it’s true that every country has corruption. But there is a funda-
mental difference between those countries in which corruption is sys-
temic, and those in which it is merely episodic. Countries in which
corruption is merely episodic demonstrate the following characteris-
tics. When corruption occurs, the victims, or the witnesses to, that
corruption have someone or some institution to which to report it,
and they can do so with a reasonable expectation that, in most
instances, that corruption will be investigated, stopped and its perpe-
trators punished. In such societies, the broadly and sincerely held
belief is that corruption is not normal or acceptable behavior, and this
belief is reflected in the laws, institutional arrangements and mecha-
nisms adopted both to prevent corruption and to punish it when it is
uncovered.

In countries in which corruption is systemic, its occurrence is wide-
spread. There are no effective means of challenging it, that is to say,
there are no institutions with the will and the authority to properly
investigate and to punish those who engaged in corrupt acts. There
are also no mechanisms in place to prevent corruption. And, the gen-
eral societal assumption is that corruption is more or less normal, that
it’s just the way things are in the world. 

A moment’s reflection will probably persuade one that episodic and
systemic corruption are polar opposites on an imaginary scale on
which all countries can be placed. And there often are differences
within a country as to location on the episodic/systemic corruption
scale. For example, a country in which corruption can fairly be said to
be episodic may nonetheless have a region or a city in which corrup-
tion is systemic.

When people speak about combating corruption, what they proba-
bly mean is that they want to help reduce a country’s systemic corrup-
tion to merely episodic corruption. One more introductory point that
needs to be made is that, thanks to the inventiveness of human ingenu-
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ity, combating corruption can itself be corrupted. This occurs when, for
example, a government pursues its own partisan agenda of persecuting
its opponents under the guise of supposedly combating corruption.

Corruption, Rule of Law, Economics and Culture

There are several relationships between corruption and rule of law,
and they are very important. But before turning to that subject, it
would be fruitful to note the importance of economic and cultural fac-
tors in any successful campaign to control corruption.

Public servants need to receive adequate salaries and benefits such
as pensions in order to avoid the situation in which the authority or
responsibility with which the public servant is charged is out of bal-
ance with that person’s salary, benefits and working conditions. A
policeman, customs official or judge who is paid a completely inade-
quate salary will be much more inclined to ignore his/her conscience
and to sell his/her authority for a bribe or to engage in conflicts of
interest to his/her benefit than is one who is adequately paid. This is
so because if a public servant is adequately paid and can expect an ade-
quate pension, that person is less likely to want to risk losing it all by
engaging in corruption. As a practical matter, post-Soviet countries
often have far too many public servants, and one of the first steps they
need to take is to reduce those numbers in order to be able to pay ade-
quate salaries to the smaller number of public servants.

With respect to cultural factors, what a society considers “normal”
or “acceptable” behavior will have a profound influence upon what
members of that society do or refuse to do, and this of course also
applies to public servants. If bribe taking by judges is considered com-
monplace or inevitable, then it is much more likely that a new judge
will have fewer reservations about taking his/her first bribe. If, on the
other hand, bribe taking is considered by a society to be a shameful
betrayal of public trust and of the oath of office that the judge swore
upon becoming a judge, then it is much, much less likely that a new
judge would even think about taking a bribe.

In addition to the impact of social norms upon the behavior of indi-
vidual public servants, institutional pride and “esprit de corps” are also
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very important factors in the level of professionalism demonstrated by
any particular category of public servant. Professional pride and profes-
sional integrity can be created and maintained by good leaders who
demonstrate professional dedication to their particular institution, care
about its reputation and care about the well being of the rank and file
of that institution. Such leadership is perhaps most visible in the mili-
tary of some countries, but it can also be created in any other institu-
tion, whether the police, the prosecution service or the health ministry.

Corruption and Rule of Law 

In addition to societal attitudes about the unacceptability of corrup-
tion as well as institutional professionalism and esprit de corps being
very important contributing factors to controlling corruption, a func-
tional legal system is another very important factor. By a functional
legal system I do not merely mean a system that has judges, police,
prosecutors, lawyers and jails, but I mean a legal system characterized
by rule of law, because, unfortunately, there are various legal systems
with judges, police, prosecutors, lawyers and jails that are dysfunc-
tional. To paraphrase a statement once made by the president of the
Russian Republic, dysfunctional legal systems are those characterized
by legal nihilism. 

What Is Rule of Law and Why Is It Critically Important?

To start with the second question first, rule of law is critically
important to the overall well being of any complex, modern society
and it is very difficult to control corruption without it. Rule of law
may be analogized to the spinal structure of a complex, modern soci-
ety. If it develops straight and strong, then that society’s economic,
political and legal systems are likely to develop in a normal fashion. By
normal fashion here I mean a market economy with proper regula-
tion; a genuinely democratic political system; and a legal system that is
committed to discovering facts, not inventing them, that provides bal-
ance between the rights of the accused and the authority of the gov-
ernment, and whose overall goal is justice, however imperfectly that
may sometimes be achieved. 
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If the rule of law is weak, that is akin to a human skeletal structure
being bent, deformed or stunted in its development; when that occurs,
the entire body will be deformed. So it is with a society’s economic
and political structures. Without rule of law, a country is likely to be
plagued by power hierarchicalism and/or the law of the jungle; by
legal and/or political arbitrariness and, thus, economic unpredictabil-
ity; and by social atomization and alienation from a society viewed as
unfair and “other.” By power hierarchicalism I mean a state of affairs
in which the oligarch or dictator or commissar decides what right,
benefit or punishment should be meted out to whom, and does so not
on the basis of some neutral principles but on the basis of what is to
that person’s advantage or to the advantage of the group or system of
which that person is a part.

Rule of law is also important for controlling corruption because
without rule of law, it is very difficult to be able to formally enforce
laws and rules intended to control corruption. Even in countries in
which society expects its public servants to be honest and where the
professional integrity of public servants is high, there still are public
servants who are corrupt because of greed or lack of conscience. It is,
therefore, necessary that every country have an effective enforcement
system to investigate, prosecute and punish those public servants who
have betrayed their public trust. A legal system with a low level of rule
of law will not be capable of any effective enforcement.

What Are the Constituent Elements of Rule of Law?

I propose the following working definition of rule of law: it is a set
of legal mechanisms and institutions that collectively produce what
most citizens most of the time consider to be results that are just, in
the sense of fair, and reasonable. Thus in a rule of law culture, citizens
assume and expect that the legal system will provide justice. By con-
trast, in a culture in which rule of law is mostly absent, what can also
be called a culture of legal nihilism, citizens assume and expect that
the legal system has little to do with justice and is instead an instru-
ment employed with few, if any, constraints by the more powerful in
order to obtain further advantage by bureaucratic force.
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In a complex, modern society, rule of law is maintained by and is
the product of the interaction between a set of societal attitudes and
expectations on the one hand, and the infrastructure of the rule of law
on the other. By societal attitudes and expectations I mean, first, an
understanding and appreciation on the part of society at large of the
critical importance of rule of law as well as a commitment to its core
principles. By core principles I mean a strong sense that the legal sys-
tem must be just, which at a minimum means that every man/woman
is equal before the law (as captured by the aphorism that “no man is
above the law”); that the law should be applied consistently, rather than
arbitrarily; and that those who apply the law must do so impartially (as
captured by the aphorism that those who administer the law must play
by the rules, not with the rules).

Second, by societal attitudes and expectations I also mean that there
needs to be an understanding on the part of political, legal and journal-
istic elites of the infrastructure needed for rule of law as well as a com-
mitment to its defense and preservation.

So, again, rule of law is the product of the interaction between, on
the one hand, societal attitudes and the expectations of the kind I have
just outlined, and the so-called infrastructure of rule of law on the
other. What makes up this infrastructure? Two kinds of things: the
technical components of rule of law and the institutional arrange-
ments involved in implementing rule of law. By technical components
I mean an appropriate constitution, laws and rules. By an appropriate
constitution I mean one that can be and is taken  seriously— one that,
for example, does not contain multiple promises that everyone knows
the government cannot possibly keep but does contain a clear state-
ment of those that it can and must keep. By an appropriate constitu-
tion I also mean a constitution that accomplishes at least three key
tasks. First, it needs to set out the separation of powers among
branches of government as well as to clearly designate and circum-
scribe those powers. Second, it needs to identify an individual’s rights
vis-à-vis the state. And third, it needs to provide for its own orderly
amendment.

A second technical component of the infrastructure of rule of law
consists of laws that are adopted after notice and public debate, and
that reflect the will of the majority without violating the constitutional
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rights of those in the minority. The third type of technical component
of the infrastructure of rule of law consists of what those in the Anglo-
American legal world call due process rules. These fundamental proce-
dural rules require three things whenever the government intends to
take any action against or affecting an individual, his rights or his
property. First, the individual must receive adequate advance notice of
the judicial or governmental action against him. Second, the individ-
ual must be provided a hearing before an impartial tribunal that will
rule on the validity of the governmental action. Third, the individual
and his counsel must be provided with a full and adequate opportunity
to be heard at such a hearing.

But rule of law will not exist no matter how good the constitution,
laws and rules may be if there is not an appropriate human element to
implement them, and by appropriate human element I mean institu-
tions such as a judicial system, a prosecution service, the police, an
independent and active bar, and an independent legal academy. Most
important among these is a judiciary that consists of judges who are
professionally competent, independent, impartial and minimally cor-
ruptible. Rule of law also requires prosecutors and police who are pro-
fessionally competent and minimally corruptible. Lastly, it also
requires an independent bar and legal academy whose members are
committed to the constitution, its primacy and to the defense of rule
of law, and whose leadership is willing to defend rule of law publicly
when it is being undermined.

Rule of Law in Ukraine and Selective Justice

The conviction and sentencing of former Prime Minister Yulia
Tymoshenko on October 11, 2011, generated a firestorm of criticism.
The European Union issued a stinging rebuke to Ukraine that same
day by High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy Catherine Ashton.4 The White House, the U.S. Con-
gressional Helsinki Commission and a plethora of editorial pages in
European and US media expressed similar criticisms. The Ukrainian
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American Bar Association aptly summarized the basis for the criticism
as follows:

The prosecution alleged the former Prime Minister had
abused her authority in causing the state run energy com-
pany NAK Naftogaz to conclude an agreement with Russia
for the supply of natural gas, an agreement which now is
claimed to be financially disadvantageous for Ukraine. The
agreement was executed openly and publicly debated at the
time, and no fraud or collusion was ever alleged even dur-
ing the Tymoshenko trial. The former Prime Minister’s
actions, therefore, constituted a political act involving
another sovereign state. If the former Prime Minister
exceeded her authority, the Ukrainian judicial system or
Verkhovna Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine could have, and
can still, act to void and repudiate the agreement. However,
ultra vires acts, untainted by fraud, cannot be sustained as
being criminal under any interpretation or view of the rule
of law in any democratic society.5

But, the high profile conviction and sentencing of Tymoshenko
should not obscure the even more profound and systemic problems
with the Ukrainian legal system. Many of these problems were high-
lighted in an important report issued on August 12, 2011, prior to the
Tymoshenko verdict and sentencing, by the Danish Helsinki Commit-
tee for Human Rights. The report is titled “Legal Monitoring in
Ukraine II”6 (hereafter “Legal Monitoring”). The specific subject of
Legal Monitoring is the 2011 prosecutions of Tymoshenko and three
other prominent members of the former Ukrainian government;
namely, the former Minister of Interior Yuriy Lutsenko, the former
First Deputy Minister of Justice Yevhen Koyniychuk and the former
Deputy Minister of Defense Valeriy Ivashchenko. It is authored by a
man who in addition to possessing extensive international experience
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has also served as a Danish public prosecutor, as a chief of police and
as deputy chief of the Danish Security Service. It is an outstanding
report in the thoroughness and impartiality of its analysis.

More importantly for our purposes, Legal Monitoring is a scathing
indictment of Ukraine’s legal system from the perspective of what
constitutes a civilized legal system in the 21st Century, regardless
whether one is comparing Ukraine’s legal system to a civil law or com-
mon law system.7 Twenty years after Ukraine became independent,
one finds that one after another of the procedures and practices
employed today by the criminal justice system are patently unfair and,
in some instances, extraordinarily so.

To cite but some of the examples discussed in Legal Monitoring,
the young judge in the Tymoshenko case will in 3 years come before
the Higher Council of Justice that will decide whether or not to reap-
point him. Three prominent members of that Council are the Chief
Prosecutor and two of his deputies, representing the same office that
is prosecuting Tymoshenko before that same young judge. This is an
obviously unacceptable conflict of interest to the detriment of the
defendant.8 Furthermore,  incredibly— as this violates every precept of
judicial  independence— the Ukrainian Prosecutor General exercises a
control function with respect to the judiciary. Thus, for example, in
the last year the prosecution initiated 600 disciplinary cases against
judges that resulted in 38 judges being dismissed, only a few of which
cases had anything to do with criminality; in other words, only a few
had anything to do with corruption.
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The Lutsenko defense was not allowed to copy the case files con-
taining thousands of pages of documents and was only given short
periods of time within which to look at those documents. That is unac-
ceptable in a rule of law system. It is also fundamentally unfair that
under Ukrainian law the defense cannot appeal to a judge in order to
force the prosecution to treat the defense fairly in such instances. Simi-
larly, defense counsel for Tymoshenko was only given several days
within which to prepare for trial in a case involving tens of volumes of
documents. That is also unheard of in a rule of law system.

It is also unheard of in a rule of law system for a government to file
criminal charges against high-ranking members of a former govern-
ment where the gist of the allegations is that the defendants made
political or economic decisions with which the current government
disagrees. The same applies to questioning Tymoshenko on 42 sepa-
rate occasions by the prosecutor’s investigator; or jailing these defen-
dants, none of whom is alleged to have committed a violent crime nor
has a criminal record; or delaying medical care for Ivashchenko while
in jail; or handcuffing defendants Lutsenko, Ivanshchenko, and
Korniychuk and keeping them in a cage in court, and so on.

The Genesis of the State of Rule of Law in Ukraine 
and the Marxist-Leninist Destruction of Legal Justice 

Because today’s legal system in Ukraine is in most respects a con-
tinuation of the Soviet legal system, it is impossible to understand
some of the bizarre legal practices and procedures going on in con-
temporary Ukraine without some familiarity with Soviet history and
the Marxist theory that influenced its development. According to
Marxist-Leninist theory, law as it existed in, for example, the West was
part of the so-called “superstructure” of society. As such, so the theory
went, law reflected and served the interests of the capitalist class
rather than representing any general human ideal of justice or human
rights. The law was, therefore, nothing more than a supposed instru-
ment of the state in waging class war against the workers.

As recounted by the historian Richard Pipes, one of the first things
that Lenin and the Communists did in December 1917 was to issue a
“Decree on Courts” that did away with almost the entire then-existing
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legal system.9 It did so by dissolving almost all of the courts and by
doing away with the Procuracy, the legal profession and the justices of
the peace. In its place Lenin’s regime established Peoples’ Courts as a
substitute for local courts. The Peoples’ Courts were intended to deal
with crimes of citizens against citizens. More importantly, it also cre-
ated so-called Revolutionary Tribunals to deal with people accused of
“counter-revolutionary” crimes as well as speculation, looting and
embezzlement. 

Arbitrariness was a central feature of proceedings before these Tri-
bunals insofar as they were charged with determining penalties while
being, “’guided by the circumstances of the case and the dictates of
revolutionary conscience.’”10 As Pipes describes it, since how “the cir-
cumstances of the case” were to be determined and what constituted
“revolutionary conscience” were left unexplained, the Tribunals oper-
ated as kangaroo courts and sentenced people to death or other pun-
ishment on the basis of the appearance of guilt. By 1920, procedural
“bourgeois” holdovers such as the questioning of witnesses or the con-
frontation of defendant and plaintiff were discarded as overly burden-
some and, the Tribunals’ “judges” were selected by the Bolsheviks.
The result was courts without laws to guide them, and a situation in
which people were punished for crimes without the crimes having
been given even semi-precise definition. 

The system of “justice” was thus subjugated by Lenin to be wholly
subservient to politics. And since there were no legally objective con-
ceptions of right or wrong, or of guilt or innocence, there remained
“only subjectively determined political expediency.”11 As the “law” was
applied without the benefit of any formal legal guidelines, it ended up
being interpreted very loosely, “as a political device serving the interests
of the regime, whatever these happened to be at any given time.”12 As
Pipes correctly described it, this was a world of legalized lawlessness.
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Once Lenin hijacked the legal system for the purpose of having it
assist a totalitarian government control its population, there were no
limits to how what passed for the “law” could be perverted. That is
why the Soviet system staged show trials that more resembled the the-
atre of the absurd rather than any genuine legal proceeding, and that
is why under Soviet leader Josef Stalin this system provided for fake
legal proceedings that gave mass murder a make believe justification.
The fake legal proceedings to which I am referring involved the so-
called “troikas” of which the Soviet government made extensive use in
the 1930’s.

As recently described by the historian Timothy Snyder in his book
Bloodlands,13 the troikas were legal commissions used to implement
state terror and mass murder. They consisted of a decision-making
team of three persons: one member was the regional chief of the
NKVD, one was the regional Communist Party chief, and one was the
regional prosecutor. Prosecutors were ordered to ignore legal proce-
dures. Confessions were elicited by torture. The three members of the
troika would usually meet at night with investigating officers. They
would hear a very brief report accompanied by a sentencing recom-
mendation: either execution or the Gulag. The troikas handled hun-
dreds of cases at a time at the pace of sixty per hour.

Why the Soviet government went to the trouble of organizing
these farcical legal proceedings instead of simply killing the people it
was going to kill or send to the Gulag anyway is an interesting ques-
tion, but not one relevant to our discussion. The issues that are both
relevant and important to our discussion are that such troikas were
created and widely used and that prosecutors participated in them, as
these facts exemplify the perversions in which the legal system was
implicated. 

During my anti-corruption work with the Ukrainian Parliament in
2009, I was told on one notable occasion that a major piece of anti-
corruption legislation was not adopted because a prominent legal
authority who had spent most of his life as a leader of the Soviet legal
academy had declared that this legislation was inconsistent with
“Ukrainian legal traditions.” A Ukrainian colleague once told me that
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upon hearing such declarations he could not decide whether to laugh
or to cry. But in some sense the prominent Ukrainian legal academic
who made that statement was right. Given that the Ukrainian legal
system is the direct descendent of the Soviet legal system, then it
would indeed be inconsistent with that system to allow for anyone to
try and make those in power accountable to the law or the people.

As is apparent from the Danish Report on Legal Monitoring, what
has remained unchanged from Soviet times14 is, first, the government’s
manipulation of the criminal justice system through its influence over
the prosecution.15 Secondly, its domination of the criminal justice sys-
tem through, and by, the prosecution so that there is no impartial and
independent arbiter standing between the prosecution and the defen-
dant, a role that is performed in all rule of law systems by an independ-
ent judiciary. In rule of law systems, the prosecution is therefore
accountable, as regards compliance with rules of fair procedure, to an
independent judiciary. And furthermore, for example, in rule of law
systems of the common law type, the prosecution’s entire case is
accountable to a jury of citizens that is held to be the “judges of the
facts” and, thus, the ultimate judges of a defendant’s guilt or innocence. 

The continuities between what goes on in the legal world in
Ukraine today and what Lenin and Bolsheviks initially wrought can-
not be ignored. The law continues to be viewed as an instrument of
partisan governmental power. That which is construed to be “illegal”
is whatever the government in power finds to be politically expedient.
And the various procedural safeguards that are at the heart of a rule of
law legal system are absent or ignored. This state of affairs prompts
the following conclusion. It is questionable whether a legal system
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that was perverted to the point that, for example, prosecutors partici-
pated in pseudo-legal proceedings in which issues of guilt and death
sentences were decided within a minute or two that has not yet con-
fronted its past and has not yet cleansed itself of that terrible past can
now be expected to know how to create, maintain and fortify the rule
of law.16

“Virtuality,” Reality and the Law 

A functional legal system, one characterized by rule of law that
seeks justice, is also a legal system that seeks to establish what within a
court of law is true and what is false. This search for the truth, not
some metaphysical or mathematical truth, but truth in the sense of
believable facts, is of course necessary in the quest for justice. Rule of
law systems have a candid understanding that there is no infallible
process for the establishment of truth in the form of believable facts.
But rule of law systems go to great trouble and great lengths to try
and succeed at discovering the truth. That is why, for example, com-
mon law legal systems have extraordinarily elaborate rules of discov-
ery, evidence, cross examination and trial procedure developed and
refined over centuries. That is also why there are courts of appeal that
are required to explain in detail in their published written opinions for
all to see the justifications for their decisions to affirm or reverse
lower court rulings. It is these rules and procedures in the aggregate
that help these legal systems arrive at the truth in a large majority of
cases and situations.

Unfortunately, by contrast to rule of law systems, there is in
Ukraine, as is the case in most post-Soviet countries, a phenomenon I
will refer to as the “virtuality” problem. By this I mean the widespread
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tolerance for making believe, for pretending that something is differ-
ent from or even the opposite of what it actually is. Soviet legal his-
tory, with its political show trials, is filled with virtuality. The Soviets
also sought to export this virtuality to the Nuremburg trials when
their prosecutors sought to try and prove in court that the twenty-
some thousand Polish officers murdered at Katyn and elsewhere were
victims of the Nazis, whereas they had actually been murdered by the
Soviet NKVD. 

More recently in Ukraine, one can encounter the pretense that all
prosecutions are independent and merit-based whereas there is good
reason to believe that some are commenced at the direction of the
government to camouflage a political vendetta. Or, for example, one
can find that draft legislation intended to help curb corruption is then
revised so as to make the legislation practically useless, and that this is
done by none other than those who earnestly proclaim their devotion
to combating corruption. As documented back in 2002 by Taras
Kuzio, Ukraine’s virtual struggle against corruption is a play that has,
unfortunately, had a long run.17

That virtuality is not only tolerated but also accommodated in the
Ukrainian legal system, has had catastrophic effects because in every-
day affairs, the legal system must be, and in rule of law systems is, the
last refuge of reality and truth. In connection with this it is notewor-
thy that historians have recently realized that, for example, in 16th and
17th century England, the process in courts of law for establishing
facts and citizens’ exposure to that process as jurors or court observers
served to educate and sensitize the entire English population to the
value and importance of ascertaining facts in everyday affairs.18 Thus,
the procedures and mechanisms created in law to ensure impartiality
on the part of the judge and jury to the extent humanly possible and to
ensure credibility in the information provided to the judge and jury
were subsequently adopted and/or influenced the development of
establishing facts in history, science and other human endeavors.
These procedures and mechanisms reflected an emphasis on obtaining
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and presenting testimony by impartial witnesses with first hand
knowledge of the issues being examined and an emphasis on seeking
corroborating evidence consisting of relevant documents or additional
testimony. For a culture, such as Ukraine, in which virtuality continues
to be a curse in public life, what might be thought of as the collateral
ramifications of genuine legal reform could not be more welcome. 

Although the virtuality problem extends far beyond the legal sys-
tem,19 our focus is on corruption and the legal system, so we need at
least to understand that virtuality is a major impediment to real, rather
than make believe, legal reform and combatting corruption. We also
should understand that reformers need to be constantly vigilant
against it. For example, the term “reform” has in Ukraine been virtual-
ized and the Ukrainian word “reform” is translated into, and is sup-
posed to have, an identical meaning to its counterpart in English.
Every standard definition of “reform” interprets that term to signify a
change that involves an improvement to or in something. Yet the term
“reform” is routinely appropriated for all kinds of changes, whether by
legislation, constitution or otherwise, that involve a change, but
change without improvement. One needs, therefore, to avoid being
duped by misuse of the term “reform.” 

What Needs To Be Done To Reduce 
Systemic Corruption To Episodic Corruption?

What Ukraine needs in order to reduce corruption is heightened
societal awareness that corruption is a major impediment to economic
development as well as a major impediment to full democratization
and European integration. This awareness can be and needs to be
spread by multiple social segments such as the business community,
the portion of the legal community that services the business commu-
nity, the media, religious institutions, universities, NGOs and others.
But if everyone waits for someone else to do it, then it is not going to
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happen. Reform also obviously requires political leadership that is
genuinely committed to reducing corruption. In some historical
instances, leaders have responded to what a society  demands— recall
what has just recently happened in India where a hunger strike by an
activist and citizens’ outrage over corruption forced a reluctant parlia-
ment into action; in other instances far-sighted politicians have acted
as true leaders by creating reform because they understood its long-
term necessity.

In addition to helping the citizenry understand the great economic
and political costs of corruption for the purpose of mobilizing public
support for combating corruption, individuals and organizations inter-
ested in reducing corruption need to mobilize behind specific, con-
crete initiatives. For example, in 2009 two draft anti-corruption laws
were introduced in the Ukrainian Parliament that were the products
of two years of intensive work on the part of working groups of
Ukrainian officials aided by international and local experts.20 One
draft law set out a detailed code of professional ethics for public ser-
vants that included specific rules relating to conflicts of interest. The
other draft law set out in great detail the rules and design for an effec-
tive system of financial declarations by public servants. These two
draft laws were evaluated by international experts to be, if they were to
be adopted and properly implemented, among the very best in
Europe. Such projects, and others like them, need to be actively dis-
cussed and debated in the Ukrainian media, in university classrooms,
on talk shows and in various other public arenas. This is the only way
that support for such reforms can be initiated and mobilized. Civil
society must push for its adoption.

Lastly, Ukraine does not exist on an isolated planet far from any
other society that has sought to reduce corruption. There is a wealth
of international experience on how to reduce corruption, and Ukraine
can and should take advantage of such experience. Ukraine can and
should learn from the successes and failures of nearby countries, par-
ticularly from post-Soviet or post-socialist countries as Georgia,
Poland and the three Baltic countries as well as from the successes and
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failures of Western European and North American countries. But
there is valuable experience to be gained from around the world. Alba-
nia introduced a model financial disclosure system. And one can learn
from the long and difficult experience that Hong Kong and Singapore
had in eliminating systemic corruption.

Establishing and Strengthening the Rule of Law

The level of corruption present in a society and the presence or
absence of rule of law in that society are very closely connected in sev-
eral different ways. In a modern, complex society, the absence of rule
of law is legal corruption, and, furthermore, weak rule of law makes it
very difficult to reduce any kind of corruption and make much sense
to speak about corruption without also speaking about rule of law.

Ukraine, as do other post-Soviet states, needs to fundamentally and
profoundly transform its legal system if it is to enjoy a rule of law sys-
tem. As a practical matter, there is probably no other way of doing it
than by coming to grips with the legal system’s catastrophic Soviet
past and the causes of that past. This needs to be done by studying
that past from the perspective of analyzing to what extent that which
happened was “just,” in the sense of having been fair, and to what
extent and how legal practices, procedures and institutions betrayed
the core value of any rule of law legal system; namely, justice as fair-
ness. Such analysis, combined with a genuine commitment to avoid
the mistakes of the past, could then be used to reform the entire legal
system, ranging from reform of the Legal Academy to reform of the
laws, procedures and mechanisms that are a carryover from when the
legal system was used to serve the purposes of a totalitarian govern-
ment rather than to produce justice. Judges, thus, cannot be “account-
able” to prosecutors, as was the case in the Soviet Union and remain
the case in Ukraine today. Prosecutors should not be the partisan
political arm of the government. Furthermore, anyone who is inca-
pable of acknowledging the perversions of Soviet “legality” is not
likely to be someone who is qualified to be a judge or to teach at a law
school if Ukraine is to evolve to a state guided by the rule of law.

In common law systems, the rules governing the adversarial system
keep everyone in line so that justice is undertaken in the majority of
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cases. Most often judges are appointed or elected after gaining many
years of experience as prosecutors or defense lawyers. Once someone is
charged with a crime, judges act like referees who rule on the fairness
of whatever the prosecutor or defense lawyer seeks to do both before
trial and during the trial. In civil law systems, magistrate judges who
are part of an elite and independent judiciary perform many of the
investigatory tasks that a prosecutor undertakes in common law sys-
tems, while trial judges play a much more active role in questioning
witnesses and evaluating evidence. In such systems, prosecutors play a
less important role than they do in common law systems. Justice is
accomplished because an elite judiciary is highly professional, inde-
pendent and impartial. Although this is a very complicated question,
given the historical and cultural conditions prevailing in Ukraine, that
the adoption of an adversarial system may be the more realistic method
of establishing a rule of law legal system because it may not be feasible
to expect to create a highly professional, independent and impartial
judiciary on whom much of the system would be built from scratch. 

So as to avoid the impression that problems with the legal system
are somehow confined to the way criminal law is practiced, it is worth
noting that practices that occur in Ukraine outside the criminal law
are likewise unacceptable in a state governed by the rule of law. For
example, it is unthinkable in a rule of law state for a squad of masked
police special forces with machine guns to barge into a major law firm
for purposes of rooting through that law firm’s files at will, yet that is
something that happened in Ukraine in 2010. It is also unthinkable for
judges to be bribed to provide legal cover for patently illegitimate cor-
porate raiding of businesses or “raiderstvo.” This is when a criminal
gang decides to expel the rightful owners of a business and sends a
squad of masked gunmen to evict the rightful owners of that business
while using as legal camouflage a court order granting the gunmen
control of the business, is based on some fabricated legal basis and
obtained from a corrupt judge.

Although, given its Soviet past, the changes that the Ukrainian legal
system needs to undergo are systemic, specific concrete changes can
and should be implemented immediately. To cite but one example,
work on drafts of a new, reformed criminal procedure code has been
going on for years with assistance from the European Union and
North Americans. It is high time to adopt such a code and thus to help
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eliminate some of the worst abuses allowed by the current code that
dates back to Soviet times. 

Helping Ukraine Help Itself Reform

With regards Western assistance on reform of the rule of law and
corruption in Ukraine the most important starting point is straight
talk and tough love. Straight talk and tough love are somewhat inhib-
ited by the dictates of diplomacy and by considerations of sovereignty,
but an artful exercise of straight talk and tough love can overcome
those inhibitions. U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine John F. Tefft gave a
good speech at a public roundtable in Kyiv at which he spoke about
how an independent judiciary and courts of appeals are central to pro-
tecting an individual from the state. As he explained:

This is the essence of democracy and is the exact opposite
of the way the judiciary and the legal system is used in
authoritarian and totalitarian states where its purpose is to
protect the state from individuals. Moreover, on a practical
level, an independent judiciary promotes transparency by
requiring the state to provide reasons and justification for
its actions as it applies the law in particular cases.21

It would also be valuable for the West to develop a long term strat-
egy to assist Ukraine to fundamentally reform its legal system and
reduce systemic corruption. With respect to rule of law, there should
be some serious consideration given to examining to what extent his-
torical and cultural factors applicable to Ukraine’s experience may
resemble those that, for example, existed when the common law sys-
tem was developed such as distrust of government. It would be also
important to think about whether it might not make sense to recom-
mend that Ukraine adopt certain features of the common law with
respect to criminal procedure. 
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As regards corruption, it is useful to keep in mind that it took Hong
Kong and Singapore, the two best examples of countries that elimi-
nated systemic corruption, about 20 years to achieve this objective. So
persistence and patience are obviously necessary. It is, however, very
noteworthy that Georgia has made significant strides to reduce cor-
ruption since the 2003 Rose Revolution.

It would also be useful for there to be coordination among Western
countries and institutions in this endeavor. Furthermore, this endeavor
should be focused on what is best for Ukraine rather than on what may
be best for any given international organization involved in assisting
Ukraine to undertake reforms. Finally, individuals from the West
engaged in such endeavors must be knowledgeable both about legal
systems and recent Ukrainian and Eastern European history. If an indi-
vidual is unfamiliar with the nature of the Soviet system and the role
that the Soviet legal system played within it, that person is unlikely to
understand the legal culture in Ukraine or how to assist reforms. That
person is unlikely to recognize manifestations of the virtuality problem
and that person is unlikely to understand how to avoid overt and covert
attempts to sabotage genuine anti-corruption efforts.

Open Societies, Trial and Error

In this chapter I have been critical about various aspects of the
Ukrainian legal system and of Ukraine’s high levels of corruption. It is,
however, important to remind oneself that all societies make mistakes
as all societies have people who are greedy and/or unprincipled and/or
just stupid. But, rule of law develops and improves only if a society is
capable of recognizing problems and also learning from its mistakes.
Thus, English common law with its protections for the individual
from the state can be said to have developed as an attempt to provide
relief from the abuses of those in power. Much more recently, the U.S.
introduced various reforms in the late 1970s in response to abuses of
power of then President Richard Nixon carried out as part of the so-
called Watergate scandal. For example, we greatly expanded the sys-
tem of Offices of Inspector General so that every Department and
agency has one. The mandate of Offices of Inspector General is to
reduce fraud, waste, abuse and corruption in each Department or
agency. Another reform the U.S. introduced was to make it illegal for
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the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (the Tax Service) to share anyone’s
tax or financial information with anyone else in government without a
written order from a Federal judge. Even Federal prosecutors have to
obtain judicial orders before he/she can obtain tax records in connec-
tion with a criminal investigation. This requirement was introduced
because Nixon’s team had ordered the Internal Revenue Service to
provide it with tax and financial information relating to those whom
they considered to be its political enemies.

Conclusions

In the face of a significant problem, such as Ukranie’s high levels of
corruption and weak rule of law, there are two possible strategies. One
is to adopt the posture of an ostrich; that is, to hide one’s head in the
sand and to pretend that all is well. The other strategy is to acknowl-
edge the existence of the problem, to confront it and develop policies
to solve it. Central to the notion of an “Open Ukraine” is the idea of a
society that is open to acknowledging everyday realities which means
a society that is capable of realizing and recognizing its shortcomings.
This means a society that is willing to view life as a process of trial and
error in which we have the capacity to learn from past mistakes in
order to create a better present and future. It is in this context that I
urge Ukraine and that segment of the international community inter-
ested in its evolution to help it become an “Open Ukraine.”
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Chapter Four

Ukrainian Economy and Economic Reforms

Marcin Święcicki

The first section of this chapter analyzes the state of Ukrainian eco-
nomic reforms following two decades of transition to a market econ-
omy. This analysis is followed by a summary of recent macroeconomic
results and an overview of cooperation with IMF in combating the
consequences of the global financial crisis. In the next section the busi-
ness climate in Ukraine is investigated. The following sections analyze
corporate legislation and trade in agricultural land, and compliance
with WTO obligations as examples of how external actors can influ-
ence economic systems in transition economies. The crucial role of the
Association Agreement and Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Agreement between EU and Ukraine is discussed, and the chapter is
rounded off with an investigation of the potential role of oligarchs. The
chapter concludes with a set of policy recommendations.

Economic Reforms after Two Decades

After two decades of transition Ukraine is still far behind countries
that joined the EU, including the three Baltic states, in economic
reforms. According to the EBRD transition index Ukraine scores
behind Georgia and Armenia in 4-5 dimensions out of nine and
behind Mongolia in some of them (such as large scale privatization,
and price liberalization).1 The most advanced areas in Ukraine’s tran-
sition to a market economy by 2010 were small scale privatization,
price liberalization, and trade and the foreign exchange system. The
least advanced were governance and enterprise restructuring, compe-
tition policy and infrastructure.2

1  Transition Report 2010 (London: EBRD, 2010), p. 4.
2  Ibid.
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The slow pace of economic reforms in Ukraine can be explained by
the following factors. When the USSR disintegrated, unlike Central
Europe, Ukraine faced a triple transition: building sovereign state
structures; transforming the economy; and establishing democratic
institutions. The Baltic states spent only 45 years under communism,
whereas Ukraine was part of the USSR for almost 70 years. Unlike the
Baltic states, Ukraine had no recent tradition of statehood and there-
fore no ability to revive pre-communist institutions.

Ukraine opted for a presidential, rather than parliamentary, system
of power in the 1996 constitution, which was in effect until 2005, and
to which it returned in 2010. The experience of 20 years of transfor-
mation proved that presidential systems in transition countries makes
it more difficult to ensure the rule of law, checks and balances, an
independent media and judiciary. All countries that have been success-
ful in transformations in Central, Northern and Southern Europe
adopted parliamentarian systems. Of course, the presidential system
does not preclude the adoption of reforms. There are exceptions, such
as President Mikheil Saakashvili, who has undertaken radical reforms
in post Rose Revolution Georgia. A series of reforms were imple-
mented by President Leonid Kuchma in the mid 1990s. Following the
2004 Orange Revolution, President Viktor Yushchenko missed the
opportunity to introduce reforms in the first years of his presidential
term when Ukraine had a presidential constitution. On the other
hand, four years of parliamentary rule—2006-2010—were marked by
weak majorities and personal conflicts between President Yushchenko
and Prime Ministers Yulia Tymoshenko and Viktor Yanukovych. 

Ukraine’s successful accession to the WTO in May 2008, following
15 years of negotiations, was one of the very few achievements of this
period in the area of economic reforms. President Yanukovych, elected
in 2010, launched an ambitious plan of reforms in summer 2010, but
implementation has been very slow due to a lack of political will, pop-
ulist concessions ahead of parliamentary elections in 2012, and a
deficit in government capacity to draft EU-compatible legislation. 

An EU membership perspective was and remains the most power-
ful external factor contributing to successful transformations in post-
communist Europe. In countries offered membership by the EU a
great deal of new legislation was adopted and modern institutions
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were established. Ukraine has been denied a membership perspective
by the EU, and among the former Soviet republics only the Baltic
states were invited to join the EU. The Orange Revolution was a per-
fect opportunity for such an offer to be made to Ukraine when it
would have led to discipline and provided direction for political lead-
ership, experts and the general public. Denying a membership per-
spective was a historical mistake by the EU, as Gunter Verheugen
observed after he had left the office of Vice President of the European
Commission.3 A Plan of Action between Ukraine and EU was adopted
in 2005 and an EU-Ukraine Association Agenda approved in Novem-
ber 2009, but these were poor substitutes for membership, as they
lacked sufficient technical support and disciplining measures.

Macroeconomic Balances 

Following a 15 percent GDP decline in 2009, the Ukrainian econ-
omy grew 4.2 percent in 2010 and is expected to grow by 4.5% in
2011 and 5.0% in 2012. By 2012 Ukraine’s GDP will exceed its pre-
crisis level. Economic growth is led by consumption that declined by
12.2% in 2009 and is expected to recover by 4-5% per year. Invest-
ment in fixed assets were slashed by half in 2009 and are recovering at
a similar speed. The CPI is expected to grow by 11.4% in 2011 after it
remained down by 9.1% in 2010. 

In 2009 exports declined by 22% whereas imports were slashed by
almost 40%. Both recovered in 2010 and 2011. Ukraine’s current
account deficit declined from 7.0% of GDP in 2008 to 1.5% of GDP
in 2009. However, the World Bank expects the current account deficit
to increase to 4% in 2011 and 5% in 2012 and 2013. FDI declined
from $10.9 billion in 2008 to $4.8 billion in 2009 and remained low in
2010 and 2011. Nevertheless a surplus in FDI has compensated for
the deficit in Ukraine’s current account. 

In 2011 proceeds from the privatization of Ukrtelecom and suc-
cessful Eurobond placement contributed to an increase in the foreign
reserves of the National Bank. The external debt is to decline from
91% of GDP in 2009 to 78% in 2011. While the indebtedness of
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companies and business persons is declining as a share of public debt
while government debt is growing. Ukraine’s public debt has been
growing rapidly during the crisis from the low level of 12.4% of GDP
in 2007. The World Bank predicts that public and guaranteed debt of
Ukraine will grow to 40% of GDP in 2011 and will stay at this level
for a couple of years requiring fiscal discipline and substantial reforms
envisaged in the 2010 Standby Agreement with the IMF.

International reserves declined from $38 billion in August 2008 to
$24 billion in April 2009 but have been recovering since then. Devalu-
ation of the hryvna from 5 to 8 hryvna per U.S. dollar during the last
quarter of 2008 had a positive impact on reducing the foreign trade
deficit and contributed to the arrest of the depletion of Ukraine’s cur-
rency reserves. 

Ukraine’s future fiscal balance is heavily dependent upon two
reforms: energy tariffs (including gas prices for household consumers)
and pension reform. Both are part of the IMF Standby Arrangement
with Ukraine. In 2010-2011, Ukraine introduced the first stage of tar-
iff reforms by raising household utility prices by 50% but balked at
doing this a second time. Pension reform was adopted by parliament
in summer 2011.

Cooperation with the IMF

Ukraine signed a Standby Arrangement (SBA) in an early phase of
the global financial crisis in November 2008. However, in the course
of the 2010 presidential election campaign Ukraine did not implement
reforms aimed at lowering fiscal deficit, in particular reforms in the
pension system and household tariffs. In October 2009 a new Social
Standards Law was adopted by parliament that resulted in “significant
budget pressures due to indexation of wages and pensions to the mini-
mum wage and subsistence levels”.4 In July 2010 a new SBA was
approved with the IMF worth $16 billion, available to Ukraine over
2.5 years, conditioned by reforms in its financial sector. The SBA
entailed a new approach, the so-called “Exceptional Access Criteria,”
which allows for increased amounts of the loan for a member country
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that is experiencing “exceptional balance of payment pressures” but at
the same time having the “political capacity” to deliver sustainable
adjustment measures in the medium term. Structural reforms are to
bring the budget deficit down to 3.5% of GDP in 2011 and 2.5% of
GDP by 2012.

The agreement with the IMF assumes a wide range of reforms
aimed at improving the financial sector, in particular through the
rehabilitation of the banking sector, improved tax collection, strength-
ening independence of the National Bank, and an increase in
exchange rate flexibility. But reforms to the pension system and
energy sector are critically important for restoring Ukraine’s financial
sustainability.

Pension expenditures increased from 9% of GDP in 2003 to 18%
in 2009, one of the highest levels in the world. At the same time, pen-
sion fund revenues cover only two-thirds of expenditures, the rest
being covered by transfers from the budget. Demographic pressures
will increase the burden on the working population even further. The
reform of Ukraine’s pension system has been long delayed until sum-
mer 2011. The new law provides for raising the pension age for
women from 55 to 60 years over 10 years by half a year per annum;
raising the pension age for male civil servants from 60 to 62 years,
increasing the qualification period for pensions from 25 to 30 years
for women and from 25 to 35 years for men, lifting the minimum
insurance period from 5 to 15 years and capping maximum pension
benefits for new pensioners to 10 “living wages” (currently 7,600
hryvni, or about $950) The transition from the pay-as-you-go system
to a capital accounts system is delayed until the budget of the pension
fund and general budget are balanced. 

According to the EU/UNDP BRAAC report, only a gradual
increase of the retirement age to 65 years for both genders by 2050
would prevent a dangerous increase in demands placed on the pension
system.5 If the pension age remained unchanged, 55 for women and
60 for men, the Ukrainian population of pension age would increase
from 11.7 million in 2009 to 14 million in 2050, whereas the working-
age population would decrease from 27 to 17 million. 
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Ukraine is one of the least energy-efficient countries, consuming
2.6 times more energy per GDP unit than on average in OECD coun-
tries. Industrial prices for energy are already at market levels. But
prices for gas for households and utilities are heavily subsidized, and
owners of large apartments and dachas are the greatest beneficiaries of
low domestic prices for gas. With low gas prices there is neither the
stimulus nor ability to invest in increasing the domestic extraction of
gas. Therefore, Ukraine’s domestic extraction of gas is “well below
potential.”6 The only beneficiary of the artificially increased demand
for gas are foreign suppliers, in particular the Russian state gas com-
pany Gazprom. In contrast, the Ukrainian state gas company Naftohas
needs budgetary support.

According to the IMF SBA, Naftohaz’s deficit is to be eliminated,
beginning in 2011. The SBA provides for strengthening the social
safety net for the poorest segments of the population as household
utility prices are increased, with domestic gas prices being brought
into parity with import gas prices. The first increase of household util-
ity prices by 50% was implemented in September 2010. However, the
next 50% increase, planned for April 1, 2011, was not introduced, due
to the upcoming 2012 parliamentary elections.

Following two tranches (2.250 billion SDR), further installments of
the SBA are suspended because prospects for sustainable finances
remain uncertain. The third tranche was to be provided following a
second review in March 2011. Yet an IMF mission to Kyiv to continue
discussions on the second review of the SBA in October 2011 did not
produce a breakthrough.

Business Climate7

The new Nikolai Azarov government (March 2010-) gave its com-
mitment to deregulation but has prioritized big industrial business.
Small and medium businesses feel neglected and are afraid of a further
toughening of the administration of taxes. 
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Administrative reform has led to elimination of the SCURPE - an
institution playing the role of “Ombudsman” for small businesses. Its
functions were transferred to the Ministry of Economic Development
and Trade (former the Ministry of Economy), creating an obvious
conflict of interests. 

Business registration is not a big issue, compared to other barriers.8

According to the Doing Business 2012,9 Ukraine was ranked 112 among
183 countries in the field of ease of registration procedures, and had
overall rating of 152, a decline by 3 positions in comparison to the
2011 Report.10 These conditions are worse than in OECD countries
(especially, in terms of length and number of procedures, as registra-
tion in Ukraine takes almost twice as long and requires almost twice as
many procedures), and even in comparison to Eastern Europe and
Central Asia. The minimal capital requirement for a limited liability
company was decreased to one minimal monthly wage (about $100),11

which has made Ukraine look better in international comparisons. 

According to the Law on State Registration, the entire procedure of
registration in the State Tax Administration, State Pension Fund and
State Statistics Committee should go through the “one-stop shop.”
But, in reality it works in such a manner only in the city of Vinnitsa and
partly in a few other towns. The problem is that the law allows for
other opportunities too, and applicants are compelled to use them.

Although registration is definitely not a bottleneck in business
development and should not be prioritized at this moment, there is a
lot of room for improvement. Closing a business is more cumbersome.
In the Doing Business 2012, the country’s rating on this position is 156.
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Licensing12 and permits13 are much greater issues for SMEs than reg-
istration. According to the IFC (2005)14 they were rated third after
taxation and cross-board trading. In this category Ukraine was ranked
as 179 in Doing Business 2011 and 180 in Doing Business 2012.15 The
total cost (as a percentage of per capita GDP) for obtaining a typical
set of construction permits is almost three times higher than the
region’s average, and more than ten times higher than in OECD
countries. Completion of the process of obtaining these permits
requires much more time as well: 374 days compared to 166 on aver-
age in the OECD. The situation with construction permits is just an
example that reflects the overall problem of registration. In the Doing
Business 2012 rating for Ukraine there is a further decline by three
positions to 182.

The “silent is consent” principle was introduced by the Law on
Amendments of Some Laws of Ukraine regarding Simplification of
Business Conditions in Ukraine (No. 1759-VI of December 15, 2009)
but it still does not work because another law stipulates a penalty for
undertaking business activity without a permit. This contradiction is
expected to be resolved by another bill (No. 633916).

The same law introduced the most substantial improvement in the
field of licensing as, unlike before, most licenses are now in perpetuity.
By the government’s own admission,17 in 2010 it cancelled licensing of
90.2% (2046 out of 2268) kinds of businesses, and 27% (23 out of 78)
kinds of activities. The simplification mainly boils down to aggrega-
tion of the licenses; for example, instead of licensing of each particular
kind of construction work, like plaster, the entire complex is covered
by a single license. This is, of course, a simplification of the paperwork
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but not a genuine deregulation. Also, there are widespread apprehen-
sions that the new Town Planning Code makes developers’ life easier
at the expense of the interests of local communities, the environment,
and architectural issues. 

All in all, deregulation was undertaken mostly in respect to licenses18

and permits that were in relatively short demand. As a result, despite an
impressively long list of cancelled licensing procedures,19 these cover
just a few per cent of the total number of licenses that businesses
should obtain. The most substantial improvements are in the cancella-
tion of licensing for tourist agencies (but not operators), custom bro-
kers, fitness and health-improvement. Nevertheless, the real situation
with permits remains unclear as there is no register of them. 

Standardization and certification procedures inherited from the Soviet
command economy were burdensome and anti-innovative, imposing
precise requirements regarding materials, components, and proce-
dures of production. All industrial sectors had to produce the same
few sort of sausages or shoes that were precisely described by the
GOST-state agency, which determined standards. The safety of con-
sumers was not specifically described but was assumed to be guaran-
teed by precisely required components and technologies. 

Only in December 2010 did parliament approve two key laws, one
on state market surveillance of non-food products and the other on
basic safety of non-food products. These provide for the introduction
of EU principles and procedures of market surveillance. The main
idea of the EU system is to focus on safety features for consumers,
regardless of what components and procedures are used in production.
Introduction of the EU system  requires— as was the case in all former
Soviet bloc countries that joined the  EU— enormous work in adopting
EU safety directives and building new institutions, and in terms of
acquiring the human capacity required for market surveillance. There
are some laboratories and competent staff in Ukraine that could be
employed with the new model, but only after extensive training and
following institutional and technical adjustments. Besides, these new
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laws do not apply to foodstuffs, which is the main and most problem-
atic type of goods. 

Taxation is certainly the main problem in Ukraine’s business climate.
In the Doing Business Paying Taxes 2011 and 2012 rating Ukraine is
given the 181th position, the lowest among all country ratings, and the
third from the bottom. The December 2010 Tax Code provides for: 

• gradual reduction of rates of corporate income tax from 25-
16% by 2014;

• reduction in VAT rates from 20-17% by 2014;

• reduction in some fines.

The vast majority of business entities are sole proprietors who nor-
mally use the simplified taxation system, which entails fewer costs in
accounting and compliance, and attracts fewer inspections.20 Sole pro-
prietors were allowed to pay a unified lump-sum tax of up to –200
hryvni monthly, according to Presidential Decree No. 727/98 of July
3,1998. Revenues were shared between the state (local) budget and the
Pension Fund. Businesses using the simplified taxation were exempted
from full bookkeeping.

The new Tax Code reforms the simplified taxation in five major
ways: 

a. major increase in lump sum tax for sole proprietors. The tax
was frozen at 200 hryvni since its inception in 1998 despite the
multiple growth of CPI and salaries. Since the implementa-
tion of the unified tax, average salaries have grown more than
20 times and the CPI has increased more than 5 times. Never-
theless, the abrupt increase in lump sum tax has eliminated
many small companies. 

b. introduction of monthly, instead of quarterly, reporting based
on books that in practice eliminated substantial simplifications
for sole proprietors.
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c. introduction of “special factual inspection’ that, in fact, nulli-
fies restrictions on the number and time length of inspections
in some sectors.

d. demanding bookkeeping be based on primary documents.

e. exclusion of payments to sole proprietors using simplified tax-
ation from business costs, making such contracts prohibitively
expensive.

VAT refunds remain a major problem, as they are being paid back
initially to well-connected firms, with the remainder waiting for
refunds for years. The Code stipulates so-called “automatic” VAT
reimbursement, although only for firms meeting very strict conditions.

Changes in the rates should be introduced steadily in order to allow
businesses to become adjusted to them. They should be also supported
by the lowering of non-tax barriers. Hundreds of thousands, if not
millions, of people working in businesses because taxes were so low
have moved into the shadow economy or become unemployed. 

The new Law on a Single Social Contribution (No. 2464-VI of July
8,2010) has merged a number of minor payroll taxes with the main
one (contributing towards the Pension Fund) and delegated the
administration of this tax to the State Pension Fund. This law simpli-
fies payments and reduces inspections for companies using the basic
system of taxation and unified tax payers who have employees (on
which they have to pay the payroll tax). In the meantime, it compli-
cates tax compliance and effectively increases the rate more than two
times for sole proprietors who are paying a unified tax. In addition to
single quarterly payments of the unified tax, they now have to make
another one that exceeds by half the upper level of the unified tax rate.
Although the 2010 tax code has partly reduced the complexity of pay-
ing taxes, the code did not address the main problem of mandatory
contributions and payroll tax which remains set at a very high rate.
Here reforms would need to be more radical.

The 2010 Tax Code is a controversial document because it intro-
duces some positive amendments, especially for large business and
some negative, mainly for small and medium businesses. The Tax
Code partly simplifies the structure of tax legislation by converging it
into a single law. The Code allows the “administrative” (hence, with-
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out a court’s sanction) arrest of a taxpayer’s property for 72 hours,
which in many cases is sufficient for inflicting unacceptable losses to
businesses, especially to SMEs that are generally more financially and
legally vulnerable than larger companies. Third, it introduces a
requirement for monthly reporting on personal income tax. The
attempt to drastically increase tax rates of simplified taxation for sole
proprietors was reduced by massive protests of entrepreneurs in Fall
2010 (the so-called Tax Maidan). 

Improvements in transparency and accountability should be accom-
plished by the new Law on State Procurement, adopted on January
28, 2011. More competitive procedures should help mid-size compa-
nies and, in some cases, larger business entities. However, the law in
practice would not allow small- and medium-sized businesses to par-
ticipate in public procurement. 

The burden of regulations related to export (and import) activities
is also very high. In addition to VAT reimbursement, the Doing Busi-
ness rates in “Trading Across the Border” rank Ukraine 139th, which
is better than the country’s overall rating, but much worse than for
OECD countries. This is mainly due to custom clearance times that
are estimated at 31 days for exports and 36 days for  imports— almost 3
times more than the OECD average. The 2010 Tax Code attempted
to forbid any kind of foreign trade activities for sole proprietors using
simplified taxation arguing that some of them do not pay VAT on
imports and import duties—which are not valid for exporters. 

Ukrainian corporate legislation21 is considerably underdeveloped in
comparison not only to EU member states, but even to such countries
as the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan or Mongolia.

The Economic Code. The distinctive feature of Ukrainian corporate
legislation is preservation of out-dated Soviet-era concepts that leave
unclear divisions of property rights and management functions. The
Economic Code of Ukraine, the law on enterprises in Ukraine and the
law on management of state property objects permit daily administra-
tive interference in management of state enterprises, maintain the pri-
macy of the state over private property, and confuse owners’ and man-
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agement decisions. Uncertainty over the legal status of property of
“economic entities” leads to corruption (especially in state-owned
enterprises), avoids responsibility for breach of legal obligations and
provokes unfair behaviour by parties, thereby undermining stability of
property ownership and hindering of the development of economic
growth due to a high risk of non-payment. Until the Economic Code
is abolished, progress in the development of corporate legislation and
improvement of regulation in other spheres will be difficult to
achieve. Therefore, for an “Open Ukraine” to become the future of
Ukraine, the Economic Code should be abolished.

The Civil Code of Ukraine (CCU). Provisions in the CCU on regula-
tion of legal entities are mostly consistent with legal approaches com-
mon to all European countries. A few provisions contain mistakes that
create unjustified risks and undermine efficiency of regulation (e.g.
provisions on artificial requirements on maintaining a ratio between
net asset value and charter capital for joint-stock and limited liability
companies). These should be brought into conformity with the
requirements of the Second EU Company Law Directive.

Law of Ukraine on Joint-Stock Companies. In September 2008,
Ukraine adopted a law on joint-stock companies which was an impor-
tant step in moving Ukraine closer to modern corporate law stan-
dards. However, the law preserved the out-dated “the winner takes all”
principle, according to which the controlling shareholder has the pos-
sibility to subdue the joint-stock company’s activities to his or her
interests. Minority shareholders are regarded as a source of problems,
such as difficulties reaching quorum and useless expenses (i.e. burden-
some notification requirements). The situation is aggravated by the
fact that the capital of most Ukrainian joint-stock companies is exces-
sively concentrated and the minority shareholders’ stake does not
allow them to influence the company’s policy.

However, Ukrainian joint-stock companies will not be able to
attract substantial investments without realizing that nobody will
invest without guarantees of their participation in profit-sharing and
decision-making. Minority shareholders should be provided with
powerful enough instruments allowing them to protect their interests
in a reliable manner. According to the World Bank Doing Business
2012, Ukraine poorly protects investors, not providing even half of the
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protection level of, say, New Zealand.22 The corporation’s legal model
under the Ukrainian law on joint-stock companies vests the control-
ling shareholder with powers of unrestricted domination in company
management and tools to misappropriate all the company’s profits,
factors that reduce incentives for investors. 

Building investors’ confidence in Ukrainian joint-stock companies
requires revision of legal concepts of the law on joint-stock companies
and substantial amendments to the text of law. For Ukrainian joint-
stock companies to be able to perform the function of capital accumu-
lation (through raising investments) in an efficient manner, it is neces-
sary to replace the “winner takes it all” with an “investor friendly”
model, which would allow minority shareholders to feel secure.

Limited Liability Companies. Limited liability companies are the
most common organizational and legal form for small and medium-
sized business. More than 400,000 limited liability companies are reg-
istered in Ukraine, and their share in GDP output shows a steady
growing trend. However, the quality of legal regulation of limited lia-
bility companies remains unsatisfactory thereby reducing the capacity
of these organizations.

Legislation on limited liability companies suffers from numerous
deficiencies that unnecessarily restrict the flexibility of this form of
corporation,23 and fails to secure effective protection of minority
shareholders’ rights. Limited liability companies regulating legislation
also reproduces the “winner takes it all” model that does not allow
Ukrainian limited liability companies to efficiently perform the func-
tion of the pooling of capital and turning relations among company
members into a bitter struggle for control over the company’s execu-
tive body and its cash flows. Moreover, legal tools to control managers
remain too weak leading to unnecessary and often inefficient concen-
tration of ownership, thereby complicating the separation of manage-
ment from ownership. This makes the attraction of additional
investors risky and unattractive and brings a number of other adverse
consequences. Therefore, there is a need for a new law that would
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resolve these and other problems that are hampering the development
of limited liability companies.

The lack of proper regulation of limited liability companies hinders
direct foreign investment in Ukraine. Foreign investors do not wish to
engage Ukrainian partners or managers due to high risks of corporate
raiding or loss of investment arising from conflict between company
members. The draft Law on limited liability companies is an interpre-
tation of the Russian law and continues to include the shortcomings
found in the law of Ukraine on business associations. 

Regulation of Insolvency and Bankruptcy. Ukraine ranks 156th among
183 countries in the world in the “closing business” indicator. The
average duration of bankruptcy procedures in Ukraine is 2.9 years, the
costs of bankruptcy proceedings reach as high as 42% of the debtor’s
property value on average, whereas the collection rate is at most 7.9%
of the value of creditors’ claims.

Under these current conditions, the law of Ukraine on re-establish-
ing solvency of a debtor or declaring a debtor bankrupt encourages
unscrupulous conduct and provides grounds for illegal enrichment.
This is undertaken through companies escaping compliance with
commitments or through seizure of somebody else’s assets, two factors
that adversely affects the macroeconomic situation in Ukraine and
results in degradation of its industrial base and human capital. Legal
concepts dealing with regulation of insolvency and bankruptcy
towards identification and respect of personal interests of all parties
involved should be revised. There needs to be introduced sound moti-
vation of a bankruptcy commissioner through a combination of legal
tools for control over his decisions, fair compensation for performance
and liability for losses.

Establishment of an Agricultural Land Market. Land reform, which
has been implemented in Ukraine since 1991, has not created a fully-
fledged market for agricultural land. Most of Ukraine’s agricultural
land is parcelled into 6.7 million plots of only 1.5 to 15 hectares The
average size of land holdings is approximately 4 hectares. Trade in
farmer’s land certificates began in Ukraine in 1994, but without the
adoption of proper legislation that would have resolved the transfer of
land certificates. 
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A temporary moratorium on the sale of agricultural land was intro-
duced on January 1, 2002. This moratorium has been extended several
times since then and is still in effect today. The moratorium does not
restrict the exchange of land holdings through family succession, as a
gift or in the form of an exchange. 

The leasing of land is the main way of transferring land due to the
effective moratorium on sale of agricultural land. Lease agreements
are typically being concluded for a term of 4 to 5 years (accounting for
almost 50% of all lease agreements). The moratorium on trade in
agricultural land is to be lifted provided legislation is adopted that
would regulate the land market and cadastral system. The law of
Ukraine on the land market (developed by the State Agency for Land
Resource of Ukraine) was adopted in summer 2011 and proposed to
establish a special state institution for managing state owned lands
that are cultivated for agricultural purposes. 

This specialized institution is responsible for: 

• ensuring implementation of state policy on regulation of the
cultivated land market and for state policy of preserving and
enhancing the state fund of agricultural lands;

• consolidating agricultural land; 

• resolving problems associated with ownership rights of
deceased private land holders; 

• realizing the right to the primary acquisition of agricultural
land shareholdings on behalf of the state in the event of their
sale; 

• issuing mortgage securities; 

• carrying out activities related to the planning of land use and
control over and protecting agricultural lands.

The law on the land market does not permit foreign individuals or
companies to own agricultural land. The adoption of the further legis-
lation is envisaged to open up trade in agricultural land on the State
Land Cadastre, on Consolidation of Lands, and on a Land Inventory. 
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Compliance with WTO commitments.24 Ukraine became the 152th
WTO member in May 2008, following 15 years of negotiations. In
the years preceding WTO accession Ukraine adopted or revised 55
laws to comply with WTO rules within the 5 year transition period
granted to Ukraine to fully comply with its commitments.  

Ukraine undertook steps in order to adjust its system of foreign
trade to meet WTO commitments. External tariffs were transformed
into ad valorem and rates are to be set in accordance with Ukrainian
commitments. Quantitative restrictions are to be abandoned. Ukraine
is committed to decrease export duties and refrain from applying any
obligatory minimum export prices. Sanitary measures are to be
applied according to WTO requirements. 

Subsidies, in particular in the agricultural sector, are to be gradually
reformed in order to reduce measures falling into the “amber box” and
develop the “green box” of instruments. Domestic support for agricul-
ture under the “amber box” in 2009 did not exceed the Aggregate
Measure Support permitted by the WTO. 

Development and implementation of new “green box” programs
should become a fundamental direction of state policy on agricultural
support following Ukraine’s accession to the WTO. The WTO does
not impose any restrictions on the amount of state financing for
“green box” measures. Around 95% of the budget funds under
Ukraine’s “green box” programs are aimed at the financing of so-
called “general services,” which cover scientific research, pest and dis-
ease control, training and re-training services, obtaining professional
higher and technical education and general inspection services
(including inspecting agricultural raw materials and foodstuffs). Direct
payments to farmers based on acreage are also counted as “green box
measures” although their usefulness is questioned support for the
largest and usually wealthiest farms are very costly. Since 2009,
Ukraine has adhered to its commitments on the gradual decrease of
export duties for sunflower seeds, live cattle, animal hide and nonfer-
rous metal scrap.
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The 2008-2009 global financial crisis came only a few months after
Ukraine’s WTO accession, and therefore became a serious test for
Ukraine’s ability to uphold its commitments. Parliament rejected the
draft law on customs tariffs, which aimed to reduce import duties for
3,000 items. However, the Custom Service continued to apply tariffs
established by the Protocol on the Accession of Ukraine to the WTO
that was ratified earlier by parliament. In February 2009 parliament
approved a law introducing a 13% surcharge to applied rates of
import duties for several goods. The WTO agreement contains no
provision that allows a country to implement such duties by blaming
the global financial crisis and in June 2009 the WTO Committee on
Balance of Payment Restrictions declared them as infringing WTO
rules. Ukraine did not renew the surcharges and they expired on Sep-
tember 7, 2009. Nevertheless, in 2010 parliament again attempted to
circumvent WTO rules and introduce protective duties for producers
of automobiles, refrigerators and some foodstuff products aimed at the
protection of the interests of a narrow groups of producers but to the
detriment of Ukrainian consumers. 

After joining the WTO the Tymoshenko government lifted export
quotas for grain, wheat (mixture of wheat and rye), barley, corn, and
rye. The restrictions on the export of grain and oil-yielding crops
were introduced in 2006-2008 under the pretext of protecting food-
stuff prices on the domestic market but damaged the interests of
exporters and producers. Tons of grain prepared for export were
ruined in ports and warehouses.

The following are the negative consequences resulting from export
quotas: 

• Decrease in foreign currency inflows to the Ukrainian economy;

• Increase in devaluation pressure on the hryvnia that led to
increases in costs of imported goods;

• Loss of attractiveness for domestic and foreign investors;

• Long-term decrease in the production of goods subject to quotas.

The image of Ukrainian exporters as reliable suppliers of foodstuffs
was ruined. Ukrainian producers were pushed out of profitable mar-
kets because they are considered unreliable.
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The WTO permits export restrictions in cases of “critical defi-
ciency of foods” (paragraph 2 (a) of Article XI of GATT 1994) which
would be rather difficult to prove in the case of grain and sunflower
products in Ukraine. Certainly, the export of food products that would
benefit from world prices may push domestic prices up. The recipe to
deal with this is to keep the indexation of income for poor families to
compensate for price increases, and food stamps or other similar
measures targeted on poor. The state reserves accumulated in good
harvest years can be utilized in poor years to moderate possible price
hikes on critical food products.  

Unfortunately, the Azarov government resorted to old practices
again in 2010 and 2011, when restrictions were introduced through
the imposition of extremely bureaucratic measures to control the
quality of exported grain. Finally, in October 2010 the government
issued a decree introducing an export quota of 2.7 million tons of
grain from the beginning of 2011. The export quota for wheat is 0.5
million tons, for barley 0.2 million tons, for corn 2 million tons and
quotas for exports of rye and buckwheat of 1,000 tons each.

The other impediment to export activities is the long-standing
problem of VAT refunds to exporters. Despite a serious effort to
reduce VAT refund arrears through the issuing of VAT bonds and
transition to on-time refunds, the problem remains in place. 

A Cabinet of Ministers decree from December 13, 2010 establishes
a mandatory registration of export contracts for some agricultural
goods at the Agrarian Exchange or at exchanges provided with the
right to register foreign economic contracts. This Decree distorts
market competition and imposes technical barriers to the efficient
operation of the agricultural market. 

Economic and Trade Impact of the Deep and 
Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA) 

In view of the absence of an EU membership perspective, the
DCFTA may become a milestone vehicle for modernization of the
Ukrainian economy, if it is signed, ratified and implemented. The
DCFTA between Ukraine and EU is not a standard free trade agree-
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ment, and from the very beginning it was conceived as a new genera-
tion agreement. Besides liberalization of trade, the DCFTA is aimed at
deep and comprehensive harmonization of economic legislation. Chief
EU negotiator Philippe Cuisson compared the legal status of relations
with Ukraine after implementation of the DCFTA with that of Nor-
way or Switzerland. The DCFTA will provide access for Ukrainian
companies to EU markets and public procurement meaning that
Ukrainian companies can compete on an equal footing in construction
work, transportation services, and supply of goods and services for cen-
tral and local governments throughout the European Union. 

In the sphere of trade at least 95% is to be fully liberalized with the
elimination of quotas and tariffs. The EU is the largest single market
in the world, about 130 times larger than the Ukrainian domestic mar-
ket and 15-20 times larger than the Russian, Belarus and Kazakhstan
markets combined. Free trade between Ukraine and the EU will open
up opportunities for deep integration, including in highly specialized
intra-industrial integration. Evidence from Central-Eastern European
countries proves that open access to the EU market gave enormous
stimuli to small enterprises as well as to big business. In 1995-2003,
that is after Poland signed the Association Treaty but still before
becoming an EU member, exports from Poland to the EU increased
2.6 times.

Ukraine will also become more attractive for foreign investors. Of
course, the DCFTA will be an insufficient factor attracting foreign
investors to Ukraine. There is also a need for reliable protection of
property rights, independent judiciary, and other reforms. 

The DCFTA will, however, impose costs on Ukrainian businesses.
The most costly rules are to be implemented gradually over a period
of time, at least over 10 years, and for some areas even longer. Ukrain-
ian companies will also secure measures protecting them against
unfair competition. It is worth pointing out that the Ukrainian market
is already relatively open for competition.

When Ukraine changes its legislation and administrative proce-
dures and restructures some of its institutions in order for them to
mirror the rules and regulations of the 27 EU member states, the EU
will treat Ukrainian institutions as their own and will accept their
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authority and judgement. It means that products approved in Ukraine
will be accepted without any further checks in the EU.25

Ukraine can maintain its Free Trade Agreement (FTA) agreements
with other countries, including with Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan.
The rules of origin protect unlawful flow of EU goods into other mar-
kets through Ukraine, as in all other free trade agreements across the
world. However, joining the CIS Custom Union with the Russian
Federation, Belarus and Kazakhstan would make the DCFTA with the
EU technically impossible. Ukraine cannot be a member of two cus-
toms unions. Joining the CIS Custom Union with countries that are
not members of the WTO (Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan) would
require a renegotiation of Ukraine’s accession agreement with the
WTO. FTAs and custom unions with countries that are not members
of the WTO, deprived such countries of WTO arbitration in the
event of trade disputes. Joining an FTA with any country or group of
countries, even those not belonging to the WTO, is compatible with
the EU’s DCFTA, but membership of the CIS Custom Union is not. 

The most disputable part of the DCFTA consists in restrictions to
trade in some agricultural products. The  EU— as in the case of other
 FTAs— wants to protect its domestic market for a few agricultural
products, but the problem is that some of these are very important for
Ukraine. Ukraine was the granary of Europe, as 70% of European
black soil is to be found in Ukraine. Ukraine has a large underutilized
labor force and excellent climate. According to FAO estimates
Ukraine could more than double its agricultural production. The con-
sequences of restrictions in agricultural trade between the EU and
Ukraine will be the following:

• EU consumers will be deprived of food supplies that are more
diversified in price, assortment, and quality;

• Ukraine will not receive a stimulus to develop its agricultural
sector to its fullest potential; 

• the best European soils will remain underutilized;
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• the worst European soils will be still cultivated because they
are subsidized by taxpayers;

• migratory pressure from Ukraine to EU will continue.

The DCFTA is to be reviewed after 5 years. Restrictions in agricul-
tural trade should be lifted at that stage to benefit both sides of the
agreement. The vested interests of small groups of the EU farmers
that are not competitive, despite the provision of heavy subsidies,
should not be permitted to prevail over the interests of European con-
sumers, taxpayers, and the EU’s strategic interest in integrating
Ukraine into the European economy and structures. 

The EU’s Association Agreement with Ukraine, including the
DCFTA, could be the first of its kind under the European Neighbor-
hood Policy and Eastern Partnership. On October 20, 2011 Deputy
Prime Minister Andrey Klyuyev and EU Trade Commissioner Karel
De Gucht reached an agreement on all elements of a free trade deal.
But—as De Gucht said—“we still have to fine tune some technical
details. It is now up to the Ukrainian leadership to create the political
conditions wherein this deal can materialize. This should allow us to
technically conclude the Association Agreement including the deep
and comprehensive free trade area by the end of the year; of course
provided that the political conditions are created so that this deal can
happen in practice.”26 The EU and U.S. had condemned the sentenc-
ing of Tymoshenko to seven years imprisonment on October 11, 2011
and Yanukovych’s visit to Brussels planned for nine days later was can-
celled by the EU.

Oligarchs and Reforms

Privatizing on advantageous terms, obtaining preferences in lucra-
tive tenders, and limiting internal and external competition are the
most widespread arenas within which rent-seeking oligarchs operate
in Ukraine. Unlike the Russian oligarchs, who are subordinated to
political rulers since Vladimir Putin first came to power in 2000,
Ukrainian oligarchs are active in politics and have influence on politi-
cians from various groups. Their political preferences are diverse,
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although they tend to seek to be on good terms with the winning
camp. Despite their widespread influence, oligarchs did not prevent an
increase in gas prices for the industrial sector or the opening of
Ukraine to external competition after the country joined the WTO.
Legislation introducing additional tariffs to protect a few inefficient
producers in breach of WTO commitments were introduced but after
a dispute with the WTO were cancelled. Oligarchs have accumulated
enormous assets due to non-transparent privatizations, unclear rules,
private connections, and high-level corruption in the government and
courts. “The systematic plunder of economic resources, perpetrated
under the oligarchic system, has imposed great costs upon Ukrainian
societyn” observed Rosaria Puglisi.27

Can Ukrainian oligarchs become more interested in the protection
of property rights, good legislation, and an independent judiciary?
They are certainly afraid of the introduction of the Russian model of
relations between political leaders and the business community. Some
of them, such as two leading oligarchs Rinat Akhmetov and Viktor
Pinchuk, promote European values and rapprochement with the EU
through the financing of seminars, events, scholarships, including with
reformers in the presidential team. Oligarchs are also becoming aware
that developing ties with the EU, and eventually joining the EU, will
open new business opportunities and, even more important, will make
their assets more valuable. They are also interested in social and polit-
ical stability, as seen in their facilitation of compromise in the spring
2007 political crisis, when President Yushchenko disbanded parlia-
ment, leading to early elections in September of that year. Some
Ukrainian oligarchs have recently started to improve their reputation
and public relations. 

Nevertheless, it would be naive to assume that one day oligarchs
will stop abusing opportunities for corrupt rents. Established tycoons
might contribute to reforms, but their approach to reforms will
remain multifaceted. As Slawomir Matuszak from Poland’s Center of
Eastern Studies states, “A Majority of the oligarchs treats the associa-
tion agreement with the EU above all as a way of blocking Russian
integration projects and consolidating their political position with
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regard to Russia.(..) The reluctance to sign the agreement is caused by
the fear that it will lead to a fierce conflict with Russia.(...) The sign-
ing of the DCFTA may be even of advantage to Firtash’s interests if it
boosted exports of chemical goods to Western countries. The conclu-
sion of the DCFTA will hurt smaller oligarchs, e.g. the owner of the
AvtoZAZ car company.”28

Freedom of media, a parliamentarian system of government and
independent NGOs combating corruption could contribute to disci-
plining oligarchs. It would be also advisable to work with them,
including them in meetings with delegations of foreign leaders visiting
Ukraine, inviting some to prestigious gatherings, and encouraging
them to fund philanthropic educational activities. They need to be
convinced of the advantages of an alternative way of doing business
than the one to which they have become accustomed. 

Conclusions and Recommendations

There have been a number of programs of reforms consisting of
lists of recommendations during the two decades of Ukrainian inde-
pendence.29 However, the implementation of reforms is very slow.
The Tymoshenko cabinet lacked a parliamentary majority, was in con-
flict with President Yushchenko, and was preoccupied with the
upcoming 2010 presidential elections, neglecting difficult reforms.
However, the Tymoshenko government solicited a reform program
from a group of international experts that would be ready following
the presidential elections. These proposals were not used, however, as
Tymoshenko lost the 2010 election to Yanukovych. 

The Azarov government elaborated a “Presidential” program of
reforms entitled “Affluent Society, Competitive Economy, Efficient
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State” that was adopted in June 2010. But the program was merely a
list of tasks and government capacity in developing modern legislation
remains low. Highly qualified lawyers work for private companies,
banks and Western  foundations— not for the government.

Coordination of foreign assistance is poor. EU donor countries
base their plans on directives from their national capitals and perceive
the EU-Ukraine Association Agenda as a guide, ignoring the presiden-
tial program of reforms. Coordination of foreign assistance was not
transferred from the remote Division of Foreign Cooperation at the
Ministry of Economy to the Presidential Administration’s Committee
on Reform that became a hub for generating reform ideas. The Com-
mittee on Reform lacks staff to develop draft legislation and govern-
ment employees are not qualified enough to develop modern eco-
nomic legislation. Under these circumstances, some external support
that would enable the hiring of lawyers and experts from the private
sector has been provided by Akhmetov’s Foundation for Effective
Governance. 

Successful adoption of WTO-related regulations or first steps in
implementation of the IMF’s SBA are important examples of how
international organizations can play an important role in reforms.
Therefore, it is justified to consider implementation of the DCFTA as
a potentially very powerful vehicle for modernization of Ukraine and
implementation of reforms. However, the organization of technical
assistance will be crucial in making the DCFTA an effective tool for
the modernization of Ukrainian legislation and economic institutions. 

Cooperation with the IMF as a source of affordable support for the
balance of payments, as a generator of confidence for investors in
Ukraine, and as a sound and professional point of reference for
reforms should be continued. Foreign investors trust in the IMF and
appreciate a country’s cooperation with this institution. Two politically
difficult reforms that Ukraine agreed to undertake with the IMF are
pension reform, especially raising the retirement age, and bringing
household utility tariffs in line with market prices. Any energy tariff
reform should be accompanied with compensatory measures for low
income households. Developing energy savings projects with the
World Bank and EBRD based on returns from energy savings will
bring enormous savings in energy consumption. If added to this there
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is the elimination of obstacles such as price controls and restrictive
licensing for extraction of domestic gas and oil there will be a dra-
matic increase of Ukraine’s energy independence. 

Simplified taxation should be introduced for small and medium
businesses, to include simplified accounting of revenues with no
requirement for primary documents or cash registers. The schedule
for an incremental increase in unified tax rates and ceiling in order to
adjust them to changes in social welfare and inflation should be based
on an indexation linked to the CPI or subsistence level. The one-shot
increase in the rates should not exceed 25% each quarter. Previously
introduced principles of the “one-stop shop” for registering and
licensing businesses, “silent is contest,” self-certification and the
declaratory principle should be made operational. All types of permits
other than those directly stipulated by the law should be abolished.
Business associations could play an important role here. The reduced
number of permits and activities subject to mandatory licensing
should be compiled into a single piece of legislation. 

Despite a new law on joint stock companies the corporate legisla-
tion that Ukraine still uses is in dire need of reform. The Economic
Code of Ukraine, which combines element of the Soviet command
administrative economy and market institutions, should be aban-
doned. The norms of the Civil Code of Ukraine dealing with legal
entities should be in compliance with requirements in EU Directives
on company law.30 The law of Ukraine on joint-stock companies
should be amended in order to comply with requirements of EU
Directives on company law, and internationally accepted principles of
corporate law and corporate governance best practices. The main
change that is required is to transform the legal model of a joint–stock
company from one of “profit-extracting” to “investor protection.”31

There needs to be a separate law on limited liability companies, with
an efficient system of governance, control bodies and reliable protec-
tion of minority participants in order to provide modern legal struc-
tures for the most advanced small and medium enterprises, domestic
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and foreign investors.32 An amendment to the law on re-establishing
solvency of a debtor or declaring a debtor bankrupt is also necessary,
with provisions that prevent abuses by related-party (conflict of inter-
est) transactions, and that enhance the personal responsibility (liabil-
ity) of company officers and bankruptcy commissioner in order to
prevent abuse of power, while permitting quick sale of businesses.

Ending the moratorium on trading agricultural land and ensuring
free access of citizens and agricultural producers to land resources are
long overdue actions. Prices for agricultural land should be liberalized
and work on establishing a land cadastre should be continued. Allow-
ing access of foreigners and foreign-owned companies to ownership of
some agricultural land deposits (e.g. up to 10% of land in each oblast)
should be discussed. Such reforms would attract more capital, help to
import and disseminate modern agricultural technologies, and facili-
tate greater access to international channels of distribution of agricul-
tural products. 

Administrative restrictions on exports should be abandoned. Tar-
geted income support measures for poor families, as an instrument for
compensating the rise in foodstuff prices, should be implemented. The
Agricultural Fund and State Reserves can be drawn upon to moderate
the domestic impact of price fluctuations on the internal market.

It is in the interest of Ukraine to liberalize global trade in food-
stuffs. Ukraine might contribute to enhancing this step through lob-
bying in the Doha round of multilateral trade negotiations. It would
be also useful to establish an information service for agricultural mar-
kets that would monitor and forecast the situation on the global food
markets and collect information on standards in other countries.
Speeding up the harmonization of Ukraine’s certification and stan-
dardization system with international and European systems, to bring
sanitary and safety standards up to the levels of the European Union,
are important reforms. Establishing free trade area agreements based
on WTO rules with other non-EU trade partners is also in Ukrainian
interests. The scandalous problem of delays in VAT refunds for
exporters should be urgently fixed. 
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The strengthening of programs of social support and re-training
programs for redundant leased agricultural workers is also important.
Transforming the law of Ukraine on state support of agriculture into a
single piece of legislation would simplify and rationalize the question
of state support to this important sector of Ukraine’s economy.
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Chapter Five

Ukraine’s Energy Security Challenges:
Implications for the EU

Frank Umbach

The decision by the European Union to cancel a high-level meeting
with Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych on October 20, 2011 was
a protest against the jailing of his political opponent and former prime
minister, opposition leader Yulia Tymoshenko, who was sentenced to
seven years imprisonment, and a signal that such actions threaten
Ukraine’s integration into the EU. It also highlighted the contradictory
policies of the present Ukrainian President and government. 

After the second round of presidential elections in February 2010
resulted in a narrow victory of the pro-Russian candidate Viktor
Yanukovych, leader of the Party of Regions, he quickly improved
Ukraine’s relationship with Moscow, suppressed the political opposi-
tion and reduced political freedoms, including a tougher scrutiny of
mass media.1 But, instead of becoming too dependent on Russia, Pres-
ident Yanukovych has also sought to follow a “multi-vector foreign
policy” by playing a balancing act of Ukraine between Russia and the
EU and by using the differences and rivalries between them to
strengthen Kyiv’s position and leverage.2 He even chose Brussels for
his first foreign visit and declared European integration to be a strate-
gic aim of his presidency. By recognizing Ukraine’s independent
national interests from Russia’s, he had promoted an association

1 See Pavel Korduban, ‘Ukrainian President Yanukovych Determined Not to Let
Tymoshenko Go,’ Eurasia Daily Monitor, Vol. 8, Issue 191 (October 18, 2011) and
Taras Kuzio, ‘Can Ukraine Hold Free Elections Next Year,’ Eurasia Daily Monitor,
Vol. 8, Issue 191 (October 18, 2011).

2  See also James Sherr, The Mortgaging of Ukraine’s Independence. Briefing Paper (Lon-
don: Chatham House, August 2010).
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agreement instead of joining a Russian-led CIS Custom Union.3 In
August 2010, President Yanukovych stated:

I believe Ukraine’s future belongs in Europe. While our
historical connection to Russia will continue to be very
important, the key to prosperity for our people and the
development of our national and human resources lies in a
deeper and more developed integration with Europe and
the West.... Our current exploration of shale and offshore
reserves will diversify energy supplies and help avert future
crises. Our strong economic ties with the EU will only
increase after we finalize an Association Agreement later
this  year— a springboard to future EU membership.4

However, he did not recognize that an association agreement and a
closer integration policy with the EU should be based not only on
economic interests but also on democratic values and principles that
would lead to an “Open Ukraine” as part of a European perspective
for his country.

For the EU, the imprisonment of Yulia Tymoshenko has caused a
complex dilemma in its relations with Ukraine, because its firm stand
on human rights and democratic principles may compromise the EU’s
wider geo-economic and geopolitical interests and could drive
Yanukovych closer into Moscow’s arms. Furthermore, the real victim
might not be so much the Yanukovych entourage and Party of
Regions as an isolated Ukrainian society from Europe, a factor the
Ukrainian opposition fears.5

Given its size, its geographic position, its population of almost 50
million, and its role as the main transit country for Russian oil and gas
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exports to Europe, Ukraine has always been a critical strategic factor
for European and Eurasian security. When the Soviet Union col-
lapsed, Ukraine inherited an economic planning and decision-making
system that was previously controlled by Moscow. From the very
beginning, Ukraine’s energy sector has been plagued not just by an
aging infrastructure, inefficiency and widespread corruption, but also
by “a disconnect between stated policy priorities and real actions,
political games with utility rates during election campaigns, a flawed
rate policy, the lack of foreign investment, and energy sector statistics
that do not reflect the real situation.”6 These are typical phenomenon
of Ukraine’s culture as a “momentocracy” where short-term policies
and lack of long-term visions dominate the country’s elites.

It was only in 2006 that a Ukrainian government approved an
“Energy Strategy of Ukraine to 2030” that outlined a vision for its
future energy policies. However, government policies often contra-
dicted the strategy’s objectives, lacked effective mechanisms for its
implementation and any market-oriented competition strategy that
would remove monopolies and enact transparent regulations in the
energy sector. The 2006 energy strategy envisaged a reduction of per-
unit GDP consumption, strengthening government oversight to pro-
tect the interests of energy consumers, institutionalizing organiza-
tional and legislative changes and reducing Ukraine’s energy depend-
ence by increasing the production of domestic oil and gas reserves,
modernising energy infrastructures (coal-fired and nuclear plants) and
reducing energy consumption (i.e. gas). But the strategy lacked a qual-
itative approach and failed even to bring quantitative results. Some of
Ukraine’s figures have even declined in comparison with 2006.7

Instead of defining its long-term national interests and guaranteeing
the country’s energy security, Ukraine’s energy policies and energy
sector became increasingly hostage to internal power conflicts. As
Ukrainian energy experts have criticized, “Without investment in
Ukraine’s energy system, which can only be gained by ensuring a free
energy market, the Strategy remains little more than paper wishes.”8
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Even in 2010, Ukraine’s energy consumption per unit of GDP was
still 3.9 times that of the EU and 2.6 times more than the average
GDP energy consumption in the world. Together with Russia,
Ukraine is one of the most energy inefficient economies in the world.

The Russian-Ukrainian gas conflicts in 2006 and 2009 have high-
lighted their direct implications for the EU’s energy security and the
EU-Russia-Ukraine triangular relationship. During the 2009 gas con-
flict Russia’s disruption of gas supplies not only affected Ukraine, but
17 other European customers. If a gas pipeline supply disruption is
taking place, there is hardly any diversification option available in the
short-term, whereas a tanker can be re-routed to another oil produc-
ing country and/or oil terminal. Hence, pipeline dependencies may
have very different crisis management implications for the security of
energy supplies.9

The first gas crisis in January 2006 led to the birth of the EU’s
common energy policy. Just one year later, the EU adopted the world’s
most ambitious and first “integrated energy and climate policy” that
focused on the security of the EU’s future energy supplies by increas-
ing energy efficiency and conservation and by diversifying energy mix
and imports; in particular, due to its forecasted rising demand for gas.
Moreover, the EU’s new June 2007 Central Asia policy and its Neigh-
borhood Policy in Eastern Europe and Eurasia has been perceived in
Russia as a challenge to its own geopolitical interests in the former
Soviet Union and South Eastern Europe.10

While the EU was hoping that the Orange Revolution would pro-
mote and quicken the transition of Ukraine’s political and economic
system to a democracy and market economy, Moscow perceived the
Orange Revolution as a threat to its economic, energy and foreign
and security interests in Eurasia and the wider European theatre.
When the pro-Russian candidate Yanukovych won the presidential
elections in the spring of 2010, Moscow expected a much closer eco-
nomic and foreign policy orientation by the new Russian-friendly
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Ukrainian government. While the “Kharkiv Accords” of April 21,
2010 extended the lease of the Sevastopol harbour in Crimea for the
Russian Black Sea Fleet until 2042 in exchange for a 30% discount of
Russian gas prices and seemed to underline the new political rap-
prochement in their bilateral relations,11 it was also the starting point
of mutual disappointments.

This chapter will analyze Ukraine’s energy policies in the wider
context of an “Open Ukraine” vision within the common and compet-
ing interests of Ukraine and Russia. I will describe Ukraine’s present
energy dilemmas and mid- and long-term challenges. In this regard, I
will also review the “Kharkiv Accords” as an example of “virtual gas
discounts” and explain the on-going crisis in Russian-Ukrainian gas
relations. Thereupon I will analyze Ukraine’s diversification options
for its gas imports and future energy dependence on Russia. Against
this background and on-going discussions of Ukraine’s choosing
between an EU Association Agreement and a Russian-led CIS Cus-
toms Union, I will also highlight their strategic implications for
Ukraine as the EU’s main transit country for Russian gas to Europe.
Finally, I will analyze what this means for Ukraine’s future reform
policies and energy dependency on Russia.

Ukraine’s Energy Dilemmas and Challenges

Although Ukraine has oil, gas and coal reserves, it is only able to
cover 47-49% of its energy demands. Russia has continued to be the
biggest supplier of energy to Ukraine covering 85-90% of oil and 75-
80% of natural gas imports.12 Around half of Ukraine’s total energy
consumption comes from natural gas. Although Ukraine has larger
conventional and unconventional gas resources, without deeper and
comprehensive reforms and foreign investments it will unable to
increase its domestic production of gas. Similar problems can be
found in the coal sector. While Ukraine has coal reserves for another
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100 years, the productivity of coal extraction is very low and its pro-
duction costs are high. 

Without restructuring, modernization efforts and liberalized mar-
ket reforms, Ukraine will be unable to cope with its energy supply
challenges, including reducing its extremely high energy consump-
tion.13 For Ukraine’s energy security, raising energy efficiency is one
of the most important tasks and challenges and Kyiv needs to recog-
nize that the cleanest, most reliable and cheapest energy is the energy
it doesn’t use. Energy efficiency is about delivering sustainable eco-
nomic growth that minimises economic, environmental and social
costs, and thereby, reduces import demands and dependency on for-
eign suppliers. In 2010-2011, Ukraine’s investment in energy effi-
ciency projects increased but still only amounts to US$51 million.14

A major pre-condition for enhancing energy efficiency and reform-
ing the energy sector within a market economy is the political will to
raise prices. Subsidised gas prices have delayed long-overdue reforms
of the country’s inefficient and wasteful energy infrastructure, they
have fuelled high-price gas imports from Russia, compromising its
national energy security and its overall economic competitiveness.
Most Ukrainian energy producers have been unable to finance even
their replacement investments because their revenues from domestic
sales do not cover all of their costs. Most energy prices only cover
operating costs but do not include the longer-term costs of security of
energy supplies and higher energy imports. Ukraine has never devel-
oped specific energy taxes except the value added tax (VAT) of 20%.

The lack of strong market reforms is linked to widespread corrup-
tion and politically connected business groups who have taken control
of controlling stakes in state-owned enterprises through non-transpar-
ent insider privatization deals and other opaque economic activities.
These groups and their vested short-term interests are not interested
in market reforms and transparent privatization. As a critical Ukrain-
ian study concluded:
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The key players in energy security in Ukraine, those who
form or influence the formation of energy policy, include
the government, international partners, business, and con-
sumers. None of these players defends the country’s
national interests, nor have any of them guaranteed its
energy security.15

As a result, Ukraine will also face an increasing environmental chal-
lenge as the share of coal in energy consumption is planned to grow
from 22% in its energy mix in 2005 to 33% in 2030, which may dou-
ble Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGE), according to its 2006
Energy Strategy.16 In this regard, independent energy experts and
NGOs in Ukraine have expressed their concerns about the closed and
non-transparent update of Ukraine’s Energy Strategy until 2030
appealing for a public discussion of proposals and inclusion of inde-
pendent experts.17

The mechanism for adopting appropriate legislation and signing
international agreements in the energy sector is ineffective and
another factor that has contributed to an inadequate investment cli-
mate and the absence of structural reforms in the energy sector. One
reason for the failure to attract investments is Ukraine’s power grid
system. This is essential for both raising energy efficiency and conser-
vation as well as modernizing Ukraine’s energy sector, industry and
households as well as diversifying its national energy mix by expand-
ing renewable energy sources.

The only sector that has received substantial investments is the
nuclear power industry which currently is operating 15 nuclear power
blocks in the country. Ukraine is the seventh largest nuclear power
producer in the world and the fourth largest in Europe. But, its elec-
tricity grid is also aging rapidly and at present, electricity is being
exported to only Poland, Hungary, Romania and Slovakia. To increase
its electricity exports from 11.35 billion (bn) kWh in 2010 to 25 bn
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kWh by 2030 and integrate its power grids with European UCTE
standards will only be realistic through massive modernization and
invest ments. In 2010 Ukraine signed agreements with Russia to build
two nuclear reactors giving Russia a monopoly on the supply of fuel to
Ukrainian reactors until they cease operation and plants producing
nuclear fuel will be constructed on the basis of Russian technology.
Taking this path, the Ukrainian government gave up the option of
receiving alternative deliveries of American or other foreign fuels and
technologies18 and ignored its own energy strategy that calls for the
diversification of deliveries of nuclear fuel, as well as technologies.
This may result in Russia’s complete domination of Ukraine’s nuclear
energy sector as the energy agreements will not only make Ukraine
more dependent on Russia but also threaten its declared and urgent
reform policies in the energy sector.

The 2010 “Kharkiv Accords:” Virtual Gas Discounts

On April 21, 2010, Russia and Ukraine signed the “Kharkiv
Accords,” which extended the lease of the Sevastopol harbor in Crimea
for the Russian Black Sea Fleet from 2017 until 2042 in exchange for a
30% discount of Russian gas prices. Despite Yanukovych’s claim that
the Accords were a success, the new gas deal maintained higher gas
prices than those paid by Belgium and Germany. Indeed in summer
2010, Russia had been forced to decrease and de-link at least 15% of its
contracted gas supplies to the EU from the oil price as the result of
oversupply on the global gas markets. Furthermore, the discount price
for Ukraine was not fixed in contracts but granted in discretion of the
Russian side. While Russian and Ukrainian leaders claimed the April
2010 gas agreement would give Ukraine’s economy a US$40 billion
injection until 2019, the actual gas discount and benefits were in reality
only “virtual discounts” and “virtual benefits” based on wrong prom-
ises. They misled the West in general and the EU in particular, which
had been concerned about the security of its own energy supplies. 
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Following the Accords, Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin
proposed the merger of state gas companies Gazprom and Naftogaz,
which are inefficient and non-transparent monopolists. Putin’s pro-
posal was received in Kyiv not as a merger but as a takeover that
shocked Yanukovych and the Nikolai Azarov government. While the
Ukrainian President and government resisted the proposals for a
merger in July 2010, they permitted the potential sale of assets from
Naftohaz Ukrainy to foreign investors.19 As U.S. expert Edward C.
Chow had earlier predicted: 

What is almost certain is that it will be discovered in a year
or two that Ukraine once again owes Russia billions of dol-
lars in past gas debts. This perfectly fits the debt-for-equity
dirty privatization model of Russia in the 1990s and of
Ukraine even today. Ukrainian debt can then be converted
into Russian assets.20

Yulia Tymoshenko’s seven-year prison sentence, issued on October
11, 2011, was based on charges that she harmed Ukraine’s national
interests by agreeing to pay Russia an excessively high price for gas in
the January 2009 contract. Nevertheless, her political trial was largely
politically motivated and the charges against her overlooks the fact
that Ukraine’s negotiation position at the time was very weak because
of its failure to liberalize its energy sector and decrease its gas import
dependence on Russia. The “Kharkiv Accords” also reflected the
increasing asymmetric nature of the bilateral power balance between
Moscow and Kyiv.21

The January 2009 gas contract eliminated the opaque gas interme-
diary RosUkrEnergo (jointly owned by Gazprom and two Ukrainian
oligarchs) which allegedly channeled funds to Russian elites as well as
to Yanukovych’s allies and associates of former President Yushchenko.
The elimination of RosukrEnergo removed a large source of corrup-
tion.22 Furthermore, Tymoshenko managed to change the gas contract
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in January 2009 by decreasing the mandated purchase of gas from 53
bcm to 33 bcm per year.

Nevertheless, the Russian “guarantee” to sell on average 40 bcm of
gas per year to Ukraine until 2019 is higher than Ukraine’s imports in
2009 and 2010.23 Kyiv is forced to import more (36.5 bcm in 2010 and
40 bcm in 2011) than its present domestic demand is which is around
33 bcm while not being allowed to re-export any of the imported gas.
Furthermore, Kyiv learned from the June 2010 energy conflicts that
even pro-Russia Belarus, once the Kremlin’s staunchest ally, could face
energy supply cuts. Besides the price conflict and Gazprom’s under-
standable refusal to accept payment for debt in foodstuffs and other
means of payment, the conflict was also an outcome of Russia’s politi-
cal pressure on Belarus to join the CIS Custom’s Union and its unwill-
ingness to sign until Moscow lifted custom duties on oil exported to
Belarus.

It is understandable that the Yanukovych government wants to
increase domestic gas production (which only meets 30% of its
domestic demand) and diversify its gas imports (see below). It also
explains why EU-Ukrainian energy cooperation in the fields of
nuclear safety, integration of electricity and gas markets, security of
energy supplies and transit of hydrocarbons and the coal sector has
continued.24

In the EU, the April 2010 Russian-Ukrainian agreement to guaran-
tee gas transit of 112 bcm of gas annually through Ukrainian territory
over the next five years was perceived as an important step forward in
reducing the likelihood of gas disputes between Moscow and Kyiv.
The capacity of Ukraine’s Gas Transport System (GTS) with its
39,800 km of pipelines, 112 compressor pants, 13 underground stor-
age sites (with a total volume of 32 bcm) and 75 compressor stations is
currently around 142 bcm per year, albeit its potential capacity could
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be 175 bcm. If Ukraine’s GTS, its “crown jewel,” would be modern-
ized with the EU’s support, Ukraine could transport more than 230
bcm of gas every year to Europe. In July 2010, Ukraine launched the
modernization and upgrading of the first section of the Urengoy-
Pomary-Uzhgorod pipeline which carries gas from Western Siberia to
the EU. The upgrading should be completed within three years and
the costs of $539 million are financed by Naftohaz ($231 million) and
the remainder by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Devel-
opment (EBRD). According to Kyiv’s estimates, the total cost to
upgrade the Ukrainian gas pipelines transporting Russian gas to
Europe will be around $6.5 billion (one-fourth of the South Stream
pipeline costs) and seven years are required for this.25

The EU needs to also follow very closely any Russian efforts to buy
and control Ukraine’s gas pipeline network infrastructure. Although
the Yanukovych government have blocked Russian efforts to take over
Ukraine’s gas pipeline network Ukraine’s July 2010 adopted law on the
gas sector does not prevent foreign monopolies, such as Russia’s
Gazprom, from operating in the Ukrainian market. The Azarov-gov-
ernment’s proposal to separate the GTS and its underground storage
sites from Naftohaz Ukrainy and transfer it’s partial or full manage-
ment or ownership to Gazprom could even be ideal for Russia, “who
would then gain control over key assets without taking on any of
Naftohaz’s debts.”26

The EU needs to take into account that Russia benefits from the
uncompetitive and corrupt market in Ukraine. In this regard it is irri-
tating not just for Ukraine, but for the EU’s own future energy secu-
rity, if EU officials such as Marlene Holzer, EU spokeswoman for
Energy Commissioner Guenter Oettinger, declare that a takeover of
Ukraine’s transit gas system would be a purely bilateral matter
between Russia and Ukraine.27 That position not only contradicted
EU policy towards Ukraine but also lacked a deeper understanding
and any strategic thinking of EU energy security. If Russian efforts are
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successful, the EU’s dependence on Russia will not only increase fur-
ther but also deprive the EU of soft power tools in its neighborhood
policy and thus have wider foreign policy implications beyond
Ukraine.28

Yanukovych’s New Gas Crisis with Russia

The renewed price conflicts of imports of gas from Russia is a
reminder for the EU not just of the previous gas conflicts in 2006 and
2009 but that any energy conflicts between Russia and Ukraine may
have severe consequences for the EU as Ukraine is the main transit
country for Russian gas supplies to Europe. With 95.4 billion cubic
meters (bcm) through Ukrainian pipelines in 2010, these transported
75-80% of EU gas imports from Russia. The latest price conflict
raises even more fundamental questions for the EU’s future gas poli-
cies and gas contracts of European gas companies with Russia.29

The reason behind the Ukrainian government’s statement to
launch a legal challenge over what it should pay for natural gas
imports from Gazprom and receive a “fair price” (like other European
gas partners of Russia) is linked to Gazprom’s and the Kremlin’s insis-
tence on “unconditional adherence” of long-term contracts and their
linkage to the price of oil and oil products.30 Even before 2008 and the
global financial-economic crisis, many energy and economic experts
had questioned whether those long-term contracts and their linkage
to oil prices are still justified.31 While this price linkage could be his-
torically explained, the previous advantage of a cheaper gas pipeline
for Europe was in decline relative to Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
due to technology innovations, a rapidly growing LNG market, more
expensive new gas fields in Russia’s north (Yamal Peninsula) or even
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Barents Sea (Shtokman-project) and more costly undersea pipelines
(like North Stream, Blue Stream or the planned South Stream gas
pipelines). Russia has no interest to drop long-term contracts in its
business strategy, Ukraine has demanded a return to annual gas con-
tracts instead of the 10-year contract concluded in January 2009. In
September 2011, the Russian Foreign Ministry argued strongly
against Polish Foreign Minister Radoslaw Sikorski’s idea for an inde-
pendent external audit of Russian-Ukrainian gas contracts.32

Moreover, those states which are heavily dependent on gas imports
from Russia (like the former Warsaw Pact members and successor
states of the USSR) are also more interested in diversification of their
gas imports and thereby a reduction of imported Russian gas. There-
fore, the share of LNG for the EU is expected to increase from 10%
in 2009 to more than 24% by 2020.

While the Ukrainian government wants to change the “enslaving
gas contract” and reduce its Russian gas imports from 40 bcm in 2011
to 27 bcm in 2012 and even 12 bcm in 2014, Russia has insisted it pay
for at least 33 bcm even if Kyiv would reduce its gas imports to zero
cubic meters from Russia. Instead of Russia’s gas exports to Ukraine,
Kyiv wants instead to buy 25-30 bcm of gas from Central Asia at $220
per 1,000 cubic meters compared with $350 from Gazprom in the
third quarter and more than $400 in the fourth quarter of 2011. Both
Russia’s President Medvedev and Prime Minister Putin have repeat-
edly made clear, any review of Russia’s gas contract with Ukraine
could only be solved either firstly, by the merger of Naftohaz Ukrainy
and Gazprom accompanied by the transfer of ownership of the
Ukrainian GTS to Russia’s gas monopoly Gazprom or secondly, by
Ukraine joining the Russian led CIS Customs Union with Belarus and
Kazakhstan.33 President Yanukovych turned down these two offers, as
had other Ukrainian governments,34 and dismissed the pressure as
“humiliating”: “We will not allow to talk to us in such a way ... (They)
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pushed us in the corner, at first, and then started to dictate terms.
Today it humiliates not only me, but it humiliates the state, and I can-
not allow it”.35 This harsh statement reflects the difficult dilemma
Yanukovych faces, namely that if Russia does not reduce its gas price
to Ukraine, the Ukrainian government will have to raise its domestic
gas prices, which Yanukovych and the Azarov government seek to
avoid in the run up to the October 2012 parliamentary elections,
when the popularity of the Party of Regions is declining.36

Russia has always demanded that price conflicts be solved by
Belarus and Ukraine selling their gas and oil pipelines and other
strategic energy infrastructures to Russia. While Belarus was ulti-
mately forced to take this step, the Ukrainian parliament adopted a
national law in February 2007 that prevents the selling, leasing or
renting of energy infrastructures to foreign countries and companies.
The law was adopted by 430 out of 450 deputies, including the Party
of Regions. In voting for the law the Ukrainian Parliament recognized
that if Russia controlled the Ukrainian gas and oil pipeline network,
its entire economy and foreign policy would be controlled by Moscow.
However, the 2007 law was undermined in July 2010 by new legisla-
tions permitting a restructuring of Naftohaz Ukrainy by separating
the GTS and underground gas storage sites for sale to foreign
investors, including Gazprom.

In Russia’s view, a merger between Gazprom and Naftohaz Ukrainy
could only mean absorption and takeover, with Moscow controlling at
least 51% of its common shares, rather than a joint venture with equal
shares for both sides. Energy and Coal Industry Minister Yuriy Boyko
invited the EU to jointly modernize the Ukrainian GTS, but Gazprom’s
involvement through granting Moscow a majority control of shares of a
bi- or tripartite consortium depends on the future state of EU-Ukrain-
ian relations. Following EU and U.S. condemnation of Tymoshenko’s
imprisonment, it remains unclear if the EU will sign the Association
Agreement (which includes the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Agreement) with the EU and live up to its obligations as a full member
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of the European Energy Community (EEC)37 Kyiv’s membership of the
EEC since February 1, 2011 extends the EU’s internal energy market to
Ukraine, including the anti-corruption norms of European law and the
separation of energy production from distribution. Based on this,
Gazprom cannot manage the Ukrainian GTS. The EU has also
included Ukraine in a new “gas ring” of the European pipeline network
uniting the fragmented energy markets of southeastern Europe belong-
ing to the EU’s “Southern Corridor” project.

It remains to be seen whether Ukraine is ready to join the third
energy package of the EU in 2012, as Vasyl Filipchuk, the director of
the EU Department in the Ukrainian Foreign Ministry, has claimed,
as this appears ever more uncertain followng the EU’s protest against
Tymoshenko’s imprison ment.38 EEC members are obliged to imple-
ment the EU’s third energy liberalization package in their gas and
electricity markets by January 2015, the implications of which are far-
reaching, often underestimated and never fully understood by mem-
bers of the EEC. They not only have to revise their legislation and
adopt secondary legislation but also promote fundamental changes in
market structures by introducing market rules.

The 2006 and 2009 Russian-Ukrainian gas conflicts, which were
the most severe energy crises since the oil crisis of 1973, were never
just price conflicts, as claimed by some Western economic experts and
observers. In these two conflicts, as in the Russian-Belarusian cases,
Russia always used unresolved price conflicts for its geopolitical ambi-
tions.39 Ukrainian energy experts believe: “The ‘gas factor’ is used by
Russia for the solution of other problems of bilateral relations and has
become a ‘classic means’ of political pressure on Ukraine.”40

Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Moscow has often used
different gas prices, dependent on whether it perceives a particular
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London, May 2011.
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country as friend or opponent of Russia’s interest, to keep adjacent
former republics within its sphere of influence. Moscow has therefore
punished Ukraine, Georgia and the three Baltic states for their pro-
NATO and Western-oriented foreign, security and energy policies.
This has in turn led to concerns not just in the countries directly
affected but also within the remainder of the EU with its evolving
common security and foreign policies. 

Following the 2004 Orange Revolution, Ukraine was punished with
higher gas prices, whereas Yanukovych benefited from 30% price dis-
counts (around $100 for 1,000 cm) through the “Kharkiv Accords.”
However, in 2010 these discounted gas prices were higher than what
German companies had to pay for LNG at “spot prices” and even for
Russian pipeline gas, if one excludes the longer transportation costs.
Similarly, the Baltic states are paying higher prices for Russian gas
than other European countries and companies in Germany, if one
excludes the much longer transportation costs to Germany. In 2011,
Russia’s gas prices for Ukraine increased to $295 for 1,000 bcm in the
second quarter and $355 in the third quarter. If Ukraine followed the
price formula established for Germany, its price would be reduced by
much shorter transportation costs and the $100 discount per 1,000
cubic meters in the “Kharkiv Accords.” Based on this calculation,
Ukraine would be paying less than Germany but in fact Ukraine is
paying $5-6 billion per year arising from the terms of 2009 gas con-
tract with Russia and $60 billion during the next decade.41

The “Kharkiv Accords” weakened Ukraine’s negotiating position
even further. Given the dependence of Ukraine’s heavy industries on
cheap gas prices, Russia still sees an opportunity to achieve its ultimate
goal in its foreign policy, acquisition and control of the Ukrainian
pipeline network and other strategic energy infrastructures. The
launch of the North Stream pipeline in the midst of the new Russian-
Ukrainian price conflict deprives Ukraine of lucrative transit fees in
the future by bypassing and isolating Ukraine, Poland and the Baltic
states, strengthening the position of Russia in gas price negotiations
with Ukraine. Prime Minister Putin declared that 25% of Russia’s gas
exports to Europe is more stable and hailed “freedom from the dictate
of transit states,”42 the asymmetry of the power balance in Russia’s
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favour in future gas negotiations is growing. Ukrainian state energy
suppliers may suffer a reduction in sales of about 20% from 2012 as
Kyiv fees from gas transit decline.43

By pressuring Ukraine with the South Stream pipeline, which
would take its gas primarily from the existing Ukrainian gas pipelines
to Europe, Russia has signaled that it has no interest in the modern-
ization of Ukraine’s aging pipeline infrastructure in a tripartite consor-
tium with the EU. Such an idea was rejected by Prime Minister Putin
in summer 2010. Prime Minister Mykola Azarov has reassured the EU
and Russia of the fulfillment of the 2009 gas agreement until both
sides find a new agreement44 but the overall intention of the Ukrain-
ian government remains to reduce its energy dependency on Russia.
From Moscow’s point of view, Ukraine has remained the most unpre-
dictable partner in the former Soviet Union. Thus, another Russian-
Ukrainian energy conflict growing out of mutual competing interests
and Moscow’s geopolitical ambitions may already loom in the near
future when Russia’s attempts to take control of the Ukrainian GTS
would fail. 

Ukraine’s Diversification Options for 
its Energy Mix and Natural Gas Imports

Independent Ukrainian energy experts have long criticized official
energy policies and the ruling elites for ignoring and overlooking fun-
damental changes in global energy and gas markets. This concerns the
potential for energy efficiency gains and positive results for overall
energy security from the expansion of renewables and LNG.45 Presi-
dent Yanukovych and the Azarov government are investigating alter-
native options to decrease Ukraine’s energy and gas dependency on
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Russia because the president “wants to remain the independent leader
of a sovereign nation, not the governor of a Russian province.”46

Ukraine’s energy cooperation with the EU could become more
important for Kyiv by expanding its renewable energy resources
(RES) in order to reduce dependency on Russian gas and oil by diver-
sifying its energy mix as well as its fossil-fuel imports. Ukraine has
excellent wind resources on its Black Sea coast (in particular in the
Crimea and the eastern shores of the Black Sea which is sparsely pop-
ulated and ideal for large wind farm installations) and possess a
declared large potential of unconventional (shale) gas deposits.
According to Ukrainian energy experts, the country has a potential
wind power of 33 million (m) gigawatt (GW) or 6,000 times more
than the total electricity generated by the country’s present power sys-
tem.47 But by the end of 2010, Ukraine had only 87 megawatt (MW)
of installed capacity which is only a small fraction compared with
Romania’s 482 MW, Germany’s 27,124 MW or the U.S., which has
40,180 MW. The expansion of RES is not only hampered by insuffi-
cient investment funds but also by a lack of stable legislative frame-
work, unnerving the market and foreign investors in capital-intensive
industries; in recent years, regulations in Ukraine’s energy sector have
changed on an annual basis.

In order to reduce Ukraine’s gas dependency on Russia, the
Ukrainian government plans to introduce more energy saving pro-
grams and replace its gas consumption with domestically produced
coal. Moreover, Ukraine seeks to develop offshore gas fields in the
Black Sea (portions of its shelf hold about 380 cubic feet), import nat-
ural gas from Azerbaijan via Georgia as LNG (2-5 bcm) and Turk-
menistan and build an LNG terminal by 2014 (with a capacity of 5
bcm) on its Black Sea coast.48
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46Olga Shumylo-Tapiola, “Ukraine and Russia: Ever Closer Neighbors?” Policy Outlook
(Washington DC: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, June 8, 2011) p. 2.

47See I.Patronyk and I.Zhovkva, Energy Challenges in Ukraine, p. 28.
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The Ukrainian government plans to expand domestic gas produc-
tion to 21.7 bcm in 2012 which might further increase by exploiting its
potential unconventional gas resources. In November 2010, the
Ukrainian Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources and the
National Joint Stock Company (NAK) “Nadra of Ukraine” declared
Ukraine had the largest, shale gas deposits in Eurasia and Europe. If
these reserves can be confirmed and drilled they could drastically
change the Ukraine’s dependence on Russian gas. A U.S. study of the
impact of shale gas in Europe, for instance, has predicted that the Russ-
ian share of European gas consumption (outside the former Soviet
Union) could decrease from 26% in 2007 to about 13% in 2040.49

The Ukrainian government believes the potential volume of shale
gas by mid-2012 is between 10-30 trillion cubic meters (or twice as
large as those of its natural gas resources) and has invited foreign
investors to develop its shale gas deposits.50 In February 2011, at the
Strategic Partnership Commission of the U.S.-Ukraine Energy Secu-
rity Working Group, both sides signed a ‘Memorandum of Under-
standing’ to establish a framework for technical cooperation that
would assess the potential of unconventional gas resources in Ukraine.
This agreement brings in the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) which
is currently undertaking a global unconventional gas resource assess-
ment.51 Lacking technologies, drilling and management experience to
exploit its unconventional gas resources, Ukraine’s parliament has
already passed more investor-friendly legislation to open its domestic
natural gas market to foreign shale gas and coal-bed producers. Mean-
while, Exxon Mobile, Chevron, Total, Eurogas (a U.S. company),
TNK-BP and Royal Dutch Shell have announced they will conduct
exploratory tests and feasibility assessments.

If anticipated shale gas resources can be explored at reasonable
prices, they would offer the most important diversification options to
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reduce Ukraine’s gas dependency on Russia and Gazprom. If the
“silent revolution” of new drilling technologies for unconventional gas
resources will take place also outside the U.S. it would have funda-
mental implications for the world’s future gas supplies and business
strategies. According to the IEA, unconventional gas could cover more
than 40% of the global increase of gas demand up to 2035 and would
be the major reason for a “Golden Age” of conventional and uncon-
ventional gas.52

The advantage of unconventional gas is that it is a domestic, national
source of fuel supply enhancing the energy security of each country
that is not subsidized like renewables, nuclear power and coal. For
both the EU and Ukraine, it could become the most important diver-
sification option for their future gas supplies and would increase the
security of their energy supplies.53 Unconventional gas also gives buy-
ers more leverage to renegotiate the high Russian oil-indexed gas
price demands that are included in long-term contracts that are an
obstacle for a European and Ukrainian expansion of unconventional
gas, given Russia’s strategic interests and the leverage it has towards its
gas partners. 

The Russian government and Gazprom try to downplay the impor-
tance of shale gas in Europe and Ukraine and point to very negative
implications of unconventional gas production for the environment.54

If Ukrainian and European gas policies remain hostage to long-term
contracts, “take-and-pay”-clauses and the oil price linkage (even when
international gas markets have been de-linked from oil price markets),
new and sustainable integrated energy and climate policies cannot be
implemented as their energy mix and gas volumes will remain fixed
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over the next 25 years or longer. For Ukraine, those long-term con-
tracts and “take-and-pay”-clauses have a considerable short-term
impact and implications which the EU should not overlook and
ignore. These diversification projects may come too late or cannot be
implemented because of their high costs (i.e. LNG options). Moscow
may have already succeeded in acquiring a majority control of the
Ukrainian GTS in a tripartite consortium with a German company
(dependent on Gazprom), leaving Ukraine with only just 20% of the
shares.55 If this would turn out to be the case, Ukraine’s sovereignty
and independence would come under threat and undermine future
democratic and market reforms. In addition to this, such a develop-
ment would have considerable geo-economic and geopolitical impli-
cations for the EU’s energy security and foreign policy.

Conclusions and Perspectives for an 
“Open Ukraine” in Energy Policies

As Ukraine’s domestic policies and non-democratic tendencies indi-
cate, Kyiv’s future relationship with the EU will remain difficult and
uncertain. Tymoshenko’s imprisonment highlighted “selective justice,”
subservience of the judicial system to the executive power and the
return of political persecution to Ukraine. For a large part of the
Ukrainian population and the West, Yanukovych government and the
emerging Ukrainian regime have nothing to do with Western stan-
dards of democracy, freedom of speech, independent courts, rule of
law, transparent political processes and fair elections. Influential
Ukrainian oligarchs have no interest in transparency of their business
activities and market reforms. Ukraine’s intentions to integrate with
the EU is not based on shared democratic values but arises out of not
becoming too dependent on Russia, albeit Russia will remain the
country’s main trading partner in the near future.

An “Open Ukraine” as an increasingly integrated associated partner
country of the EU needs to implement structural market reforms in
order to enhance transparency as a pre-condition of economic compet-
itiveness and energy security. If energy and gas prices remain low they
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will further hamper any larger and substantial energy reforms aiming
to increase energy efficiency and conservation. By utilizing Soviet-era
legislation against his political opponents, President Yanukovych has
brought his country into a collision course with the EU. 

Even with a pro-Russian president of Ukraine, Kyiv’s energy, eco-
nomic orientation and foreign policies have been disappointing for
Russia given its great hopes that Ukraine would return within its
sphere of influence. Russia is only interested in joining a bi- or tripar-
tite consortium of the Ukrainian GTS if it were to gain a dominant
role through control of the majority of shares. Russia is not interested
in a consortium with equal shares for participants. Yanukovych
believes he already made many concessions with Russia on recogni-
tion of the 1933 famine) as a “genocide,” NATO membership and the
Russian Black Sea Fleet base. But, these steps appear only to have
increased Moscow’s appetite in Ukraine. Progress in Russian-Ukrain-
ian relations would seem to be impossible without accepting Russia’s
economic domination through membership in the CIS Customs
Union or by Russia taking control of the Ukrainian GTS. From
Yanukovych’s point of view, despite his concessions and pro-Russian
attitudes he has received almost nothing in return and Russia still does
not accept and respect Ukrainian sovereignty and independence.56

Ukraine’s official accession in February 2011 to full membership of
the EU-sponsored Energy Community treaty was an important step
towards growing energy cooperation with the EU. But given
Yanukovych’s domestic power base and his close ties to Ukrainian oli-
garchs and their vested interests in a non-transparent business environ-
ment, deep-rooted structural market reforms are unlikely to material-
ize. Ukraine’s commitments under its European Energy Community
membership to liberalize its energy markets and implement key EU
legal acts seems unlikely therefore in the near future. These include
fundamental reforms in its energy sectors towards a “pan-European
market, based on the principles of solidarity and transparency.”57 
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Although Yanukovych has followed a “multi-vector foreign policy”
by playing a balancing act between Russia and the EU, his multi-vec-
torism is far more limited than Kuchma’s. He can no longer use the
NATO card and has given away the jewel in the crown (Sevastopol)
for a “virtual” gas discount. But this multi-vector foreign and energy
policy has now come to an end as the Ukrainian authorities need to
choose between a re-orientation towards Russia and entering the
Russian-led CIS Customs Union. If Kyiv chooses the latter option the
path will block domestic market reforms and Association Agreement
with the EU which offers a path towards closer integration with the
EU and stabilizing the country’s long-term energy security. Simulta-
neous membership of the CIS Customs Union and EU Association
Agreement is impossible. Only the Association Agreement would
ensure future competitiveness, transparency and accountability in
Ukraine’s energy market, offer greater investment in infrastructure
and new technologies and thereby decrease the country’s dependency
on gas imports from Russia. Two U.S. experts concluded that “Part-
nership with the EU is not a silver bullet for the troubled Ukrainian
energy sector, but it is certain to reduce the volatility of future pricing
disputes and is perhaps the only solution that does not leave Ukraine’s
fate entirely in Russian hands.”58

While the EU and European Parliament have expressed their con-
cern about the direction of the president’s and government’s anti-
democratic tendencies and deterioration of human rights in Ukraine
the country is too important for the EU’s future energy security to be
isolated. But the stakes are also high for Ukraine as the EU is
Ukraine’s main commercial partner accounting for a third of its total
external trade. While Ukraine no longer seeks NATO membership,
Kyiv’s aspiration for EU membership remains a declared goal,
although rhetoric means very little if it is not backed up by policies.
Domestic policies under four Ukrainian presidents have never been
consistent with their declared goals in the energy field.

Given its present weak economic and political position vis-a-vis
Russia, Ukraine needs to be offered in the future new economic and
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political incentives from the EU and the U.S. to avoid a further dete-
rioration of the European-Ukrainian relationship. Traditionally,
energy security has been one of the weakest links in Ukraine’s national
security strategy. In the words of Prime Minister Azarov:

The dire state of the Ukrainian economy should provide
the EU with the necessary impetus to act. Time is a factor
as Ukraine’s negotiating position continues to weaken.
Ukraine cannot be viewed as a business opportunity alone,
rather as a long-term partner imperative to ensure Euro-
pean energy security. Without greater EU investment,
Gazprom will likely force Ukrainian cession of ownership
rights over its pipeline network in future negotiations over
gas prices and modernization.59

However, despite the EU’s wider geo-economic and geopolitical
interests for a close relationship with Ukraine, particularly with regard
to energy cooperation, the signing of an Association Agreement can-
not be completely decoupled from European values and democratic
principles. This is something the Ukrainian authorities still have to
learn and to recognize. 
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Chapter Six

Ukraine and European Integration

Péter Balázs1

The Economy 

Ukraine was hit hard by the global economic and financial crisis.
The combination of weaker demand from Ukraine’s trading partners,
falling export prices, rising import prices and reduced access to inter-
national financial markets led to a sharp drop of GDP in 2008 and
2009 (-14.8%). Import and export flows have been compressed and
the trade deficit has also fallen sharply. Table 1 also shows that infla-
tion slowed down in 2009 but remained in double digits (15.9%).
Unemployment increased to 8.8% in 2009. The hryvnia lost almost
half of its value against the U.S. dollar since July 2008.2

1  This chapter was prepared by the Center for EU Enlargement Studies in Budapest
and contains contributions from Péter Balázs, András Deák, Áron Szele and Antónia
Molnárová.

2  European Bank for Reconstruction and Development:  Ukraine— Key Developments
and Challenges: http://www.ebrd.com/pages/country/ukraine/key.shtml.
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Table 1. Main Economic Indicators for Ukraine

2007 2008 2009 2010** 2011** 2012**

Real GDP (%)* 7.9 1.9 -14.8 4.2 4.5 4.9
Inflation rate (%)* 12.8 25.2 15.9 9.4 9.2 8.3
Unemployment (% of total labor force)* 6.4 6.4 8.8 8.1 7.8 7.2
Current account balance (% of GDP)* -3.7 -7.1 -1.5 -1.9 -3.6 -3.8

*Source: IMF (World Economic Outlook, April 2011).
**IMF estimations.



To restore financial and economic stability in Ukraine, in Novem-
ber 2008 the IMF approved a two-year stand-by arrangement in the
amount of a $16.5 billion loan.3 Another agreement was signed with
the IMF in July 2010.

however, the economic situation has improved since 2010. For
2011, the World Bank has raised its forecast for Ukraine’s economic
growth to 4.5% and GDP is expected to grow by 4.9% in 2012. The
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) has
also improved its assessment of the economy to grow by 5% in 2011.
This reflects improving conditions in the Ukrainian economy and the
country emerging from the 2008-2009 crisis.4

Table 2 shows economic growth in Ukraine since the outbreak of
the global economic and financial crisis in comparative perspective
with Russia, Germany and the Visegrad Group of countries. Table 2
shows that in 2009, when the global recession was deepest, GDP
growth in all countries, except Poland, was negative but with the
biggest decline in Ukraine that was almost twice that experienced by
Russia. 
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3 IMF press release No. 08/271: http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/pr/2008/pr08271.htm.
4  Centre for Eastern Studies OSW: A positive economic forecast for Ukraine, July 27,

2011: http://www.osw.waw.pl/en/publikacje/eastweek/2011-07-27/a-positive-eco-
nomic-forecast-ukraine.

Table 2. GDP of Selected Countries

Real GDP (%)*

2007 2008 2009 2010** 2011** 2012**

Ukraine 7.9 1.9 -14.8 4.2 4.5 4.9
Russia 8.5 5.2 -7.8 4 4.8 4.5
Germany 2.8 0.7 -4.7 3.5 2.5 2.1
Hungary 0.8 0.8 -6.7 1.2 2.8 2.8
Poland 6.8 5.1 1.7 3.8 3.8 3.6
Slovakia 10.5 5.8 -4.8 4 3.8 4.2
Czech Republic 6.1 2.5 -4.1 2.3 1.7 2.9

*Source: IMF (World Economic Outlook Database).
**IMF estimations.



Trade and Foreign Investment

Ukrainian exports to the EU are to a very large extent liberalized
due to the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) granted by the
EU to Ukraine since 1993. Following WTO membership in May
2008, the EU and Ukraine launched bilateral negotiations for a Deep
and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA) that would
replace the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement signed in 1994
(going into effect following parliamentary ratification by EU mem-
bers in 1998). The DCFTA is designed to deepen Ukraine’s access to
the European market, modernize the economy and encourage Euro-
pean investment in Ukraine. Negotiations between the EU and
Ukraine were planned to be finalized under the Polish Presidency of
the European Council in December 2011 but this could be suspended
in retaliation for the trial and sentencing to imprisonment of opposi-
tion leader Yulia Tymoshenko on October 11, 2011.5 The case will
make ratification of the Association Agreement by the European Par-
liament and 27 EU member parliaments difficult.

Ukraine is one of the biggest and, at the same time, poorest coun-
tries in Europe, although it possesses vast potential. As Table 3 shows,
Ukraine has a relatively low per-capita GDP even among the Eastern
Partnership countries. In comparison, Ukraine lags behind the West-
ern Balkan countries (i.e. Albania, 3800 USD) or CEE countries at the
time of their respective associate status. 

Ukraine has an open economy, with total foreign trade accounting
for 81% of GDP and exports/GDP ratio equal to 0.44. The geo-
graphic distribution of Ukraine’s foreign trade is relatively balanced
between East and West, with Russia taking a slightly bigger share both
in exports and imports than the EU. Russian imports are mainly
energy-related with the gas import bill 45% of total imports. Exports
are heavily dominated (up to 60% by metallurgical and related prod-
ucts that are primarily exported to the EU. Energy imports do not
impact directly and significantly on the performance of exports as the
share of gas among inputs into metallurgy is low. 
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Unlike foreign trade, the EU has a major role in foreign invest-
ments into Ukraine with 79% of foreign direct investments from the
EU-27 (with 28% of this is from Cyprus). Net inflow was in a range
of $5-10 billion during the last five years, a very high level for a CIS
non-energy economy. Foreign investment is important because it sets
the milestones for further DCFTA implementation and creates strate-
gic corporate actors interested in Ukraine’s further European integra-
tion. The banking and finance sector is almost completely under for-
eign ownership. Foreign investors have also moved into the foodstuffs
sector, as in Russia and some other CIS states. Ukraine has a good
record of integration into the world economy compared to other CIS
countries and a big potential for growth due to its size, large popula-
tion and low level of GDP.
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Table 3. Gross Domestic Product Per Capita in EaP and Some

Selected Countries

Current prices, 2009 USD

Country GDP/capita Ratio in HU level

Armenia 2614.70 0.20
Azerbaijan 4798.24 0.37
Belarus 5190.79 0.40
Georgia 2455.37 0.19
Moldova 1524.23 0.12
Ukraine 2568.65 0.20

Czech Republic 18170.87 1.41
Germany 40831.66 3.17
Hungary 12893.96 1.00
Russia 8614.03 0.67
Turkey 8711.16 0.68

*Source: International Monetary Fund.

Table 4. Ukraine’s Major Foreign Trade Partners, 2010

Billion USD

Russia EU Other

Exports 13.43 13.05 19.62
Imports 22.2 19.1 14.94

Source: Ukranian Statistical Office.



Russia has lobbied for Ukraine’s accession to the CIS Customs
Union of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan. While free trade with Rus-
sia has an unambiguous rationale from Kyiv’s perspective, the Custom
 Union— apart from its negative consequences for EU  integration—
 would be beneficial only for some selected industries, such as
machine-building. Understandably, the Yanukovych administration
does not want to close this door and therefore has kept the discussion
on Ukraine and the Custom Union alive in exchange for energy con-
cessions. At the same time, Russia has not been ready to provide
Ukraine with a free trade status without Ukraine also entering the
CIS Customs Union. Such a step would further complicate negotia-
tions between EU and Ukraine.

Energy

Ukraine’s bargaining position in gas transit and imports issues vis-
à-vis Russia has been gradually deteriorating. Transit volumes have
been decreasing since the first pipe of the North European Gas
Pipeline was commissioned (via the Baltic Sea) and since the 2009 gas
war that produced a contract whereby Ukraine would be paying Euro-
pean prices (even with a Russian discount). Non-transparency in the
Russian-Ukrainian energy relationship makes it difficult to analyze
Ukraine’s energy sector.

Nevertheless, the following four points should be considered. 

First, Ukraine’s current gas import bill (even at discounted prices) is
an extremely heavy burden for the country as it comprises 7-8% of
GDP in comparison, for hungary it comprises around 3%). Sustain-
ability of these price levels in the current macroeconomic situation is
highly questionable. 

Second, Russia does not want to give any further price concessions.
The Russian state gas company Gazprom publicly stated that price
cuts are only possible in exchange for control over property Ukrainian
energy assets, such the state as company Naftohaz Ukrainy or the
pipeline system (that is, the Belarusian and Armenian models).

Third, EU companies do not want to control energy assets or pro-
vide financial assistance to the modernization of the Ukrainian
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pipeline system. Gazprom is not very supportive and profits will
decline in coming years. The energy sector is corrupt and heavily reg-
ulated by the Ukrainian authorities. Without a clear positive signal
from Russia, an idea of future plans and readiness to welcome Western
partners and Ukrainian guarantees on regulation, Western investors
will not invest into Ukraine’s energy sector. Despite public announce-
ments, there are no prospects for large-scale Western investment into,
or assistance for, the Ukrainian pipeline system, except for symbolic
aid and loans from the European Commission (that were bundled
with certain conditionality requirements).

Fourth, Ukrainian adoption of EU regulation practices will gener-
ate conflicts in the Ukraine-Russian energy relationship. Gazprom
very much relies on long-term contracts on pipeline capacities while
the philosophy of EU regulations is based on third-party access and
short–term capacity allocations. Kyiv may prefer to adopt EU-regula-
tions and, at the same time, seek to “overwrite” past contracts with
Gazprom. Russia is very much against dividing Naftogaz according to
the European unbundling model or providing third-party access, sus-
pecting Ukraine of undermining existing trade and transit patterns
unfavorable to its position. 

Thus, the key question is the manner in which the Ukrainian
authorities will implement the EU acquis in the field of energy. A possi-
ble solution could be the Central-Eastern European model where
long-term Russian contracts enjoyed temporary derogation from EU-
regulation following these countries EU accession. Another alternative
could be a shallower implementation of European regulatory practices.
however, it is reasonable to assume that for Kyiv one of the main ben-
efits of adopting EU regulations is to counterbalance Russia, while
patience and tolerance is scarce in Moscow. The threat for the Euro-
pean Commission and EU members is that they involved in any energy
conflict where Western actors do not have real influence, while at least
one of the parties will refer to existing agreements with the EU.

On the basis of the factors mentioned above, the Ukraine-Russia
gas dispute will continue. Yanukovych refused to follow Belarus and
Armenia in bowing to Russian demands even if negotiations still cush-
ion the tensions. however, there is a Rubicon that Russia would like
to cross; namely obtaining majority control over the Ukrainian
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pipeline system. Such an objective might cause further large-scale
conflicts between both sides. 

Education

Ukraine is not well connected to the European or American educa-
tional systems. Such networks are normally at the level of higher edu-
cation through a number of scholarly networks and funding, such as
scholarship opportunities. Improved networks would improve the
social and psychological attitudes of Ukraine’s younger generation and
improve the academic level at Ukrainian academic institutes. 

Statistically, Ukrainian students are present in the United States in
low numbers—under 5,000 in 2010 (see figure 1).

Similarly, enrollment in EU higher education institutions is very
small. A case-study for this is the UK where Ukraine is not among the
top ten donor countries, being again in the sub-4000 sender category
(see table 5).

Ukrainian higher education institutions are also not members of
the Erasmus Mundus network. Establishing a connection to this aca-
demic network of exchange scholarships would be important for stu-
dent mobility and improvement of teaching methodology.
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Figure 1. Global View of International Student Origins, 2009/10 

Source: http://www.iie.org/Research-and-Publications/Open-Doors/Data/International-Students.



Among existing funding and scholarship opportunities, there is
DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service), The Fulbright Pro-
gram and Visegrad Fund,6 that has taken an active role in regional col-
laboration. The Visegrad Fund’s activities aim to improve regional
collaboration and extend influence under the EU’s Eastern Partner-
ship. A component of the Visegrad Fund’s educational opportunities
offered to Ukraine is the Central European University and multiple
educational and research programs. 

The number of students remains very small, when compared to the
number of students in tertiary education, which was 2,296,221 in the
same year. The Ukrainian government spends approximately 5.4% of
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Table 5. Top 10 Non-EU countries That Send Students Abroad

Top 10 non-EU senders 2009-10 2008-09

China (PRC) 56.990 47.035
India 38.500 34.065
Nigeria 16.680 14.380
United States of America 15.060 14.345
Malaysia 14.060 12.695
Hong Kong (Special Administrative Region) 9.945 9.600
Pakistan 9.815 9.610
Saudi Arabia 8.340 5.205
Canada 5.575 5.350
Thailand 5.505 4.675

Source: UK Council for international Student Affairs, http://www.ukcisa.org.uk/about/statistics_he.php#table4).

Table 6. Gross Enrollment Ratios in Tertiary Education by Sex, 1991–2009

Percent

2009 regional
1991 1999 2002 2009 average

Male/Female 47 47 57 81 65**
Male — 44 52* 72 57**
Female — 50 62* 91 73**

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics, http://stats.uis.unesco.org/unesco/TableViewer/document.aspx?
ReportId=121&IF_Language=eng&BR_Country=8070&BR_Region=40530).



GDP on education, about 20%, which in comparison with other
countries is very good, but still small when compared to the actual
country’s GDP. 

We may therefore conclude that Ukrainian higher education lacks
sufficient interconnection and networks with international educational
facilities. 

Ukraine and the Visegrad Group

Ukraine’s relations with the Visegrad countries are of unique
importance due to geographical and historical reasons. In the 1990s
the four countries had close economic ties with Ukraine in the Soviet
Union and was their major foreign trade partner (links with Romania
also show similarities to the V4–Ukrainian relations). The Visegrad
countries remain important trading partners for Ukraine. 

The share of the V4 in Ukrainian exports and imports of goods
from and to the EU 27 is between 25-30%, with Poland in first place.
The figures in Table 7 show that the share of the V4 and Poland’s
leading role have remained stable. The hungarian share of Ukrainian
exports and imports is rather modest, but interestingly, Ukraine’s trade
balance in goods with hungary has recently changed from positive to
negative. The share of Slovakia and Czech Republic is marginal and
surprisingly, exports from the Czech Republic, a non-neighboring
country with Ukraine, surpassed exports from Slovakia in 2010. 

Overall, the share of the V4 in total Ukrainian foreign trade
turnover is significant. Nevertheless, Ukraine’s major trading partners
from the EU-27 remain in Western Europe, such as Germany and
Italy. however, it must be noted that Ukrainian customs statistics
should be treated with caution because they may not always reflect the
real state of affairs. Official counterpart statistics from the Visegrad
countries are contradictory and there are cases when Ukrainian data is
higher or vice versa, probably due to tax-avoidance schemes on the
Ukrainian side.7
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Economic ties are also reflected through foreign capital move-
ments. The share of the Visegrad countries in total FDI invested into
Ukraine has been marginal, lower than their share in trade flows. The
main foreign investors in Ukraine are Russia, the U.S. and Western
European countries (the list also includes some offshore tax havens
such as Cyprus and the Virgin Islands, with Russian and Ukrainian
capital re-entering Ukraine through them).

From the V4, Poland is the biggest investor in Ukraine, followed by
hungary. however, hungary no longer appears on the list of countries
with the largest investment into the Ukrainian economy, even though
data for hungarian outward investment shows that Central-Eastern
European countries (including the Western Balkans) are among its
major destinations. The greatest hungarian investment is into hun-
garian small and medium enterprises in the Transcarpathian region,
where there are partners within the hungarian ethnic minority.8
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Table 7. Ukraine’s Foreign Trade in Goods with the 

Visegrad Countries

Million USD

Export Import Export Import Export Import
2010 2010 Balance 2009 2009 Balance 2008 2008 Balance

EU 27 total 13051.9 19101.2 -6049 9499.3 15392.7 -5893 18129.5 28868.4 -10739

Italy 2412.4 1390.3 1022.1 1227.6 1139.8 87.8 2911.7 2432.1 479.6
Germany 1499.5 4605.3 -3106 1248.1 3852.1 -2604 1837.1 7165.3 -5328.2

Poland 1787.2 2788.8 -1002 1208 2170.3 -962.3 2338.3 4280.3 -1942
Hungary 860.1 1214.6 -354.5 730.2 678.3 51.9 1367.1 1282.7 84.4
Czech Rep. 626.2 747.9 -121.7 340.7 622.2 -281.5 670.8 1376 -705.2
Slovakia 568.2 442.6 125.6 433.7 306 127.7 910.2 742.5 167.7

V4 total 3841.7 5193.9 2712.6 3776.8 5286.4 7681.5
in % of EU 27 29.4 27.2 28.6 24.5 29.1 26.6

Source: Ukrainian Statistical Office (www.ukrstat.gov.ua).



Towards an Open Ukraine

Energy

Despite controversy, Ukraine is one of the success stories in EU-
CIS countries relations. Kyiv joined the WTO, has negotiated a
DCFTA with the EU, is open to foreign investment and relatively
democratic. Economic growth will be crucial to Ukraine’s future
Ukraine and low GDP per capita levels will set constraints for further
co-operation and limits to integration capabilities. 

There are no influential strategic actors in Ukraine fully committed
to EU-integration; those that exist are politically weak. Domestic
business groups should be interested in opening up exports and
receiving access to EU-related funds and partners, although corporate
actors and the general political culture of the Ukrainian population is
protectionist. For political actors the gap between domestic conditions
and ambition remains far too wide. 

At the same time, EU-Ukraine relations are crucial for Kyiv even
without the prospect for accession for three reasons that provide the
EU with real influence over Ukrainian matters. First, the EU is a sig-
nificant economic and political partner, which could provide real ben-
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Table 8. Foreign Direct Investment in Ukraine

Million USD

FDI as of in % of FDI as of in % of
1.1.2011 the total 1.1.2010 the total

Total 44708 100 40026.8 100

Cyprus 9914.6 22.2 8593.2 21.5
Germany 7076.9 15.8 6613 16.5
Russia 3402.8 7.6 2674.6 6.7
Virgin Islands 1460.8 3.3 1371 3.4
USA 1192.4 2.7 1387.1 3.5
Italy 982.4 2.2 992.2 2.5
Poland 935.8 2.1 864.9 2.2
Hungary 675.1 1.7

Source: Ukrainian Statistical Office (www.ukrstat.gov.ua).



efits. Second, counterbalance against Russian interests. Third, impor-
tant source for domestic legitimization. 

Russia is neither interested, nor capable of solving Ukraine’s eco-
nomic problems. There is a capacity constraint on both the Western
and Russian side. Ukraine needed both IMF-loans and Russian gas
price concessions in order to maintain its economic situation. Given
the vulnerability of the Ukrainian economy it is reasonable to formu-
late policies based on three assumptions. The first is that Kyiv needs
both Russia and Western support in order to sustain economic and
political order. The second is that neither of the parties has enough
potential, resources and ambitions to integrate Ukraine. The third is
that even if it is not acknowledged, both sides are needed to sustain
Ukraine’s economic and political growth and stability.

Domestic policies in Ukraine will remain a perennial source of
problems for EU-Ukraine relations because Ukrainian politics will
continue to be characterized by a mixture of weak statehood, authori-
tarian reflexes and oligarchic corporate interests. Short-term improve-
ments are unlikely and therefore the EU will need to formulate a
medium to long-term strategy in the field of economic growth,
energy, and democratic institutions.

Ukraine and the EU

Relations between the EU and Ukraine have intensified since the
2004 Orange Revolution which opened a new chapter in Ukraine’s
history as an independent state. Orange forces had set out to quickly
integrate Ukraine into Euro-Atlantic structures, position the country
as a regional leader and promoter of democracy and regional integra-
tor in the post-Soviet space. Despite Ukraine’s Western orientation
the Orange Revolution failed to bring any changes in the EU policies
(see chapters by Stephen Larrabee and Serhiy Kudelia). 

Beside the general conditions set out in the EU’s founding treaty in
articles 6 and 49, which state any European country which respects
the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fun-
damental freedoms and the rule of law may apply to become a mem-
ber of the Union, the EU has never offered any membership perspec-
tive to Ukraine. Unfortunately, Ukraine’s 2004 democratic
breakthrough came when the EU was enlarging into the post-commu-
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nist world and going through an institutional crisis after rejection of
the draft EU constitution by France and the Netherlands. 

The EU developed the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP) as a
framework policy for relations with the entire EU neighborhood,
including Ukraine. The “carrot” of the ENP, defined as a stake in the
EU’s internal market, brought countries such as Syria, Libya and
Belarus into the same policy group as Ukraine which disappointed the
pro-European sectors of Ukrainian elites and society. 

In 2009, the EU launched the Eastern Partnership, the Eastern
dimension of the ENP framework, which provided Ukraine with an
opportunity to become a regional leader on European integration as
the most advanced of the six Eastern Partnership states. Ukraine
became a pioneer country within the post-Soviet space for the
DCFTA as part of an Association Agreement.9 The Association Agree-
ment would replace the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement and
the EU–Ukraine Association Agenda replaces the Action Plan as an
instrument of the European Neighborhood Policy. however, while
the Association Agreement is symbolically important, it will not repre-
sent a breakthrough unless it mentions a membership perspective.

Even though Ukraine’s ties to the EU have considerably strength-
ened over the past decade, the issue of Ukraine’s EU membership
remains a remote and uncertain perspective. The EU does not have
any clear vision concerning the sequencing of its further enlargement.
The 2011 Enlargement Strategy and Progress Report lists the coun-
tries with a perspective of accession in the future as Iceland, the West-
ern Balkans and  Turkey— but not Ukraine. The EU could not offer
membership prospects to only Ukraine within the Eastern Partnership
which is another stumbling block for Kyiv. Realistically Ukraine
therefore does not have the possibility of receiving EU membership in
the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, in order to facilitate and con-
tinue with the reform processes and strengthen pro-EU forces in
Ukraine, it will be crucial to provide Ukraine with a clear European
perspective through the attainment of realistic objectives. 
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Macro-Regional Integration

Ukraine has received new perspectives in its cooperation with the
EU through macro-regional strategies that represent a new and prom-
ising answer by the EU to the growing number and diversity of mem-
ber states. The Baltic Sea Strategy is a pilot project establishing the
blueprint with the ‘three no’s’ of no new institutions, no new legisla-
tion and no new funds. The new framework for regional cooperation
could become popular with other member states not directly involved
in the Baltic Sea region. 

The next step was the Danube Strategy, which was adopted by the
European Council at its June 2011 meeting at the end of the hungar-
ian Presidency. The Danube Strategy follows in the footprints of the
Baltic Sea Strategy and unites eight EU member states and six
regional neighbors of the EU, including Ukraine. 

There is a potential third macro-region for the EU of the Adriatic
Sea area that could include most of the Balkan states together with
Italy and Greece. however, most of its potential members are, for the
time being, not members of the EU.

All three macro-regions are located around important internal EU
waterways: the Baltic Sea, the Danube River and Adriatic Sea and
include most of the medium-sized and small EU member states. The
‘circle of the big’ and three macro-regions cover almost the entire ter-
ritory of the EU (except Ireland and Portugal), together with coun-
tries that are within future enlargements and immediate neighbor-
hood. 

In the spirit of this new, macro-regional approach, Ukraine has two
further opportunities for deepening and enriching its relations with
the EU. Following the accession of Romania and Bulgaria and the
launch of accession negotiations with Turkey, the EU has gained a
potential dominant position in the Black Sea area. Two other
‘giants’—Russia and  Ukraine— are present and highly interested in
that region. Furthermore, the Black Sea is directly connected with the
South Caucasian area that possesses strategic importance for energy
supplies to Europe. Instead of multi-vectoring between Russia and the
EU, Ukraine should promote a complex ‘win-win’ strategy for the
Black Sea region.
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The second macro-regional opportunity for Ukraine is the eco-
nomic potential of its Western region, Transcarpathia, which is sur-
rounded by four EU member states, Poland, Slovakia, hungary and
Romania. All four countries and EU members are linked to Tran-
scarpathia and each other through cultural, historical and ethnic ties.
The Transcarpathian region could be developed into an EU bridge-
head into Ukraine that would promote its integration into continental
Europe. The region is already linked by broad-gauge railway to hun-
gary (Záhony) and Slovakia (Kosice) and its geographic location and
multi-ethnic traditions are convenient as potential a offshore zone and
for factories assembling products for the EU market.
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Chapter Seven

Ukraine and Transatlantic Integration

F. Stephen Larrabee

The Orange Revolution inspired hopes both in Ukraine and in the
West that Ukraine had turned an important corner politically and that
the election of Viktor Yushchenko as president would lead to
Ukraine’s rapid integration into Euro-Atlantic institutions. However,
Ukraine’s integration into these institutions, especially NATO, has
proven to be considerably more difficult than many in Ukraine and
the West anticipated.

Several factors contributed to these difficulties. First, unlike in
Eastern Europe, where NATO enjoyed a positive image, NATO had a
negative image in Ukraine due to decades of anti-NATO propaganda
by the Soviet authorities. As a result, popular support for NATO is
much lower in Ukraine in comparison to other states in Central-East-
ern Europe. For example, popular support for NATO is close to 80%
in Poland and Romania, whereas in Ukraine it has hovered between
22-25%. Moreover, in the Russian-speaking areas of Eastern-South-
ern Ukraine it is below 10%.

Second, there was no consensus in the West about its policies
toward Ukraine. While some countries, such as Poland and the
United States, favored an active effort to support Ukraine’s integration
into Euro-Atlantic institutions, many European countries had doubts
whether Ukraine was really an independent country and continued to
view it, implicitly if not explicitly, lying within Russia’s sphere of influ-
ence. This lack of unity inhibited the development of a coherent
Western strategy toward Ukraine.

Finally, Russian opposition also played an important role. Ukraine’s
integration into Euro-Atlantic  institutions— above all  NATO— was
seen in Moscow as representing a major strategic setback. In Russian
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eyes, it would alter the balance of power in Central-Eastern Europe to
Russia’s disadvantage and foreclose any residual possibility of building
a “Slavic Union” of Russia, Ukraine and Belarus.

Psychologically, moreover, many Russians find it difficult to accept
the idea of an independent Ukrainian state. The countries of Central-
Eastern Europe had served as an important strategic buffer between
Russia and ‘Europe’ during the Cold War. However, they were never
part of Russian or Soviet territory (except for parts of Poland before
1918). Most of Ukraine, by contrast, had been an integral part of Rus-
sia and the Soviet Union for over three hundred years. Thus, psycho-
logically, the loss of Ukraine was much harder for many Russians to
accept and Russia has used various means, especially economic lever-
age, to inhibit Ukraine’s closer integration into NATO.

Evolving Ukrainian Policy Toward NATO

Unlike most countries in Central-Eastern Europe, Ukraine did not
initially aspire to become a member of NATO. In the early years after
becoming independent, Ukraine pursued a non-aligned policy in part
to avoid antagonizing Russia. kyiv initially opposed NATO enlarge-
ment to Central-Eastern Europe because it feared that it would create
new dividing lines in Europe and lead to increased Russian pressure on
Ukraine. However, Moscow’s hard-line opposition to NATO enlarge-
ment and kyiv’s desire to improve relations with the West contributed
to a gradual shift in Ukraine’s approach to enlargement. during 1995,
kyiv dropped its opposition to enlargement and began to regard the
membership of Central-Eastern European countries, especially Poland,
in NATO as giving security benefits for Ukraine as well.1

At the same time, under President Leonid kuchma, Ukraine con-
sciously began to strengthen ties to the Alliance. Ukraine was the first
CIS state to join the Partnership for Peace (PfP) in January 1994, and
it has been one of the most active participants in PfP exercises. At the
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NATO summit in Madrid in July 1997, kyiv signed the Charter on a
distinctive Partnership with NATO. Although the Charter did not
provide explicit security guarantees, it called for the establishment of a
crisis consultative mechanism that could be activated if Ukraine per-
ceived a direct threat to its security.2 This mechanism failed during
the fall 2003 Tuzla crisis3 when Ukraine tried to activate it.

The Charter also foresaw a broad expansion of ties between NATO
and Ukraine in a number of key areas such as civil-military relations,
democratic control of the armed forces, armaments cooperation, and
defense planning. Thus, the Charter established a deeper relationship
with Ukraine than with any non-NATO  member— with the exception
of Russia. Ukraine also built individual security relationships with
Britain and the U.S.

The rapprochement with NATO was not undertaken because
Ukraine felt a strong military threat. Rather it was part of a carefully
calculated political balancing act pursued by kuchma who sought to
strengthen ties to NATO as a means of increasing his political lever-
age with Moscow.4 Contrary to the concerns of many critics who
feared that intensifying ties to NATO would lead to a sharp deteriora-
tion of relations with Russia, the rapprochement with NATO
increased Ukraine’s freedom of maneuver and led to an improvement
of ties with Moscow. President Yeltsin’s decision to sign the long-
delayed Russian-Ukrainian Friendship and Cooperation Treaty in
1997 was in large part motivated by a desire to counter Ukraine’s
growing rapprochement with NATO. It reflected recognition by
Yeltsin that his delaying tactics were driving kyiv more strongly into
the arms of the West.
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In May 2002, President kuchma announced that Ukraine intended
to abandon its policy of nonalignment and apply for NATO member-
ship. Here again the decision was part of a calculated effort to coun-
terbalance Russia. President Putin’s decision to support the United
States in the war on terrorism and the subsequent improvement in
U.S.-Russian relations raised the prospect that Russia would have a
closer relationship with NATO than Ukraine. 

Ukraine’s application for NATO membership was designed to
undercut this prospect. However, kuchma’s increasingly repressive
internal policies as well as suspicions that Ukraine had sold aircraft
tracking systems to Iraq (the kolchuga affair), led NATO to put rela-
tions with Ukraine on hold. The Alliance decided to wait until after
the 2004 presidential elections before taking any new initiatives with
Ukraine. 

The Impact of the Orange Revolution

Yushchenko’s election as president in december 2004 opened a
new stage in Ukraine’s relations with NATO. In an attempt to encour-
age Yushchenko’s pro-Western reform course, NATO offered Ukraine
Intensified dialogue status in April 2005—a preparatory step toward
an individualized Membership Action Plan (MAP). By the spring of
2006, there were widespread expectations that Ukraine would be
offered MAP at the NATO summit in Riga (November 2006), with a
possible membership invitation in 2008 leading to full membership in
2010-2012.

However, the collapse of the Orange Coalition in the summer of
2006 and Yanukovych’s return to power as prime minister dashed
these hopes. during a trip to

Brussels in September 2006 Yanukovych withdrew Ukraine’s sup-
port for MAP and the issue became a dead letter until after September
2007 pre-term elections that resulted in a victory of the Orange
Coalition. 

One of the first acts of the new Ukrainian government, headed by
Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, was to revive Ukraine’s application
for MAP. In January 2008, Tymoshenko, Yushchenko, and Rada (Par-
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liament) Chairman Arseniy Yatseniuk sent a letter to NATO seeking a
MAP and NATO membership at the Bucharest summit. Ukraine’s
request for a MAP along with that of georgia touched off a lively
debate within the Alliance in the run up to the NATO summit in
Bucharest in April 2008. President Bush pushed hard for the Alliance
to grant Ukraine and georgia MAP status, which was viewed by many,
especially the Russian leadership, as being a precursor to NATO
membership. France and germany, however, opposed the idea, fearing
that it would undercut any hope of an improvement in NATO’s rela-
tions with Russia. 

As Ronald Asmus has noted, the debate over MAP at Bucharest was
not just a debate about Ukraine and georgia’s technical performance
and whether they met the loose standards set down in NATO doc-
trine. It was really a debate about the future of enlargement and more
generally about relations with Russia.5 Those who opposed granting
georgia and Ukraine a MAP did so not only because they doubted
whether georgia and Ukraine were really prepared for NATO mem-
bership, but also because they feared granting georgia and Ukraine a
MAP would be the first step down a slippery slope they could not con-
trol and which threatened to strain NATO’s cohesion and relations
with Moscow.

The Bucharest summit ended with a confusing compromise. France
and germany succeeded in blocking the granting of MAP to Ukraine
and georgia. However, the communiqué issued at the end of the sum-
mit by the NATO Heads of State and governments stated that
Ukraine and georgia would one day be admitted to NATO, although
no specific date or timetable was mentioned.

Thus, from Moscow’s point of view the outcome was even worse
than the Russian leadership had expected. Ukraine and georgia had
been denied MAP but had been given a formal commitment that they
would one day become members of the Alliance.
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The Changing International 
Context for Ukrainian Membership

The Bucharest summit marked the high-water mark of Ukraine’s
advance toward NATO membership. Since the summit, prospects for
Ukraine’s entry into NATO have declined. Several factors contributed
to pushing the issue of Ukrainian membership in NATO off the inter-
national agenda for the immediate future.

The first was the Russo-georgian war in August 2008. The Russ-
ian invasion of georgia was a sharp reminder that power politics still
mattered and underscored that Russia was prepared to defend its
interests in the post-Soviet space with force, if necessary. The inva-
sion made clear that Russia was still a power to be reckoned with and
that any attempt to promote security interests in the post-Soviet
space would need to take Russian security concerns more directly
into consideration. 

At the same time, it underscored the limits of American power.
Faced with a kremlin determined to defend its interests in a region
that Moscow regarded as part of its sphere of ‘privileged interests,’ the
United States could do little but utter meek verbal protests. When
push came to shove, few NATO  members— including the United
 States— had much stomach for a military confrontation with Russia
over georgia. Moreover, the Russian invasion raised fears that South
Ossetia could be a trial run for an attempt by Moscow to raise territo-
rial claims on Crimea, especially in light of Putin’s remark at the
Bucharest summit that Ukraine was an “artificial entity.”6

In short, the invasion of georgia had a sobering impact on Western
thinking about the modalities and wisdom of NATO’s enlargement
into the post-Soviet space. In the aftermath of the invasion, the issue
of NATO membership for Ukraine and georgia was put on indefinite
hold. While the door to NATO membership remains open to Ukraine
(and georgia) in principle, in reality there is little support in Western
capitals for further enlargement of the Alliance in the near term, espe-
cially as long as Yanukovych remains Ukraine’s president.
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Western relations with the East, in fact, appear to be entering a new
phase. For the past two decades, enlargement has been the main vehi-
cle for promoting stability and security eastward in both NATO and
the EU. But as Bruce Jackson has noted, this “go-go period” of NATO
expansion to the East has ended. 7 Macedonia and perhaps Serbia may
at some point become NATO members. However, further enlarge-
ment of the Alliance into the post-Soviet space has essentially been
put on hold.

Within the EU as well, the momentum behind enlargement has
slowed visibly in the last few years. The top EU priority since 2006
has been ensuring ratification of the Lisbon Treaty and other major
initiatives have been subordinated to that goal. As a consequence,
there has been little active support for new initiatives aimed at further
enlargement and in effect, further enlargement to the East has been
put on hold. 

The Eastern  Partnership— the EU’s main policy instrument for
dealing with countries on its eastern  periphery— emphasizes trade
and soft power as instruments for fostering closer ties to the coun-
tries in the western periphery of the post-Soviet space. However,
unlike the association agreements with the states of the Western
Balkans, the Eastern Partnership does not offer a prospect of mem-
bership. Ukraine’s Association Agreement with the EU likewise dif-
fered from the Association Agreements signed in the 1990s with Cen-
tral-Eastern Europe, which contains a commitment to eventual
membership. Ukraine’s Association Agreement contained no such
commitment.

With neither NATO nor EU membership on the horizon the only
vehicle for keeping open the prospect for Ukraine’s closer ties to
Euro-Atlantic institution is the deep Comprehensive Free Trade
Agreement (dCFTA) being negotiated between Ukraine and the EU.
However, that agreement could be frozen due to concerns in various
EU member states about political repression and serious violations of
rule of  law— particularly the arrest and trial of former prime minister
Yulia  Tymoshenko— that have occurred since President Yanukovych
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took office. Following her sentence in October 2011 to seven years
imprisonment the EU cancelled a visit to Brussels by Yanukovych and
it remains unclear if the negotiations towards the signing of an Associ-
ation Agreement will be completed. Most certainly, even if it was
signed, the Association Agreement would not be ratified by the Euro-
pean Parliament, which issued a damning resolution on October 28,
2011, and 27 EU members parliaments.

U.S. Policy

At the same time, U.S. policy toward the post-Soviet space has
shifted in small but important ways. The Bush Administration pursued
an active policy towards the western periphery of the post-Soviet
space. Along with georgia, Ukraine was seen as poster child for the
administration’s democracy promotion program as both countries
underwent color revolutions in 2003-2004. As noted earlier, Bush
strongly supported awarding MAP status to Ukraine and georgia at
the 2006 Riga and 2008 Bucharest summits.

The Obama Administration, by contrast, has been much more cau-
tious and circumspect in its approach to the expansion of Western
interests into the western periphery of the post-Soviet space. While
the door to georgian and Ukrainian membership in NATO has been
kept open rhetorically, in practice membership for both countries has
been put on hold and subordinated to the Obama administration’s
effort to ‘reset’ relations with Moscow.

In addition, the democratic revolutions in the Middle East have
diverted attention away from the CIS. With the Middle East in tur-
moil, Washington has been forced to focus increasing attention on
trying to stabilize the Middle East and has had less time to pay atten-
tion to developments in the CIS. The EU, in turn, has been increas-
ingly preoccupied with fallout from the sovereign debt crisis and the
crisis surrounding the euro.

The Obama Administration’s more cautious policy toward NATO
enlargement has brought U.S. policy more in line with European pol-
icy. At the same time, it has generated concerns among some Central-
Eastern European allies, particularly Poland and the Baltic states, that
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the United States is losing interest in promoting democracy and
reform in the western periphery of the post-Soviet space.8

However, the Obama reset policy does not mean that the United
States is abandoning support for democracy and reform in Ukraine
and the western periphery of the post-Soviet space.9 This is clearly
seen in the strong U.S. condemnation of selective justice and of
Tymoshenko’s sentence. U.S. officials have repeatedly stressed that the
United States does not accept the idea of “spheres of influence.”
Indeed, “completing Europe”—that is, extending stability, security,
prosperity and democracy to the entire European  continent— is one of
the explicit goals of the Obama Administration’s European policy. 

Yanukovych’s Election: Back to the Future

The  third— and most  important— factor influencing the issue of
Ukrainian membership in NATO has been the change in Ukrainian
policy under President Yanukovych. When Yanukovych was elected in
February 2010, many observers expected that he would pursue a “multi
vector” policy similar to the one pursued by President kuchma that
sought to balance relations with Russia with good ties to the West.

However, these expectations proved to be wrong. In his first two
years in office, Yanukovych has pursued a series of policies that have
exacerbated internal divisions, diminished the prospects for closer ties
to the West, and reduced Ukraine’s freedom of maneuver. This has left
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Ukraine more isolated internationally and created the conditions for
kyiv’s potential drift back into the Russian economic and political
orbit.

In April 2010, the Stability and Reforms coalition headed by
Yanukovych railroaded through parliament a 25-year extension of the
existing twenty year agreement (signed in 1997) allowing Russia to
base the Black Sea Fleet in Sevastopol until 2042-2047. The agree-
ment was ratified without proper parliamentary oversight and in viola-
tion of a constitutional provision forbidding foreign bases on Ukrain-
ian territory. It provoked a virtual riot in the parliament and led to fist
fights between members, the hurling of eggs and igniting of smoke
bombs. In return for extending the base agreement, Russia agreed to
lower the price of imported gas by 30 percent. However, due to the
falling demand for gas, Russia had already begun renegotiating con-
tracts in Europe and giving customers discounts. Thus, the 30 percent
discount simply brought the price negotiated with Yanukovych down
to current European average prices.

Moreover, the gas agreement reduces the incentive for Ukraine to
reform its inefficient and corrupt energy sector, and commits the
country to buying more gas in subsequent years than it may need. At
the same time, it increases Ukraine’s economic and energy depend-
ence on Russia, strengthening kyiv’s single-vector foreign policy.

In summer 2010, Yanukovych withdrew Ukraine’s support for
NATO  membership— a policy he had not opposed as Prime Minister
in kuchma’s cabinet in 2002-2004. A July 2010 law on foreign policy
described Ukraine henceforth as a “non-bloc” country. However, it
remains unclear how Ukraine can be a neutral country while having a
long-term foreign (i.e., Russian) base on its soil. In addition, the term
“non-bloc” is a throw back to the Cold War and fails to take into
account that the EU is an emerging bloc seeking to develop its own
security and defense policy (ESdP).

In practical terms, Ukraine’s withdrawal of its support for NATO
membership does not mean much since there is little support within
NATO for admitting Ukraine in the near future. Routine PfP cooper-
ation with NATO has continued but any progress toward membership
will have to await the election of a more democratic government in
kyiv committed to genuine reform and Euro-Atlantic integration.
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On the domestic front, there has been a clear step back from demo-
cratic practices under Yanukovych, especially trials of opposition lead-
ers, that threatens to jeopardize negotiations on the dCFTA.10 Cor-
ruption has visibly increased which is having an economic impact.
Foreign direct investment is falling and the European Union has cur-
rently frozen $100 million of financial assistance as a direct result of
the administration’s failure to curb graft in public-sector procurement.
Harassment of opposition parties has also been stepped up. The most
egregious example is the arrest and sent former Prime Minister
Tymoshenko, who was accused of abuse of office and was sentenced to
a seven years in prison in a trial that was clearly politically motivated.
The sentence led to a storm of protests from the US, Canada, EU and
EU members.

A Western Policy for the Long Haul: 
Toward an “Open Ukraine” in the Euro-Atlantic Community

Against the background of these changes since Yanukovych’s elec-
tion in February 2010 Western policymakers may be tempted to write
off Ukraine and turn their attention elsewhere. However, this would
be a strategic mistake. The United States and the EU have a strong
stake in keeping open a European and Transatlantic orientation for
Ukraine. A reorientation of Ukrainian policy toward Russia would
shift the strategic balance in Europe and have a negative impact on the
prospects for democratic change on Europe’s eastern periphery, mak-
ing it much more difficult for georgia and Moldova to pursue their
pro-Western course. It would also have a dampening impact on the
long-term prospects for reform in Belarus by creating an eastern
Slavic bloc of nations suspicious of the West.

While it is difficult to predict Ukraine’s political trajectory, the
United States and EU need to take the long view. Ukraine, like
Turkey, is in the midst of an identity crisis which will have a profound
impact on the country’s political evolution. This struggle is between
Ukraine’s eastern orientation, promoted by elites in the Russified east-
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ern parts of Ukraine, and a western orientation advocated by the pro-
western elites in Central and Western Ukraine. This identity crisis is
likely to take time to sort out.

Economic and oligarchic elites around Yanukovych fear Russian
economic domination and prefer the dCFTA to the CIS Customs
Union. At the same time, they want to have their cake and eat it too by
enjoying the economic benefits from the economic and trade provi-
sions of the dCFTA while simultaneously undertaking policies at
home that violate European values and seek to establish political and
economic monopolization of power. This attempt to combine a type
of Ukrainian “Putinism” at home with European integration abroad
has nearly derailed the Association Agreement and dCFTA and
threatens to hamper its ratification. 

As Ukraine struggles to define its identity and find its place in the
new European security order, the door to Europe should be kept open
to Ukraine. U.S. and European policy should be aimed at strengthen-
ing democratic institutions and promoting the growth of civil society,
especially an independent media, and business and student exchanges.
As Bohdan Vitvitsky shows in his chapter, rule of law and corruption
issues are central to the emergence of an “Open Ukraine.”

While the door to NATO membership for Ukraine should be kept
open in principle, the issue of NATO membership is likely to remain
on the back burner for the immediate future. Focusing on NATO
membership now will only inflame the political atmosphere and make
progress in other important areas more difficult. The main obstacle is
not Russian  opposition— though this is an important  factor— but low
public support for Ukrainian membership. As long as only about a
quarter of the population favors membership, the prospect for
Ukraine being admitted to NATO will remain remote. With a more
democratic and Western-oriented political leadership in power, sup-
port for Ukraine’s integration into Euro-Atlantic  institutions—
 especially  NATO— could increase. But changing Ukrainian attitudes
toward NATO will take time. However, until there is stronger support
for NATO among the Ukrainian population, the question of Ukrain-
ian membership in NATO will remain largely theoretical rather than
an important issue on the political agenda.
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While Ukrainian membership in NATO is not feasible for the time
being, other steps in the security field could be taken to strengthen
Ukraine’s ties to the Euro-Atlantic community. The United States and
its European allies should seek to engage the Ukrainian military in a
dialogue on military reform and continue to involve Ukraine in peace-
keeping operations, both within NATO and on a bilateral basis.
Nuclear safety is another area where the United States and Ukraine
could usefully increase cooperation. With growing “Putinization” of
the security forces, their democratic control is an important area for
policy makers in NATO and NATO member governments to focus
on. greater emphasis should be placed on democratic control of the
internal security forces (Interior Ministry and Security Service) that
have been used as the vanguard for the growing authoritarianism.

The main objective of such contacts and dialogue should be to
strengthen cooperation in areas where there is mutual interest while
encouraging progress toward establishing more open democratic
institutions. In many cases, this may not necessarily involve highly vis-
ible projects but rather efforts to enhance cooperation at the grass
roots level. The goal should be to strengthen ties that can lead to the
emergence of a more pluralistic and democratic Ukraine over the
medium-long run. 

This is particularly important in light of the election of Vladimir
Putin as the next president of Russia in the March 2012 Russian presi-
dential elections. Putin’s election could result in a toughening of Russ-
ian policy toward Ukraine, especially in the economic area. Such a sit-
uation could provide new opportunities to engage the Ukrainian
leadership and strengthen Ukraine’s ties to the Euro-Atlantic commu-
nity. While Yanukovych favors strong ties to Russia, he does not want
Ukraine to become a Russian satellite or himself a Russian gubernator.
Nor do the Ukrainian oligarchs who are an important interest group
within the Yanukovych administration.

Indeed, there are already signs of growing differences between
Ukraine and Russia in the economic area. These could increase under
Putin. If they do, Yanukovych could begin to show greater interest in
closer ties to the  West— especially  Europe— in order to counterbal-
ance ties with and pressure from Moscow, as kuchma did.
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Whether Yanukovych has the political skill to pursue such a policy
is far from clear. But if he shows an interest in trying, the United
States and the EU should be ready to engage him while at the same
time continuing to push for more comprehensive economic and polit-
ical reforms aimed at facilitating Ukraine’s integration into Euro-
Atlantic institutions.
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